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General foreword

The Academy of Contemporary Music’s Popular Music Tuition Series for Term 2 has been
designed to further promote the development of advanced technical proficiency as well as
advocating the application of core skills in a commercial environment.

Recognising that today’s musicians must apply their knowledge in order to establish themselves in
a highly competitive industry, this series which covers Guitar, Bass Guitar, Drums, Vocals, Music
Production and Tour Production & Management, aims to provide these skills alongside intensive
tuition. This is to ensure that all musicians attending ACM are offered the opportunity of a
proactive approach to promoting their careers within a fast-paced environment.

Each unit contained in this next edition has been written by specialist musicians and expert
practitioners, all of whom are currently working at the forefront of the development of popular
music. Teaching staff at ACM are responsible for creating and delivering internationally
recognised programmes which are renowned for their quality, content and innovation. This
Popular Music Tuition guide – a follow-up to Term 1 course notes – offers the student the benefit
of literally thousands of hours of high-level industry performing and teaching expertise covering all
aspects of popular music.

I should like to take this opportunity to thank the authors for their continued support and to wish
you well in your continued studies.

Phil Brookes
Course Founder and Director
The Academy of Contemporary Music
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General Contents
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7 Stylistic Awareness 275
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Unit title

Repertoire
Development
Duration of unit: Terms 1 and 2 (26 weeks)

Term 2 lecture titles (weeks 14-26)

Unit transcribed and written by Stefan Redtenbacher

Lecture content Page

1 The Beatles – Drive My Car 12

2 Pat Benetar – Hit Me With Your Best Shot 17

3 The Feeling – Fill My Little World 21

4 Sheryl Crow – Run Baby Run 25

5 Crowded House – Weather With You 29

6 Paramore – Misery Business 35

7 Carrie Underwood – Before He Cheats 40
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BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Foreword

The Repertoire Development unit is designed to give you the opportunity to interact and perform with
other musicians on the course.  In each session there will be a tutor present specific to each instrument to
demonstrate how the song might be played, and to provide feedback and comments to the students who
perform live with a band.

This unit is arguably the most important one on the course for a couple of reasons.  First, no matter how
much experience you have had previously, you can always learn more by doing more.  It is the culmination
of all the things you have been working on, be they technical, stylistic or reading, to perform on your
instrument in front of other people.  There is a range of issues to consider when performing; technical
capabilities, song form, equipment and psychological factors to name but a few.  It’s not enough just to
know the notes of the song – you need to bring it all together for that magic moment when you hit the
stage.  

Additionally, unless you plan on doing solo concerts all of your life (not necessarily a bad thing) you will
have to learn what it is like to work with other musicians and how that will affect your own performance.
Imagine all the variables that are present when a band hits the stage – it’s amazing that anything gets played
at all!

There’s another bonus to being an active participant in these classes.  In addition to obtaining all this
experience, you are actually being seen and heard by other musicians.  You might make friends, form your
own band and be doing something amazing just by ‘hanging out’ and playing when you’re able to.  That is
how the industry works.  Networking is vital to any musician’s livelihood and there’s no better time than
now to start while you are among so many like-minded and talented colleagues.  Take advantage of what’s
on offer and do your best to overcome fears and apprehensions about performing.  Do your homework,
learn the tune and play each week – you might be amazed at the changes in your playing (and potentially
your career) by the years’ end.

Foreword by Mike Sturgis and Stefan Redtenbacher

Learner requirements

To gain the most from this unit it is strongly recommended that the student obtains a recorded version of
the music and/or transcriptions being studied.  The music will be played in the lectures, but it will require
further listening to fully assimilate the information presented.

11
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BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

lecture

1The Beatles – Drive My Car

Lecture content

1.1 Background

This Lennon/McCartney track was released in 1965 on The Beatles’ Rubber Soul album on Capitol
Records, produced by George Martin.

1.2 Playing considerations

This tune is in the key of D major and features a catchy two bar riff in the verse and a quarter note based
bass line in the chorus.

Using a different approach in the chorus than in the verse gives the bass performance a nice contrast.

Note all the subtle variations on the two bar riff and the notable slides into the thirds, which gives it a bluesy
character.

The notes of the two bar riff are predominantly the triadic arpeggios of the two major chords D major and G
major. This is a reoccurring theme within Paul McCartney’s bass style.

The bass is panned hard to one side of the stereo spectrum and sounds like it was recorded with a
microphone in front of an amp. For more details on how the bass was recorded please see the book Behind
the Glass by Howard Massey (Miller Freeman Books, 2000). Geoff Emerick and George Martin will give
you an insight into their Beatles recording techniques.

Repertoire Development Lecture 112
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 = 123

pop rock

Drive My Car
Beatles - 'Rubber Soul' (1965)

V1

mf

C1

V2

C2

Repertoire Development Lecture 1 13
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BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Repertoire Development Lecture 114

guitar solo

C3

V3
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15Repertoire Development Lecture 1

C4

outro (guitar solo 2)

fade out starts ---------------------
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16 Repertoire Development Lecture 1

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Summary

To achieve a performance worthy of professional standards, the student must succeed in several
areas. Good timekeeping is absolutely essential, along with playing stylistically correctly and getting a
good sound. Know the form of the song inside and out; be able to lead the rest of the band when
appropriate, either through your playing or through communicating orally or visually. 

Represent the bass part on the recording as closely as possible, but don’t be afraid to adapt the part
to fit the performance environment that you’re in. The following are some tips for practising the song
and achieving a strong result.

■ If the lecture is presenting a sections only chart (see top left of the chart) use the appendix at
the end of this unit and write down the song form/arrangement of the tune.

■ You can also make your own notes on the chart to help you with the song arrangement.

■ Practise the individual sections of the song first. 

■ Practise along to an audio loop, metronome or drum machine. 

■ If you are working on a tricky passage or section it is advisable to slow down your rhythm
device. Gradually bring it up to speed.

■ Play the whole song and its proper arrangement to an audio loop, metronome or drum
machine. This is a very good exercise, as you really have to know the song well to play it
without the vocals and other instrumental cues.

■ Play along to the original record. If possible put on some headphones, boost the bass
frequencies on the recording and pan in to one side. The signal of your bass should be panned
to the opposite side. This way you will be able to hear if you are playing the exact bass line and
it will give you more transparency overall when playing to the record.

■ Get together with a friendly drummer, guitarist and vocalist and run through the track.

■ By the time you play in front of a live audience you will hopefully have worked on the song
long and hard, allowing you to forget about the nuts and bolts of it so you can focus purely on
your fellow band  members, the audience, and your stage appearance. Most of all it should be
an enjoyable experience, especially if the band is clicking with each other and the audience.

Recommended practice and further study

■ You should be studying this for a minimum of 15 minutes a day. Your practise routine for this
could be as follows:

■ Review the lecture content and additional notes you’ve made in class.

■ Spend time listening to the track and playing along with the CD, with a particular focus
on the portions of the track that need the most work.

■ Perform and practise the song every day.

■ Preparation is always the best way to ensure a good performance, but if you want to spend
more time addressing the minefield of performance anxiety, try Effortless Mastery by Kenny
Werner.
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17Repertoire Development Lecture 2

lecture

2Pat Benatar – Hit Me With Your Best Shot

Lecture content

2.1 Background

The most popular song of her career is taken from her second album Crimes Of Passion, released in 1980
by Chrysalis.

2.2 Playing considerations

This classic 1980s straight eighth-note featuring track features Roger Capps on bass.

It is in the typical rock guitar key of E major and features the simple but effective tool of a guitar/bass unison
riff in the verses and chorus.

Note the introduction of a third unison riff in the third verse. This provides a nice contrast to the other
verses as they start with a long note to ‘release’ the tension of the tight eighth-note riff of the chorus.

You could play this with the finger-style technique or may want to experiment playing this with a plectrum,
which would also work in the context of this track.

A note on dynamics – overall the bass performance is at a medium loud volume. There is one exception;
the four bar crescendo before the fourth chorus. Make sure to play the eighth-notes evenly from very quiet
to loud.

Finally, watch out that you don’t rush all the eighth-note pushes in the verse. The bass line in conjunction
with the guitar riff will sound ‘bigger’ when played in time or even laid back a little bit.
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BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

 = 128

rock

Hit Me With Your Best Shot
Pat Benatar - 'Crimes Of Passion' (1980)

mfV1+2

C1+2

D.S.
guitar solo

V3
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C3

pp mf

C4
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20 Repertoire Development Lecture 2

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Summary

See Lecture 1.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ For more information on Pat Benatar check out her website at www.benatar.com.
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21Repertoire Development Lecture 3

lecture

3The Feeling – Fill My Little World

Lecture content

3.1 Playing considerations

This pop rock tune is in the key of G. This tune seems to be influenced by The Beatles’ harmony and
backing vocals.

The bass is very warm and round sounding. Make sure to catch the little inflections in the main chorus riff,
i.e. hammering the F# into the root of the chord G. On the chart this is indicated with the small note with a
line through the stem before the regular side notes. Make sure to also play the glissandos, i.e. slides,
whenever indicated.

Very quiet, but verse 2 seems to feature a Danelectro 6-string bass or Fender Bass VI in the second half
(also called a baritone guitar). This instrument is tuned like a guitar but one octave lower. It is also common
to tune it a perfect fifth, perfect fourth or a major third lower than the regular guitar. This bass was popular
in the 1960s and 1970s for creating ‘tic-tac’ bass lines, often copying the regular (double) bass part note-
for-note to give the bass line more definition and ‘click’ or ‘tic’.
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BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

 = 88

pop rock

Fill My Little World
The Feeling - 'Twelve stops and home'

mf

0:08

V1

C1

V2

gliss.

C2
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23Repertoire Development Lecture 3

mid-8

guitar solo

C3

C4
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24 Repertoire Development Lecture 3

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Summary

See Lecture 1.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Check out Duane Eddy’s Bonnie Came Back from the album Rebel Rouser and listen to the
low open E on the chorus.
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25Repertoire Development Lecture 4

lecture

4Sheryl Crow – Run Baby Run

Lecture content

4.1 Background

This tune was released in 1993 on Tuesday Night Club Music, A&M Records. The bass playing credit on
the album cover falls to David Ricketts and Dan Schwartz.

4.2 Time feel

The time feel is a slow 6/8 rock ballad. The bar is divided into two halves. This is marked by the snare drum
hitting on the fourth eighth note of each bar. With tempos like this one it is crucial to not rush the tempo. It
takes confidence to leave this much space between the notes.

4.3 Harmony

This tune is in the key of E major and features many non-diatonic Blues chords (i.e. seventh chords that do
not resolve in the traditional way up a perfect fourth or down a perfect fifth). 

The Blues seventh chords in this tune are: A7, C7, F7, B♭7 and sometimes E7.

There is also a passing note in bar 12: The bass plays a G underneath an A minor chord.

This creates a nice stepwise connection to the next chord F7 and also forms the third inversion of an Ami7
chord if you want to see it this way.

Another harmonic ‘ear candy’ is the chromatic passing chord in bar 24: B7 – B♭7 – A7. This is often found
in Blues type songs and creates an interesting flavour.

Finally, the verse borrows a chord from the parallel E minor scale: Ami is a non diatonic chord quality in the
key of E major but it is diatonic in E minor. 

Note: it is only the chord quality that is changing, the note A is diatonic both in E major and minor on the
fourth degree. The same borrowing takes place with the G major chord in bar 8 which is also taken from the
E minor tonality.

Bar 8: note that the passing chord is G in the first verse, however, it is G/B in the second and third verse.

4.4 Form

The form is really straightforward. It is slightly unusual for the voice to come in straight away as there is no
intro. Note that you could lay out for the first four bars and come in with the drums in bar 5 or you could
play quiet high notes to support the guitar from the beginning. Note that there is a guitar solo for the first
half of the third verse before the vocals come back in. Don’t miss the coda the last time round in bar 16. 
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4.5 Dynamics

The second verse is more positive and stronger than the first verse. Chorus one and two are stronger than
the verse and the third chorus should receive most of the energy.

4.6 Sound

Go for a warm, supportive and unobtrusive sound to support the entire band performing this track. This
was played on a standard 4 string bass with regular tuning. Play this with finger style.

26 Repertoire Development Lecture 4

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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 = 125

Rock ballad

Run Baby Run
Sheryl Crow - 'Tuesday Night Music Club' (1993)

V1-3

mf

3rd time: guitar solo

(bass notes optional for the first four bars)

drum fill-----------

2nd & 3rd x

1st x

3rd time: vox back in

drum fill-----------

C1+2

2

Repertoire Development Lecture 4
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28 Repertoire Development Lecture 4

C3

f (repeat & fade)

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Summary

See Lecture 1.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.
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29Repertoire Development Lecture 5

lecture

5Crowded House – Weather With You

Lecture content

5.1 Form

The arrangement is unusual as it does not follow the usual pop format.

It starts with the by now classic open string guitar hook followed by the first verse and bridge. The hook
comes back in and is followed by the second verse. One might expect the second bridge to come in, but
instead the first chorus kicks in. After this, once again the guitar hook takes centre stage. 

Another surprise moment is that the second chorus now comes straight after the hook and is followed by a
spacious ‘C’ or tag section where the bass plays a very melodic role. Finally the tune closes with the chorus
release section and ends on a long ringing chord. Watch out for the extra bar in B1 and C2.

5.2 Harmony

The tune is in the key of D major and leans heavily on the II-V chord progression (Em to A). It features a few
inversions (for example: first inversion of D major in bar 44, or an implied first to second inversion of A
major in the bass fill of bar 37). Find other inversions for yourself and check with your tutor that you have
found the correct ones.

Overall the tunes stay in the tonality of D major with the notable exception of the first (and only) bridge.
Here the tune modulates to the C major key and features chords like D minor, C, F and G major. They are all
diatonic in the key of C major.

Cleverly, this section uses the G major chord to come back to D major. G major is the subdominant triad in
the key of D major and the dominant in the key of C major.

This is a classic case of a dual function chord, i.e. it is the subdominant chord in the main key of the tune
and the dominant in the modulated key of this tune.

You can see the modulation as the whole tonality of the tune slipping down a whole-step and then coming
back up. The downward motion of this modulation certainly gives the impression of a darker or more
subdued feel. When it comes back to the original key, a whole-step higher, there is a notable uplifting feel
to it. This is songwriting at its very best. Please note that the theoretical explanations are given to help you
understand the harmonic ingredients of this song. It is highly unlikely that Crowded House wrote this song
considering the theory first. I’m sure the band were going with what ‘felt right’ at the time of creation.

5.3 Playing considerations

The bass performance in this track is very colourful, melodic and packed with variations of the main bass
figures. 

As far as the bass sound is concerned, it sounds like it was recorded with a Music Man 4-string bass and
finger-style.
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30 Repertoire Development Lecture 5

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

There are plenty of subtle shifts of sixteenth-note rhythms, and slides play an important part in the overall
bass performance. Experiment with the best way to play the ghost notes. You can either play them on the
same string as the target note or on one of the adjacent strings (for example, you could play the ghost note
in bar 46 on either the A string or the D string). Listen and decide which sound [of the two] you prefer, and
which version gives you a better playing feel of the line.

The chart does not have articulation markings so make sure you listen carefully on how to phrase the bass lines,
as yet again there is a good amount of variation on how the eighth-note lines are phrased (i.e. short, long and
punctuated). I recommend playing the ‘C section’ high up on the neck on the E and A string to emulate the
round bass sound on the album. The same notes on the D and G string will probably not give you the same
impact.  However, feel free to experiment and make your own judgements.
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 = 94

Pop Rock

bass: Nick Seymour

Weather With You
Crowded House - 'Woodface' (1991)

mf

V1

B1

hook
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V2

C1

hook

0 0

C2

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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vocals back in

Repertoire Development Lecture 5
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34 Repertoire Development Lecture 5

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Summary

See Lecture 1.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Check out www.crowdedhouse.com for more information on this band.
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35

lecture

6Paramore – Misery Business

Lecture content

6.1 Playing considerations

This tune is in the key of F minor. Play this finger-style or with a pick.

If you have a 5-string bass than you can play the bass chart as written.

If you have a 4-string bass you have a few options on how to play this track:

■ Play with an octave pedal throughout and play the chart one octave higher on your bass.

■ Downtune your low E string to D♭and leave the other strings in their regular tuning.

■ Downtune all strings a minor third, i.e. (from low to high pitch) D♭, G♭, B, E.

■ Keep your bass at the regular tuning and octave transpose only the notes that are out of the
range, i.e. the notes E♭and D♭.

Make sure to follow the kick drum pattern in the B sections. The bass is not playing continuous eighth notes
as a quick listen might suggest.

The accent in the C section indicates a short and hard attack on the quarter notes.

Try to play the D section on one string. This will give you the big, long and uninterrupted slides from D♭ to
A♭and B♭ to E♭.

Note the impact of the bass line halfway during the guitar solo (starting at bar 54) when it switches to
continuous eighth notes.

Repertoire Development Lecture 6
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BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

 = 173

Rock

Misery Business
Paramore - 'Riot' (2007)

f

A1,2

B1,2

C1,2
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37Repertoire Development Lecture 6

riff

D.S. al Coda
D

guitar solo
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BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

vocals + drums only

B3

C3

riff
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39Repertoire Development Lecture 6

Summary

See Lecture 1.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Check out Paramore at www.allmusic.com to get more background information on the band.
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BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

lecture

7Carrie Underwood – Before He Cheats

Lecture content

7.1 Playing considerations

This tune has a country/rock/pop feel to it. It is in the key of F# minor.

The tempo is quite laid back but still heavy. Make sure to play the sixteenth notes with a swing feel.

The chart presents you with a substantial amount of bars with time slashes with chord symbols on top. Use
the transcribed ‘sample patterns’ as a guide to develop your own lines. The rule of thumb for a track like
this is to stay close to the bass drum pattern to reinforce a strong bottom end.

This is another tune for which a 5 string bass would be very handy. However,
if you only have a 4 string bass you can octave transpose all notes out of range, notable the D and C#.

For alternative ways to play this bass chart please see the playing consideration for the Paramore track in
this unit.

Watch out for the extra two beats before the ‘tag’ in bar 40 (bar line 28).
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 = 74

pop rock

Before He Cheats
Carrie Underwood - 'Some Hearts' (2005)

mf

V1,2

2

2

C1,2

D.S. al Coda
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Mid-8

f

C3

mf

triplet fill

tag
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Summary

See Lecture 1.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Check out Carrie Underwood at www.allmusic.com for more information on this artist.
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lecture

8The Script – The Man Who Can’t Be Moved

Lecture content

8.1 Background

This tune was first released on The Script on Phonogenic in 2009. Paul Inder plays bass and guitar on this
album.

8.2 Time feel

This tune has a straight medium tempo rock feel with the bass pumping out steady eighth notes with zero
variations.

8.3 Form

The form is pretty standard. The mid-8 has more character than the formulaic verse and chorus. The
second verse has two break at the end of each four bar cycle. Catch the drum fill going back into chorus 2.

8.4 Playing style/tuning

You could play this finger style or with a pick. This tune is in B♭and features an extended bass range. There
are various ways you could go about this.

■ If you are a four string player, octave transpose all the notes out of your range (i.e. E♭and C).

■ If you are a five string player you can play the chart as it is notated.

■ If you are a four string player and would like the low notes you could try down tuning your E
string only. You might want to choose the note C. Make sure to not get unwanted fret buzz from
the ‘floppy’ C string.

■ If you like effect you might want to use an octave pedal and step on it to add one octave below
your E♭and C.

The most important element of this performance (regardless of tuning) is to create a steady and pumping
pulse without any deviation.
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 = 100

The Man Who Can't Be Moved
Pop Rock The Script - 'The Script' (2009)

guitar only
V1

V2

mf

C1+2

'I'm not moving...'

guitar and drums only

interlude
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V3

Mid-8

'I'm not moving...'

3x's

C3

4x's
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Summary

See Lecture 1.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.
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lecture

9En Vogue – Free Your Mind

Lecture content

9.1 Background 

The album Funky Divas was released by East West in 1992 and features this fun and upbeat track that
effortlessly blends soul, rock and hip-hop.

9.2 Playing considerations

This is a ‘sections only’ chart and requires you to make your own notes regarding the arrangement.

This tune is in the key of A minor and features great riffs played in unison with the guitars. To make it even
heavier you might want to experiment with a distortion pedal. Play the main riff in closed position.

Pay attention to the phrasing markings in the chorus bass lines. (The dot above the note means staccato
and stands for playing a short note. The line above the note means legato and stands for playing a long
note.)
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 = 100

funky rock
En Vogue – Funky Divas (1992)

Free Your Mindsections only

verse

mf

0:15 4x's

bridge

chorus

last bridge
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Summary

See Lecture 1.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.
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lecture

10Muse – Plug In Baby

Lecture content

10.1 Playing considerations

This tune has a ‘symmetrical’ riff, meaning that the main riff shifts from D to F# to G using exactly the same
notes on rhythm.

An interesting songwriting feature is that this tune revolves around six bar phrases rather than the much
more common four and eight bar phrases.

If you are a four string player down tune your E string to D. This will result in different fingerings so don’t
get caught out by playing root notes on the D string as all notes are a whole step higher on the fingerboard.
You can easily check if you are on the right notes by fretting what used to be a minor seventh with regular
tuning as this is a perfect octave with the drop D tuning.

Note the subtle variation in the second verse in comparison to verse one. This is set-up with the main riff
after the first chorus.

10.2 Bass effects and sounds

Chris Wolstenholme apparently played a Pedulla bass on Origins of Symmetry and likes the Electro
Harmonix Big Muff effects pedal and Boss overdrive pedals. In addition to this his also experimented with
using Marshall guitar amps in addition to an Ampeg bass amp.

YouTube footage appears to show Chris being a finger-style player on this track.

This tune gives you the opportunity to experiment with some bass effects.

You will definitely need a distortion pedal of some description. It would also be cool to have a bass synth
pedal or a Digitech whammy pedal or the Akai UB 1 Unibass Harmonised Bass Distortion. These pedals
allow you to add the top octave to your bass signal.

Distort the top octave, the lower octave or both and you certainly will get closer to the required sound for
this track.

Repertoire Development Lecture 10
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 = 136

rock
bass : Chris  Wolstenholme

Plug In Baby
Muse - 'Origin of Symmetry' (2001)

sfx guitar

riff 1

f

mf

vocals enter

V1,2

copy phrasing of riff 2

C1,2
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riff 2

mf

vocals enter

D.S. al Coda

tag

f
riff 2

sfx
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Summary

See Lecture 1.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ More background info on Muse can be obtained at www.muse-official.com.
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lecture

11Term review/submission week

Lecture content

We will review the information that has been presented and discussed throughout the term.
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lecture

12Exam week – Term 2 formal assessment

Lecture content

Exams are scheduled to take place during this week. Please check the notice board for precise details.

lecture

13Exam week – Term 2 formal assessment

Lecture content

Exams are scheduled to take place during this week. Please check the notice board for precise details.
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Unit title

Ear Training
Duration of unit: Terms 1 and 2 (26 weeks)

Term 2 lecture titles (weeks 14-26)

Unit designed, transcribed and written by Stefan Redtenbacher

Lecture content Page

1 Rhythm 1

This lecture focuses on recognising, describing and reproducing simple rhythms with 
whole-notes, half-notes and quarter-notes. 61

2 Rhythm 2

This lecture focuses on recognising, describing and reproducing rhythms with quarter-notes 
and eighth-notes. 65

3 Drum grooves

This lecture focuses on recognising, describing and reproducing drum grooves and provides 
a key to drum notation. 70

4 Chord qualities

This lecture is a review of the chord recognition lectures of last term plus the addition of 
chord types not built on triads. 76

5 Chord progressions with diatonic chords 

Recognition of chord progressions with all triads and some seventh chords of the major scale. 79

6 Chord progressions with non-diatonic chords 

This lecture will introduce non-diatonic chords such as secondary and extended dominants. 82

7 Chord progressions with blues harmony and chords 

‘Blues seventh chords’ in the context of contemporary pop and rock tunes; identification of 
blues chord progressions. 88

8 Major diatonic melodies and bass lines 

Recognising and reproducing simple diatonic melodies of the major scale; Assessment practise 1:
recognition and reproduction of rhythmic patterns. 93

9 Minor diatonic melodies and bass lines 

Recognising and reproducing simple diatonic melodies of the minor scales; Assessment practise 2:
recognition and reproduction of intervals. 97

10 Blues scale and pentatonic melodies and bass lines 

Recognising and reproducing of simple melodies with the blues scale and the minor and major
pentatonic scales; Assessment practise 3: recognition and reproduction of chord qualities. 101

57
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11 Chord progressions with inversions of diatonic chords/revision

This lecture will present commonly found inversions in contemporary pop music; Assessment
practise 4: recognition and reproduction of chord progressions. 105

12 Exam week – Term 2 formal assessment 111

13 Exam week – Term 2 formal assessment 112

58
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Aural Time
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Training The Ear 
Advance Music, 1992
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Essential Ear Training
Berklee Press, 2000
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The ‘Real Easy’ Ear Training Book
Sher Music Publishing, 2009
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The Tuning Of The World 
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Foreword

The most important asset of any musician is a good pair of ears. Music is an aural art form and the
development of a strong inner ear is absolutely necessary. Imagine a painter with poor or no eyesight – a
very blurry or even impossible affair. 

Ear training can be practised just like technical exercises or tunes on your bass. The advantage is that it can
be done away from your instrument and it is even advisable to do so to strengthen your inner ear. In an
ideal world you want to play what is in your head and not what is in your fingers. Not having been blessed
with perfect pitch (the ability to recognise notes by themselves) is no reason for despair, as the
development of a strong relative pitch is possible for most committed musicians.

This unit will introduce you to the sounds and names of intervals, chords, chord progressions, scales and
rhythms as well as instruments. Furthermore, you will be learning how to listen out for, and write down
song forms, time signatures and time-feels.

Many tasks in this unit are performance-based. Performance ear training is dealing with the instant imitation
of rhythms, melodies, bass lines, etc. If some of the subjects covered do not come easily to you at first it is
important not to give up, as the inner ear is ultimately the source of your music making. The bass is simply
your chosen tool to let the world hear what is in your mind and allows you to be able to communicate with
other like-minded musicians, no matter what language they speak; as music is, after all, the only global
language.

Foreword by Stefan Redtenbacher

Learner requirements

To gain the most from this unit it is strongly recommended that a daily ear training practise routine is
developed. It is important to produce personalised ear training practise tracks that are geared towards the
student’s current level of ability. In addition, it is advisable to take advantage of computer-based ear training
software programs like Auralia or music software programs like Musiton.

The student should set aside time to listen to music for the purpose of analysing the various aspects
discussed in this unit.

You will need to take and undertake written exercises, so bring a notebook, pen and pencil.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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lecture

1Rhythm 1

Lecture content

This lecture focuses on recognising, describing and reproducing simple rhythms with whole-notes, half-
notes and quarter-notes.

1.1 Rhythm reading and reproduction

Play, hum, sing or clap through the introduced rhythms. You can either read the exercises or reproduce the
rhythms performed by your tutor.

1.2 Strong and weak beats

Although the four downbeats (quarter-notes) in a bar of 4/4 time look exactly the same, they do have
different ‘strengths’.

The strongest of the four is the first one as it marks the beginning of the bar.

The quarter-note on beat 3 is in close pursuit as it divides the bar in two equal parts.

The quarter-notes on beat 2 and beat 4 are weaker as they providing the subdivision between the two
stronger beats. This function could be compared with the eighth-note upbeat when dividing a bar into 8
equal units (i.e. eighth notes).

Some of the lines in Exercise 2 don’t have a strong downbeat on beat 1. You will discover that the absence
of the first beat will result in a less secure feel.

The same is true with the absence of downbeat on beat 3.

Ear Training Lecture 1

STRONG(EST)

1       

WEAK

2       

STRONG

3       

WEAK

4       
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Exercise 1 Rhythmic dictation: half and quarter-notes and their equivalent rests
Play, hum, sing or clap the following rhythms to familiarise yourself with whole and quarter-note 

patterns. Note: the glasses indicate the abscence of a strong downbeat.

count: 1       2       3       4       1       2       3       4       etc.
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1.3 Recognition, description and transcription of rhythms

Listen to the tutor perform rhythms on the bass, guitar, piano or drums and transcribe the rhythmic
patterns.

Listen to real life audio examples presented by the tutor and your peers and transcribe the rhythmic
patterns of various instruments (vocals, guitar, keyboard, bass, drums, etc).

Take your time and try to commit the played rhythms to memory before you write them down.

Don’t assume that all examples will be in 4/4 metre. Make sure you also practise rhythm patterns in 3/4,
12/8, 5/4, etc.

You can also transcribe bass lines, melodies, etc from your favourite CDs by focusing on the rhythm
patterns only without paying attention to pitch, to allow you to focus on one element at a time. This should
become part of your daily practise routine.

Ear Training Lecture 1

Exercise 2 Rhythmic dictation - examples with half and quarter-notes and their equivalent rests

Use the following bars as an example for your own rhythmic dictation exercises. Listen to one- 

or two-bar rhythms and write them down as accurately as possible. If you don't find these examples 

challenging enough, you can make up longer patterns and increase the tempo.

1) Listen Transcribe

2)

3)

4)

5)
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6)

7)

Summary

■ Practise all the rhythms ‘inverted’; meaning, make the notes rests, and the rests, the
equivalent notes.

■ When reproducing the rhythms with your bass make sure you are paying attention to the note
length as much as where the notes come in.

■ Try to play the presented rhythms with a swing beat or hip hop feel, etc.

■ Practise the rhythms very slowly to get a good feeling of the placement of the notes, especially
syncopated or pushed notes.

■ To make sure you are reading the correct rhythms, get together with another student and
double-check each other’s accuracy.

■ Create your own rhythm dictation practise tracks.

■ Transcribe the rhythms and phrases played in class. You can also replicate these rhythms with
your bass, by humming, singing or clapping.

Recommended practice and further study

■ You should be practising ear training for a minimum of one hour a day. It is important to
practise every day. It is better to practise only 10 minutes every day than two hours on a few,
sporadic days. In your practise time you should:

■ Review the lecture content and additional notes you made in class.

■ Practice from the source materials and analyse the detailed explanations of the various
aspects covered in the text. 

■ Listen intensely to your favourite music and analyse instrumentation, song form,
intervals, chords, chord progressions, scales, tonalities, etc. 

■ Practise the same topics as above with a software programme like Auralia.

■ To test your knowledge in ear training, have a look at the slightly old-fashioned but still
relevant Ear Tests, Book 1 (LCM Publications), a book by the London College of Music.
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lecture

2Rhythm 2

Lecture content

This lecture focuses on recognising, describing and reproducing rhythms with quarter-notes and eighth-
notes.

2.1 Rhythm reading and reproduction

Play, hum, sing or clap through the introduced eighth-note rhythms. You can either read the exercises or
reproduce the rhythms performed by your tutor.

2.2 Downbeats and upbeats

In the last lecture we introduced to you the four downbeats and we discovered that beats 1 and 3 are
strong, and beats 2 and 4 are weaker in comparison.

Looking at eighth-note bass lines and rhythms you will find that all four downbeats feel stronger than the
‘in-between’ eighth notes. These will be referred to as upbeats (‘designating the midpoint between two
consecutive downbeats’ – Hal Crook).

Ear Training Lecture 2
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2.3 Syncopation

Syncopation means to accent or emphasise the weaker beat:

■ in a bar with quarter-note subdivision – beats two and four;

■ in a bar with eighth note subdivision – the eighth note upbeat;

■ in a bar with sixteenth-note subdivision – the sixteenth-note upbeat.

Exercise 1  Rhythm dictation: eighth notes and their equivalent rests

Play, hum, sing or clap all the following rhythms to familiarise yourselve with eighth and quarter-note 

patterns. Note: when you clap the notes marked with the glasses symbol the note length does not matter.

However, it will matter if you play, hum or sing it.

1 2 3 4 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + etc.
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Exercise 2  Rhythm dictation: eighth-note syncopation

Play, hum, sing or clap all the following rhythms to familiarise yourself with syncopated eighth-note

patterns. Syncopation = a displacement of the musical accent to weak beats or off beats in the bar,

when they are normally expected to lie on the first beat. Also, less pronounced on the other main 

divisions of the bar*). Or, in other words, if a note falls on to a  '+' (e.g. '4+'), and is followed by a rest

or held note, you are dealing with an anticipation (also called 'push') .

1   +   2   +  3   +  4   +

*)

1   +   2   +  3  +  4 +    etc.

*) *) *)

*) *) *)

*) (looks like syncopation
but is not)

*) *)

*) *) *) *)

*) *) *) *) *)

*) *) *) *) *) *)

*) *) *) *)

*) *) *)

*)

*) *) *)

*) *)

*)

*) *) *) *) *) *) *) *) *) *) *) *)
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2.4 Recognition, description and transcription of rhythms

See Lecture 1 for tips on how to do this.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Exercise 3  Rhythmic imitation – examples with half and quarter-notes and their equivalent rests

Use the following bars as an example for your own rhythmic dictation exercises. Listen to one- 

or two-bar rhythms and write them down as accurately as possible. If you don't find these examples 

challenging enough, you can make up longer patterns and increase the tempo.

1) Listen Transcribe

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)
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Summary

See Lecture 1.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Check out Ultimate Ear Training for Guitar and Bass at www.bassbooks.com.
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3Drum grooves

Lecture content

This lecture will focus on recognising, describing and reproducing drum grooves and provides a key to
drum notation.

3.1 Drum key

This unit will present you with a key for drum notation.

Being able to transcribe basic drum grooves is essential, not only to gain a better understanding of the
bassist’s most important ally, the drummer, but also to further your rhythm transcription skills and achieve
heightened awareness of note placement, time-feel and timing (or timekeeping). 

This skill will also help you to programme drum patterns and drum loops.

Try to programme the beats presented in this lecture. 

The focus should be on the basic elements of a drum groove, i.e. bass drum, snare and hi-hat. Of course,
you can also transcribe cymbals, toms, ghost notes etc but it is not essential at this stage of your
recognition, reproduction and transcription development.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Ear Training Lecture 370

Example 1  Drum chart reference guide (by Mike Sturgis)

Below is a guide for understanding some of the signs and symbols you might

see on a chart or transcription in this book.  The standard notation key is

followed for the most part but the hi-hat and ride cymbal lines are often 

switched around.  The general timekeeping slashes (3) ask you to keep time in

designated style.  Ensemble stabs written on the stave usually mean that you

are meant to phrase this rhythm appropriately around the kit to match the 

ensemble.  The cue rhythms (5,6 and 7) are less definite in their intent as it may

or may not be appropriate to hit them.  Multi-measure timekeeping and rest 

indicators (8 and 9) save space on the chart and are easier on the eye. 

1. Standard notation

Snare Drum

Bass Drum

Tom 1 Tom 2
Tom 3 Ghost Stroke

Closed
Open

Hi-Hat

Hi-Hat w/ foot

Bell

Ride
Crash

Cowbell
rimshot Cross-stick
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2. The basic pattern written out 3. Indicates general timekeeping

4. Ensemble 'stabs' 5.  Melody/ensemble cues

6.  Bass line cues 7. Combinations

8. Multi-measure timekeeping

PLAY 16 MORE

9. Multi-measure rest

12

3.2 Transcription/dictation of drum grooves

Study the given examples followed by your own transcriptions of drum grooves played in class. The drum
grooves can be from records, drum sample CDs, software programs like Garage Band, Fruity Loops,
Reason, or drum machines.

Exxercise 2  Drum grooves

Here are numerous examples of drum grooves for your reference. Try to input them into

your sequencing program and play along with your bass.

Rock shuffle
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Country rock in 7/4

Disco funk

Alternative rock

Punk rock

Power funk a la RHCP
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Nu soul/hip-hop

Nu metal

Latin Rock
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= 92

Audioslave drum grooves

= 88

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

= 132

o o o o o o

= 108

o o o o o o o o o o o o

= 88

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
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3.3 Improvisation of bass lines with the transcribed drum grooves

Develop bass lines that will work with your transcribed grooves. Remember that you have the following
options:

■ Lock in with the bass drum completely (common, but might have a tendency to possibly sound
‘square’ or ‘stiff’).

■ Avoid the bass drum completely (more unusual).

■ Partially lock in with the bass drum (most common and successful).

Summary

■ Get together with a drummer and transcribe a variety of his/her grooves.

■ Listen to your favourite records and transcribe the main drum grooves (= sample patterns). 

■ Transcribe drum grooves and build bass lines that lock in with the bass drum, avoid the bass
drum completely, and partially lock in with the bass drum.

■ Practise drum grooves in metres other than 4/4, i.e. 3/4, 12/8, 6/8, 5/4, etc.

■ Compose your own drum grooves on paper or notation software (like Sibelius or Finale) and
have a drummer perform your ideas. Check if the result is what you originally had in mind.

■ Alternatively, create and sing drumbeats, then record and transcribe them. After that,
programme the beats or, have them performed by a drummer.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Get a hold of a drummer’s course notes for further inspiration, notation queries, drum grooves
and patterns. A solid understanding of what the drummer is doing will greatly enhance your
overall musicianship and capabilities as a bassist.
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lecture

4Chord qualities

Lecture content

This lecture builds on the chord recognition lectures (5 and 7) from Term 1 and will help you hear the
difference between different types of harmonies, in particular triads and seventh chords but, also other
types of chords.

4.1 Triads

As you know these are chords built by stacking triads on top of each other.

The most common are the major and the minor triad. Less common and very distinct sounding is the
diminished triad. The least common triad is the augmented triad. Listen to your tutor play these four
different types and name their chord qualities. Find these chord types in real life audio tracks and create
your own list to be able to mentally refer to it. 

For Example: The opening piano chord in Oh Darling by The Beatles has an augmented triad sound. You
could create a mental sound file and store this in your ‘inner ear memory bank’. Whenever you hear a
similar sound you can refer it back to this particular chord and verify whether you are hearing an
augmented triad (seventh chord) or not.

4.2 Three part chords

Two types are very popular in contemporary pop and rock music:  The ‘sus4’ (Example 1) and ‘sus2’ chord
(Example 2). Guitarists are able to come up will all types of wonderful shapes on their instrument. Examples
3 and 4 are more unusual types of chords but they are frequently used and sound great. Note that
Examples 1 and 2 feature a whole step in the voicing (chord, shape) and Examples 3 and 4 feature a half
step in the voicing (therefore making a definite chord symbol a tricky business). Find examples of these in
your favourite repertoire.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Ex1

'happy, bright'

Ex2

'sad, dark' 'dark, dangerous'

Ex3

'not settled, question?'

Ex4

Ex1 Ex2 Ex3 Ex4
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4.3 Power chords

A very popular choice for guitar driven music is the power chord. It only consists of the root and the perfect
fifth, often with the octave on top. This chord is neither major or minor and has a powerful sound as the
name would suggest. See if you can spot a power chord amongst the other chord qualities your tutor will
play for you. Try to spot power chords in your favourite repertoire.

4.4 Seventh chords

As a rule of thumb (ear) seventh chords sound ‘richer’ and ‘fuller’ than triads. The most commonly used
seventh chord in contemporary pop and rock music is probably the dominant seventh chord in major
and minor keys. The major seventh chord is generally associated with a lush or jazzy character. The
minor seventh chord is perceived to be richer than the minor triad. The same is true for the half-
diminished seventh chord. In this exercise try spotting the seventh chords versus the ‘plain’ sounding
triads. Find examples of all these seventh chords in your favourite repertoire.

4.5 Practise

Your tutor might play different chord types from each category (from real life examples and/or on the
piano) and will ask you to recognise, describe (i.e. label) and reproduce them (i.e. play, sing, hum or
whistle). Each step will be a little harder as there will be a wider array of choices.

1 Just triads, just seventh chords or just other types of three-part chords.

2 Just other types of chords (power chords and three-part chords).

3 Combinations of triads and seventh chords.

4 Combinations of triads, seventh chords and other types of chords (power chords and three-part
chords).

Ear Training Lecture 4

Ex1 Ex2 Ex3

Ex1

'lush'

Ex2

'blues, tense'

Ex3

'rich, full'

Ex4

'dark'
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Summary

Start listening out for different chord qualities in your favourite listening repertoire. Listen out for
tendencies, for example; is the song based on major and minor triads only, mostly power chords,
occasional seventh chords and similar tendencies. This will also help forming your musical taste as
you’ll start recognising the chord types that you really like.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ The software program Auralia has a very good chord quality section for in-depth ear training
practise.
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lecture

5Chord progressions with diatonic chords

Lecture content

In this lecture we will practise hearing diatonic chord progressions in major and minor keys and recognising
occasional seventh chords.

5.1 Diatonic chord progressions in major keys

Your tutor will play diatonic chord progressions on the bass or piano using only triads. There will also be
real-life examples of tunes with chord progressions in major keys. Again, develop your own repertoire for
recognising common chord progressions. 

For Example: Always Look At The Bright Side Of Life by Monty Python which features a I-VI-II-V chord
progression in the chorus. 

5.2 Diatonic chord progressions in minor keys

Your tutor will play diatonic chord progressions on the bass or piano using only triads. Additionally there
will be real-life examples of tunes featuring minor chord progressions.

For Example: Black Magic Woman by Carlos Santana features a minor chord progression with the Imi, IVmi
and Vmi chord. (Imi-Vmi-Imi-IVmi-Imi-Vmi-Imi.)

Ear Training Lecture 5

Example 1  Diatonic chordprogressions wit triads in major

Your tutor will play examples like these for you to practise hearing diatonic chord progressions

with triads in major keys.

'Rule The World' - Take That (chorus)

'My Girl' - The Temptations (chorus)
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5.3 Spotting of seventh chords

In this exercise try spotting the seventh chords versus the ‘plain’ sounding triads.

5.4 Chord progression transcription

Listen to the played examples and write down the chord progressions in Roman numerals and/or chord
names. Note that the starting chord isn’t necessarily the tonic. The progressions are going to be in major or
minor keys and will feature triads and some seventh chords. Not all examples are going to be in 4/4.

80 Ear Training Lecture 5
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Example 2  Diatonic chord progressions with minor triads

Your tutor will play examples like these for you to practise hearing diatonic chord progressions

with triads in minor keys.

'Beautiful' - Akon

'All Rise' - Blue

Example 3  Spotting seventh chords versus triads

Your tutor will play examples like these for you to practise distinguishing between triads and

seventh chords *). The examples will be in various major and minor keys.

*) *) *)

*) *)

*) *)

*) *) *) *) *) *) *) *)
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Example 4 Cue sheet – chord progressions

1

2

3

4

Summary

Listen to different chord qualities in the context of chord progressions in your favourite tunes.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.
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lecture

6Chord progressions with non-diatonic chords

Lecture content

This unit is introducing non-diatonic chords to your ear training practise. More precisely, this lecture deals
with non-diatonic dominant chords only.

The non-diatonic dominant chords will be divided into two groups; secondary and extended dominants.

6.1 Secondary dominants

These are dominants that resolve a perfect fourth up (or a perfect fifth down) to a diatonic chord.

Example (in the key of C major); A7 to Dmi7. A7 resolves to the diatonic II chord in the key of C. Note that
A7 is a non-diatonic chord, as the major third is C# which is not in the key of C. However, note that the root
and bass note A is diatonic in the key of C.

Secondary dominants are very common in contemporary Rock and Pop music.

6.2 Extended dominants

These are dominants that resolve a perfect fourth up (or a perfect fifth down) to a non-diatonic chord.

In the key of C major; E7 to A7 to Dmi7. B7 resolves to the non-diatonic A7, which is the secondary
dominant of the diatonic II chord.

Long ‘chains’ of extended dominants are less common in contemporary rock and pop music but are often
found in blues, soul and jazz harmonies.

6.3 Dominant chains/cycles

Example (in the key of C major): C#7 to F#7 to B7 to E7 to A7 to D7 to G7 to C6.

This sequence of dominant chords is built with extended dominants (C#7 to A7), a secondary dominant
(D7) and a primary dominant (G7), which is diatonic in the key of C. Note that with extended dominants
you might find some diatonic but also non-diatonic bass and root notes.

6.4 Non-resolving dominant chords

Non-diatonic dominant chords do not have to resolve to another chord in the usual way (i.e. up a perfect
fourth or down a perfect fifth).

For example (in the key of G); G to B7 to C7 to D7. The B7 and C7 do not resolve to another chord. They
give the chord progression a bluesy character but they are not extended nor are they secondary
dominants. More information on this topic will be in the lesson on blues harmony.
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6.5 Key

■ PD = Primary dominant

■ SD = Secondary dominant

■ ED = Extended dominant

Ear Training Lecture 6

Example 1  Secondary dominants
A secondary dominant is a dominant seventh chord with a root, a perfect fifth above the root 

of a diatonic chord. The * indicates the non-diatonic chords.

*

V7/II IImi

*

V7/III IIImi

*

V7/IV IV

*

V7/V V

*

V7/VI VImi
(

*

V7/VIII

only theoretical!

VII dim
)

Example 2  Extended dominants
An extended dominant is a dominant seventh chord with a root, a perfect fifth above the root of a

non-diatonic chord. The * indicates the non-diatonic chords.

*

V7/V7

ED *

V7/II

SD

IImi7 V7

PD

I

*

V7/V7

SD
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Example 3  Chord progressions with secondary dominants
The following examples employ secondary dominants only. Listen out for the root motion and the chord 

qualities. Write down these chord progressions in all keys and play them on your bass.

Imaj7

I V7/IV

I7

SD

IV

IVmaj7 Imaj7

I V7/VI

III7

SD

VI

VI V7

V

IImi7

IImi

V7

PD

V

Imaj7

I V7/II

VI7 Imaj7

I V7/III

VII7

III

III IVmaj7

IV

V7/V

SD

II7 V7(sus4)

V(sus)

PD

Imaj7

I V7/II

VI7

SD

II

II V7/VI

III7

VI

VI

V

V

SD

Example 4 Examples of Secondary Dominants as found in the following tunes

'As' by Stevie Wonder - opening chord sequence

I V7/IV

SD

IV

'Daydream Believer' by The Monkees - chorus

I IV I VI V/V

SD

V

PD
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6.6   Recognising non-tonic chords

Listen to the following examples and mark the non-diatonic chords only. Whenever there is a secondary (or
extended) dominant your ear might give a little ‘warning sign’ as you are hearing chord qualities that are
slightly outside what you might be used to listening to. 

Ear Training Lecture 6

'Don't stop me now' by Queen - bridge

I V7/IV

SD

IV

'If I ain't got you' by Alica Keys - 2nd half of the verse

VI V7/VI

SD

VI

note: G# dim triad has the same harmonic function as E7 as they share the same notes 

I V7/II

SD

II V7

PD
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6.7 Chord progression transcription

The tutor will play chord progressions with secondary (and extended) dominants on the bass or piano that
are not shown in your course book. Once you have spotted the non-diatonic chords by ear, analyse the
chord progressions and write them down.

6.8 Reproduction

Finally sing, hum or whistle the root notes of these chord progressions. This should not be much harder
than previous lessons as most of roots are still diatonic. So focus on the chord qualities and ask yourself
whether the chord qualities built on the diatonic roots are slightly outside the ordinary listening
expectation.

Ear Training Lecture 6

Example 5 Cue sheet – chord progressions
Listen to the given examples and write down the chord progression in Roman numerals and/or 

chord names. Note that the starting chord isn't necessarily the tonic. Be aware that not all 

non-diatonic dominant seventh chords will be secondary and extended dominants with their expected

resolution.

1

2

3

4

Summary

See Lecture 1.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Check out The Ears Have Walls by Brian Dickenson, published by Advance Music.
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lecture

7Chord progressions with blues harmony and
chords

Lecture content

‘Blues seventh chords’ in the context of contemporary pop and rock tunes and the recognition of blues
chord progressions.

7.1 ‘Blues seventh chords’

The blues chord progression and form is the foundation to most contemporary pop and rock music. It
features most prominently the I7 chord and IV7 chord that does not resolve in the traditional way.

The dominant seventh chords presented in Lecture 6 all had a dominant function, i.e. they resolved to
another chord. The dominant seventh chords of the blues chord progression do not follow this format. To
start with, it commonly begins with a seventh chord on the tonic. This is followed by the IV chord, also a
dominant seventh chord in either bar 2 (quick change) or bar 5.

Although one could argue that the IV7 chord is a case of modal interchange (i.e. borrowed from the
‘parallel’ melodic minor scale), this is not how this chord is aurally perceived. The fact that all chords in the
blues format are dominant gives it its unique feel, sound and character.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Example 1 The blues - a special case
One of the characteristics of the blues is that all chords are dominant seventh chords. Only one of  

them (V7) acts as the typical 'primary dominant', but only in bar 12. In bar 9, although G7 is diatonic in

the key of C, it does not resolve as one would expect. Instead it lead to the IV7 chord. The others are two 

chords are 'non-diatonic'.  All this gives the blues its unique harmonic feel and sound.

note: C7 does resolve to the IV chord but can not be classified as a secondary dominant (V7 of IV)
as it is the tonic chord and sound.

I7

note:F7 does not resolve as expected from a dominant chord

IV7

V7 IV7 I7 V7

PD

note: G7 and F7 do not resolve as expected from a dominant chord
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Example 3 Examples of dominant chords without V-I resolutions 

note: Although the chords in bar 2 and 4 have diatonic bass notes (B and A) they are non-diatonic chords,

or better, feature non-diatonic chord qualites. Normally the third chord in G major is Bm and the second Am. They

add a different tonal colour to the chordprogression but have no dominant resolution to the diatonic chords.

'Sitting at the dock of the bay' by Otis Redding - first half of verse

I III IV II

note: G#7 in bar 3 is a dominant seventh chord without resolution. However, the same chord in bar 6 can be 

labeled and perceived as a secondary dominant in bar 7 (V7 of V), leading to the primary dominan C#7.

'Music to watch girls walk by' by AndyWilliams - verse

Imi II7 (no resolution)

Imi V7/V 

SD

V7 

PD

note: The IV7 chord has a distinct blues feel to it and is neither diatonic in B∫ natural minor nor B∫ major.

Theoretically one could argue that it is taken from the harmonised B∫ melodic minor scale but this is not

how it is generally perceived. The blues feel is also heightened by the diatonic V7 chord leading to IV7 and

not resolving to the tonic as normally expected from the primary dominant.

Example 2 Examples of dominant chords with blues character

'Fell in love with a boy' by Joss Stone - bridge

V IV7 IVmi7
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7.2 Recognising chord progressions with ‘blues seventh chords’

Your tutor will play three out of the six listed chord progressions with blues dominant seventh chords.
Listen carefully and write down the number of the chord progression that you are hearing. Once you have
corrected your answers play, sing, hum or whistle the roots of the chord progressions (away from your
bass).

The structure of this exercise is very similar to one of the sections in your final Ear Training exam. 

Note: Each example will be introduced by playing the tonic major chord on the piano or bass.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

This tune with the classic James Jamerson bass performance features 4 dominant seventh chords. The I7 and IV7 

chords give the entire tune a Blues character. The ∫III7 chord does not resolve in a typical dominant fashion

and is another blues type dominant seventh chord. The E∫7 is the primary dominant (and only diatonic chord)

leading back to the tonic.

'Home Cookin' by Junior Walker All Stars - verse

I7 IV7

bIII7 V7

PD

Example 2 Cue sheet – chord progressions with blues seventh chords
Read through the following to get an idea of the kind of examples your tutor might perform

for you to practise recognizing chord progressions. Also practise singing the root motion of

these examples.

1) G D C7 G

2) A7 D7 G G7

3) Ami D7 G G
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4) G B7 C D7

5) G7 F7 C7 D7

2.1. CHORD PROGRESSION ANSWERS

The first chord progression was number: 

The second chord progression was number: 

The third chord progression was number: 

2.2. REPRODUCE the roots of the chord progression (1 to 6), chosen by the tutor.

6) G C7 Bb7 D7
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7.5 Chord progression transcription

The tutor will play chord progressions with blues seventh chords on the bass or piano. Alternatively there
will be real life examples from contemporary artists. Additionally analyse the chord progressions and write
them down.

92 Ear Training Lecture 7
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Summary

Find examples of ‘blues seventh chords’ in your favourite listening repertoire.

Also listen to artists like Dusty Springfield, John Mayer, Duffy and The Noisettes to find examples of
these chords.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Check out Ear Training, Volume 1 by Sigi Busch at www.jazzwise.com.

Example 3 Cue sheet – chord progressions
Listen to the given examples and write down the chord progression in Roman numerals and/or 

chord names. Note that the starting chord isn't necessarily the tonic.  Finally, reproduce the roots 

of the chord progressions.

1

2

3

4
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lecture

8Major diatonic melodies and bass lines

Lecture content

Recognising and reproducing simple diatonic melodies of the major scale; Assessment practise 1:
identification and reproduction of rhythmic patterns.

8.1 Transcription in major keys

This lecture focuses on recognising and reproducing of simple melodies and bass lines built with the major
scale. 

All rhythms are kept simple in order to be able to focus on the pitch recognition. It is important to practise
transcribing bass lines and melodies in all keys.

Note: most melodies will be step-wise (half and whole-steps) with occasional wider intervals.

Linear (i.e. stepwise) movement of the melodies is easier to hear (and play) than angular (i.e. wider
intervals) movement when beginning to transcribe melodies.

Ear Training Lecture 8
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 =  80

Exercise 1  Melody and bass line transcription with the major scale
Read through the following to get an idea of the kind of examples your tutor might perform

for you to practise transcribing. Also practise reproducing these exercises.

half notes, quarter notes

mf

quarter notes, eighth notes

*) not starting on root
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8.2 Recognition of correct rhythms

This exercise is in the style of the final assessment. First you need to recognise the correct rhythms and
second you might be prompted to reproduce some of the provided examples.

 = 80

Exercise 2  Recognition and reproduction of correct rhythm
Read through the following to get an idea of the kind of examples your tutor might perform

for you to practise recognising 2 bar rhtyhm patterns. Also practise singing, humming or whistling

these examples.

2)

3)

4)

6)

5)

2.1 TWO-BAR RHTYHM ANSWERS

The first two-bar rhythm was number: 

The second two-bar rhtyhm was number:  

The third two-bar rhtyhm was number:  

2.2 REPRODUCE the two-bar rhythm (1 to 6), chosen by the tutor
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8.5 Recognition, description and transcription of melodies

Use the template provided to write down examples played by your tutor and excerpts from real life audio
examples.

Exercise 2  Cue sheet – bass lines and melodies with the major scale
Listen to the given examples and write down the melodies and bass lines performed by the tutor.

Don't assume that all examples are going to be in 4/4. The tutor will also specify the key, rhythmic

feel and tempo.

1

2

3

4

Summary

■ First of all listen to your tutor perform the given examples.

■ Clap or tap along to the rhythms.

■ Sing, hum or whistle the pitches of each 4 bars without the specified rhythm.

■ Bring pitch and rhythm together and reproduce 4 bars at a time. You could play the examples
on your bass, sing, hum or whistle. 

■ To build on the exercises listen to real life examples and try replicating bass lines and melodies
on your bass. Alternatively try writing them down and play them on your bass.

■ It is crucial that you listen out for melodies and bass lines employing the discussed scaled in
your favourite listening repertoire.

■ Get in the habit of listening to music analytically rather than just emotionally.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Check out Hal Crooks’ book Ready, Aim, Improvise!, published by Advance Music. Even
though it is geared towards jazz improvisation it has excellent information and guides for ear
training practise and instrumental practise routines.
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lecture

9Minor diatonic melodies and bass lines

Lecture content

Recognising and reproducing simple diatonic melodies of the minor scales; Assessment practise 2:
identification and reproduction of intervals.

9.1 Transcription in minor keys

This lecture focuses on recognising and reproducing simple bass lines and melodies built with minor scales.

All rhythms are kept simple to be able to focus on the pitch recognition. It is important to practise
transcribing bass lines and melodies in all keys.

Note: most melodies will be step-wise (half and whole-steps) with occasional wider intervals.

Linear movement of the melodies is easier to hear (and play) than angular movement when beginning to
transcribe melodies.

Ear Training Lecture 9
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Exercise 1 Melody and bass line transcription with the minor scales
Read through the following to get an idea of the kind of examples your tutor might perform

for you to practise transcribing. Also practise reproducing these exercises.

mf
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9.2 Recognition of correct intervals

This exercise is in the style of the final assessment. First you need to recognise the correct intervals and
second you might be prompted to reproduce some of the provided examples.

9.3 Recognition, description and transcription of melodies

Use the provided template to write down examples played by your tutor and excerpts from real life audio
examples.

Exercise 3  Recognition and reproduction of correct interval
Listen to the provided audio examples and label the correct interval. Also practise singing, humming or whistling

several intervals as prompted by your tutor.

3.1 INTERVALS ANSWERS (name the interval, pitches  ONLY optional)

3.2 REPRODUCE a given diatonic or chromatic interval (up or down) played by the examiner

1) 

?

2) 

?

3) 

?

Exercise 3 Cue sheet - bass lines and melodies with the minor scales
Listen to the given examples and write down the bass lines/melodies as performed by the tutor.

Don't assume that all examples are going to be in 4/4. The tutor will also specify the key, rhythmic

feel and tempo.

1

3

2

4
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Summary

See Lecture 1.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ An interesting book is Jerry Cocker’s Hearing The Changes, published by Advance Music.
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lecture

10Blues scale and pentatonic melodies and
bass lines

Lecture content

Recognising and reproducing of simple melodies with the blues scale and the minor/major pentatonic
scale; Assessment practise 3: identification and reproduction of chord qualities.

10.1 Transcription of blues and pentatonic scales

This lecture focuses on recognising and reproducing simple bass lines and melodies built with the major
and minor pentatonic and blues scales. 

The rhythms are slightly more active than in the two previous lectures, but the focus should still be on pitch
recognition.

It is important to practise reproducing and transcribing bass lines and melodies in all keys.

The pentatonic scales are built with major seconds, minor and major thirds. Some melodies will be step-
wise (fragments of these scales) but will also feature wider intervals (octaves, fourths, fifths, etc).

The blues scale is relatively easy to recognise, with its characteristic minor third and half-step movement
between the perfect fourth and perfect fifth.

Ear Training Lecture 10
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 =  90

Exercise 1  Melody and bass line transcription with the pentatonic scales and blues scale
Read through the following to get an idea of the kind of examples your tutor might perform

for you to practise transcribing. Also practise also singing these exercises.

mf
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10.2 Recognition of chord qualities

This exercise is in the style of the final assessment. First you need to recognise the correct chord quality and
second you might be prompted to reproduce some of the provided examples. Reproducing might be
playing, singing, humming or whistling the arpeggios of the chords.

Ear Training Lecture 10

Exercise 2  Recognition and reproduction of chord qualities
Read through the following to get an idea of the kind of examples your tutor might perform

for you to practise recognising chord qualities. Also practise singing, huming or whistling the 

arpeggios of these chord symbols.

1) 2) 3) 4) 5)

2.1 HARMONY ANSWERS

The first harmony (chord quality) was number: 

The second harmony (chord quality) was number: 

The third harmony was (chord quality) number: 

2.2 REPRODUCE the harmony chord quality (1 to 8), chosen by the tutor.

6) 7) 8)
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10.3 Recognition, description and transcription of melodies

Use the provided template to write down examples played by your tutor and excerpts from real life audio
examples.

Summary

See Lecture 8.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Take your favourite song list and try to transcribe the bass lines. Another good exercise is
singing bass lines, recording them into your mobile phone and then reproducing them
afterwards.

Exercise 3  Cue sheet – bass lines and melodies with the pentatonic scales and blues scale
Listen to the given examples and write down the bass lines/melodies as performed by the tutor.

Don't assume that all examples are going to be in 4/4. The tutor will also specify the key, rhythmic

feel and tempo.

1

2

3

4
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lecture

11Chord progressions with inversions of
diatonic chords/revision

Lecture content

This lecture will present you with commonly found inversions in contemporary pop music and more non-
diatonic chords; Assessment practise 4: identification and reproduction of chord progressions.

11.1 Inversions

One of the most common inversions in contemporary pop music is the first inversion of a major chord, but
second inversions are also common.

Seventh chord inversions are also in use, but note that four-part chords with the seventh in bass can be
pretty unstable.

Important: functional harmony analysis remains unchanged whether a chord appears in its root position or
in one of its inversions.

Many tunes have inversions built into the composition, but don’t be shy with experimenting with
impromptu inversions at gigs or in the writing process.

Because inversions do not throw the main harmonic function of chords overboard, it is relatively ‘safe’ to
use them. Consequently, inversions are an excellent tool in the bass player’s tool kit to make a lack lustre
sounding chord progression more interesting and also to provide more melodic bass lines. Once more the
attention has to be drawn to Paul McCartney who was a master of musically inverting chords on a regular
basis.

Ear Training Lecture 11

Example 1 Examples of inverted chords as found in the following tunes 

note: A typical rock & pop chord progression with the first inversion of the V chord in the second bar. *)

'Wonderful tonight' by Eric Clapton - opening chord sequence and verse

'Feel' by Robbie Williams - first half of verse

I V/3

*)

VI V

PD

note: Another first inversion of the V chord can be found in this tune. The bass motion from C to C# creates

an interesting sound and chordprogression. *)

Im VII V/3

*)

V
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11.2 Recognising diatonic chords and their typical inversions

Your tutor will play these chord progressions on the bass or piano and will invert some of the chords at will.
Mark the chords that are inverted with an asterisk. Repeat this exercise with the tutor but this time round
try hearing which inversion he or she is using and write it next to the chord symbol. All exercises will be
preceded with the cadence of the key. The main focus will be on triads in their first inversions as they are
the most common in contemporary pop and rock music.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

'I believe I can fly' by R. Kelly - tag

note: The first inversion of the V chord in bar 1 *) and the first inversion of the I chord in bar 3 **)

give the bass a strong melodic descending motion.

note: this tag has a cool sound to it as far as the harmony is concerned. The tonic chord is presented in its

second inversion (with the fifth in bass*) and the VIminor chord (borrowed from the parallel Bb minor scale)

is played in its first inversion (witht the third in bass**). This makes an otherwise predictable sounding chord

progression more interesting.

'I dont wanna miss a thing' by Aerosmith - verse

I

*)

IVm/3

**)

'Have I told you lately' by Van Morrison - verse

I V/3

*)

II IV V/3

**)

II

note: This typical soul chord progression features the tonic chord in its first inversion *) which leads nicely and 

anscending to the diatonic IV chord. (also listen to Marvin Gaye's 'Let's get it on')

I I/3

*)

IV V

note: This is a chordprogression with extensive use of inversions. Also note the F/C and Dm7 are 'borrowed'

form the harmonised G natural minor scale, or parallel minor to G major scale.

'Twenty Million Things' by Lowell George - intro

I/3 IV bVII/5

SDM

V

SDM

Vm IV/3 V/3

PD

I
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11.3 Recognition and reproduction of correct chord progression

This exercise is in the style of the final assessment. First you need to recognise the correct chord
progression and second you might be prompted to reproduce the roots of some of the provided
progressions.

Exercise 3  Recognition and reproduction of correct chord progression
Read through the following to get an idea of the kind of audio examples you might be presented with. 

Also practise singing, humming or whistling these examples as prompted by the tutor.

1) G D G C

2) G Emi C D

3) G Bmi Emi D7

4) G B7 Emi C

5) G C7 G D7

6) Gma7 Ami7 Emi7 D7
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11.4 Recognition, description and transcription of melodies

Use the provided template to write down examples played by your tutor and excerpts from real life audio
examples.

11.5 Revision

■ Intervals – Recognising of intervals (diatonic and chromatic), reproduction of an interval (no
simultaneously sounding intervals).

■ Chord progressions – Recognising of chord progression, reproduction of the root motion of a
chord progression.

■ Rhythm patterns – recognising of correct rhythm, reproduction of played rhythm (singing,
clapping, whistling).

■ Harmony and tonality – Recognising of triads (major, minor, diminished, augmented, sus4)
and 4-part chords (dominant, minor and major seventh chords).

3.1 CHORD PROGRESSION ANSWERS

The first chord progression was number: 

The second chord progression was number: 

The third chord progression was number: 

3.2 REPRODUCE the roots of the chord progression (1 to 6), chosen by the examiner.

Example 4 Cue sheet – chord progressions
Listen to the given examples and write down the chord progression in Roman numerals and/or 

chord names. The bass note of inverted chords is ALWAYS on the right of the chord symbol.

1

2

3

4
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Summary

See Lecture 8.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Try to transcribe bass lines of songs that you like. You might want to use the software
Transcribe to do this. Get a free trial version from www.versiontracker.com
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lecture

12Exam week – Term 2 formal assessment

Lecture content

Exams are scheduled to take place during this week. Please check the notice board for precise details.

Ear Training Lecture 12
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lecture

13Exam week – Term 2 formal assessment

Lecture content

Exams are scheduled to take place during this week. Please check the notice board for precise details.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Unit title

Performance Clinic
Duration of unit: Terms 1 and 2 (26 weeks)

Term 2 lecture titles (weeks 14-26)

Unit designed, transcribed and written by Stefan Redtenbacher

Lecture content Page

1 Bass techniques – slap-style – part 1

Focus on thumb technique only. 116

2 Building bass lines with arpeggios – part 3

The diatonic seventh chords of the major scale and focus on note lengths. 122

3 Bass techniques – slap-style – part 2

Introduction to the combined pop and slap technique – and ‘the big one’. 127

4 Building bass lines with arpeggios – part 4

Inversions of the diatonic seventh chords of the major scale. 135

5 Bass techniques – ghost notes and sixteenth-notes

This lecture features Pea and Readymade by the RHCP, Harvester Of Sorrow by Metallica. 139

6 Building bass lines with arpeggios – part 5

The diatonic seventh chords of the A minor scale. 145

7 Bass techniques – triplet finger-style and shuffle feel

This lecture explores picking patterns for triplets and bass lines with a shuffle feel. 150

8 Bass techniques – plectrum challenges

A basic guide to playing with a pick. 156

9 Building bass lines with arpeggios – part 6

Inversions of the diatonic seventh chords of the minor scale and the minor line cliché. 164

10 Building bass lines with octaves in all keys

Building octave bass lines in major and minor keys, with the help of the cycle of fifths and a 
disco-funk backing track to improvise with this technique. 170

11 Revision 178

12  Term 2 formal assessment 182

13 Term 2 formal assessment 182

113
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Foreword

This unit is designed to give you the tools needed to express, on your bass, what is inside your head and
soul. 

Imagine if you were a painter and you had a fantastic image in your mind. As long as you did not have the
physical tools to actually make your thoughts into something tangible, i.e. the picture, you would not be
able to share your inner vision with the outside world. Works from great masters give us an insight into
artists’ thoughts and we can marvel over the perfect physical execution of their creations. 

Coming back to music and the bass. You obviously feel that you have something to say and to contribute
with your bass. The more tools you have at your disposal, the more likely it is that you can express what you
want to express with your bass. It is very frustrating to have great ideas but to be physically unable to
execute them.

This Performance Clinic unit is a big, deep subject which will incorporate, amongst other things,
fingerboard harmony, sound development, picking and fretting hand playing techniques, horizontal and
vertical fingerboard concepts and their practical applications. 

Arpeggios and scales are fundamental tools for any bassist. At times you will be faced with arpeggios and
scales that you think you will never come across in your field of music. However, it needs to be said that any
developing and growing musician will constantly find him/herself at musical junctions that require different
and varied skills. The bigger your bag of tools the more likely it is that you can have a sustainable and varied
career as a bass player.

Needless to say, if you want to work for other people as a bassist you have to know tons of different
techniques as you never know what people will want you to do. They might want you to use a pick on a
5-string bass, or down-tune the B string of your 5-string to an A and keep all the others as per usual. These
requests are not entirely unusual and you want to be technically prepared for these occasions. Alternative
tunings on bass are especially fashionable these days, which can seriously change your whole fretting hand
technique. Practising all types of intervals, arpeggios and scales will help you to cope with these demands.

A thought on shapes; one of the great advantages of fretted stringed instruments is that you can ‘see’
shapes, patterns and boxes. However, it is of the utmost importance to realise that they are just there to
help you to play what’s inside your head. Don’t become reliant upon visual patterns and use them as a
crutch to make music. Making music is an aural art, not a visual one. 

A final note to those with the misconception that great technique stands for the ability to play thirty-second
notes at 200 bpm – great technique stands for great sound, feel, timing and execution of musical ideas.
This unit will help you to develop exactly that if you are willing to put in the necessary effort.

Foreword by Stefan Redtenbacher

Learner requirements

Make sure you have the facility to record yourself and to create your own backing tracks to practise and
improvise along to. A recording device can be anything from as basic and inexpensive as a dictaphone to a
sophisticated and costly Protools rig or other computer-based software.

It is crucial you have a metronome, drum machine, or even better, a sampler or computer-based software
that can play sample drum loops. Sampled loops naturally have a wider variety of ‘feels’ and sounds than
MIDI-based drum machines. Apple’s Garageband, for example, is an excellent practising tool.
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lecture

1Bass techniques – slap-style 1

Lecture content

Focus on thumb technique only.

1.1 Overview

Slapping is the technique whereby you hit the strings down on to the fretboard with your thumb instead of
plucking them with your fingers or plectrum. Find the spot where you are satisfied with the sound created.
The further forward you move your thumb towards the tuning pegs the more bass frequencies you will get.
Let your ears be your guide for your perfect thumb position. To start out, try to hit the strings on the last or
highest fret of your bass.

Watch out not to hit strings that you don’t want to ring and pay close attention to your string muting, as it is
a vital part of slapping.

1.2 Key

Here are common symbols for slap bass lines:

T or S This indicates a thumb down stroke or slapped note.

P This indicates pull or pop. Make sure that your pull is not louder
than your thumb stroke.

X This indicates a ghost note or a muted note.

T with an upward arrow or U Thumb up stroke, à la Stanley Clarke, Marcus Miller or Victor
Wooten.

H or H.O. Hammer-on

P or P.O. Pull-off

S Slide, normally in combination with a line or slur between two
notes.

1.3 Important notes

Remember – a good thumb sound is the crucial factor when slapping.

The popping is an extension of a good thumb sound – do not overdo it! The key to making this technique
work for you is timing, sound and string muting.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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 =  92

Exercise 1  Thumb (or slap) exercise
Play through this basic exercise using your thumb only. It is much harder to get a good sound with

the thumb on the thinner strings, but with practice you will make huge improvements.

T etc.

 =  110

 Exercise 3  Classic thumb bass line Candy – Cameo
 Playing a jazz bass with both PUs 'fully up' will give you the desired sound. Watch out for the 

 hammer-on every second bar. Use open strings where indicated.

Exercise 2  Thumb bass line
Play this simple bass line using your thumb only. Strive for a good sound and don't let any open 

strings ring up.

T etc.

 =  110

T etc.

O O

H

Exercise 4A  Thumb exercise with ghost notes
This exercise is introducing ghost notes, an integral part of the slap-style. Make sure that the ghost

notes are played with pronounced velocity. Pay attention to the articulation marking (accents).

O

H

 =  92

T X T X, etc.
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Exercise 4B  Thumb bass line with ghost notes
Yes, it is possible to slap in keys other than E, but maybe it does not sound as good? Let your taste

guide you.

X T X T

 =  100

Exercise 5A  Note-length exercises – long notes
Let all the notes ring freely and make sure to mute all other strings to avoid getting any 'stray'

ringing open strings. Experiment with the thumb position. Try to hit the last fret at the point where 

the neck joins the body of the bass and just before the start of the neck, and listen for the 

difference in sound.

Exercise 5B  Note-length exercises – short notes
In this exercise you control the note length by placing the fretting hand on to the string

on which you played the pitch.

mf

T, etc.

Exercise 5C  Note-length exercises – combination of long and short notes
This is the classic soul eighth-note phrasing, which puts the emphasis on the weak side

of each beat .

mf

T, etc.

mf

T, etc.
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 =  125

Exercise 6  Classic Louis Johnson thumb bass line Get On The Floor – Michael Jackson
Playing a Music Man Sting Ray should give you just the right sound for this classic example. Try to

play the only popped note with your thumb too.

0:05

mf

T H T X T T H T T T T H (P)

T H T X T T H T T T T T X T

Exercise 7  Creation of your own (thumb) slap bass lines
Use the following four-bar chord progression to improvise and develop your own bass lines with the 

material covered so far. Pick any tempo and feel (shuffle, straight, swunk, etc). Transpose all 

examples to different keys.

ex 1

ex 2

ex 4

ex 3
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1.4 Listening recommendations

Listen to recordings featuring the following bassists to hear their different approaches to the slap
technique.

Session kings and wizards of slap (selection)

■ Marcus Miller

■ Marc King

■ Freddie Washington

■ Jonas Hellborg (truly amazing and individualistic bassist from Sweden)

■ Victor Bailey (he played in Weather Report after Jaco)

■ Victor Wooten (check out A Show Of Hands)

■ Will Lee

■ Stu Hamm

■ Abe Laboriel

■ Nathan East

■ Flea

■ Me’shell Ndegeocello

■ Darryl Jones

■ John Patitucci

■ Stuart Zender

■ Gary Granger

■ Norwood Fisher (from Fishbone)

■ Bill ‘Budda’ Dickinson

Pioneer slap players (selection)

■ Larry Graham (it is widely accepted that he started this technique)

■ Bootsy Collins

■ Louis Johnson

■ Stanley Clarke

120 Performance Clinic Lecture 1
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Summary

This lecture covered the basic thumb or thumping technique.

■ The basic technique was explained.

■ Phrasing and articulation issues were addressed.

■ A classic bass line with the material laws presented.

■ The opportunity to improvise thumb bass line was given.

Recommended practice and further study

■ You should be practising the presented topics for a minimum of one hour a day. It is important
to practise every day. It is better to practise only 10 minutes every day than two hours on a
few, sporadic days. In your practise time you should:

■ Review the lecture content and additional notes you’ve made in class.

■ Practise from the source materials, analysing the detailed explanations of the various
scales, arpeggios and techniques covered in the text. 

■ Listen to the music featuring the scales, arpeggios and techniques covered in each
lecture.

■ Always finish on the root of the scale, mode or arpeggio that you are practising!

■ Practise all exercises in as many keys as possible, ideally all sharp and flat keys.

■ Check out Jon Santerre’s Slap Bass Lines, Berklee Press 2001 and The Best Of Victor Wooten,
transcribed by Victor himself, Cherry Lane Music Company, 2003.
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lecture

2Building bass lines with arpeggios – part 3

Lecture content

The diatonic seventh chords of the major scale and focus on note lengths.

2.1 Building the seventh chords of the major scale

There are three types of triads in the major scale and there are four different types of seventh chords (or
four-part) chords in the major scale. The seventh chords are built by stacking another diatonic third on top
of the triads.

■ Maj 7 on the first and fourth degrees of the scale

■ Dominant 7 on the fifth degrees of the scale

■ Min 7 on the second, third and sixth degrees of the scale

■ Half-diminished 7 on the seventh degrees of the scale

In the key of C this results in the following sequence:

Cmaj7 – Dmi7 – Emi7 – Fmaj7 – G7 – Ami7 – B7mi(♭5)

2.2 Note lengths

In addition to learning the notes on the fretboard and building up a solid knowledge of scales and arpeggios
it is important you also practise different note lengths. The two main ones are short and long. This is what
they look like in traditional music notation:

staccato = play this note short

legato = play this note long

Although these two symbols are arguably ‘small’ in comparison with note pitches and rhythms they are
equally as important.

Note lengths have a lot to do with how a bass line feels or grooves and therefore needs serious practise like
any other technical aspects.

You will find it is much easier to play passages with short notes than with long notes. The reason for this is
that it requires a strong and smooth picking hand technique to play long notes. The fingers of the picking
hand need to be pressed down until the next note will be plucked. Imagine the sound of a piano or bells to
practise ‘legato’ passages.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Exercise 1  The harmonised C major scale, going up the neck

This example shows all the diatonic seventh chords built into the major scale. This is also an opportunity

to familiarise yourself with your fingerboard above the 12th fret, or horizontally, rather than vertically.

Exercise 2  The C major 7th chord in different positions on the fretboard

This is an important exercise. It shows 3 different ways of playing the C major seventh on the neck.

Try doing this with all arpeggios of the major scale. Firstly, you will get a deeper understanding of 

your fretboard which will, secondly, enable you to make better sonic and musical choices depending 

on the type of music you are playing. For example,  if you were to play this seventh chord in a dub style, 

you would be better off using the C on the E string rather than the C on the A string, as it will have 

more bottom end and a rounder sound.
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Exercise 3  The diatonic seventh chords of the G major scale, closed position
This exercise presents all diatonic seventh chords of the G major scale going up and down the neck.

Make sure you understand the interval relationships of each chord rather than playing shapes only.

R       3       5       7        b7      5     b3      R R      b3     5     b7 7       5       3       R

R      3        5        b7 7       5       3       R R      b3     b5     b7 7       5       3       R

Exercise 4  The diatonic seventh chords of the G major scale, sequential exercise
The structure of this exercise is: R-3-5-7-Octave-7-5-3-R. Play at a medium loud volume (=mf).

The legato line indicates to play all notes as long as possible. Repeat this exercise with short

notes (staccato) and also play this descening (i.e. down).

mf
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Exercise 5 The diatonic seventh chords of the C major scale, sequential exercise
This exercise uses the following strucure: R-3-5-7 followed by 7-5-3-R of the arpeggio built on

the next degree of the scale. Play all notes staccato (=short). Transpose this exercise to all other

keys and play this also with long notes (legato) only.

Exercise 6  Creation of your own bass lines based on four-part arpeggios of the major scale
Use the following four-bar chord progression to improvise and develop your own bass lines with the 

material covered in this lecture. Pick any tempo and feel and also experiment with various playing 

techniques, for example: finger-style or playing with a pick. Transpose all examples to different keys.

ex 1

ex 2

ex 3

ex 4
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Summary

■ The seventh chord arpeggios of the major scale were explained.

■ The importance of note-length was discussed.

■ Various seventh chord arpeggios exercises were shown.

■ The student had an opportunity to create bass lines to chord changes experimenting with the
presented material.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Bassist Ed Friedland has written many good bass books over the years. Check him out at
www.Ed Friedland.com One of the books I recommend is the The Working Bassist’s Toolkit
(Backbeat Books), especially the Practical Techniques For A Competitive Edge sections.
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lecture

3Bass techniques – slap-style 2

Lecture content

Introduction to the combined pop and slap technique.

3.1 Introduction

This lecture is introducing the ‘pop’ or ‘pull’. It is very important not to overdo popping the strings
otherwise the effect is lost. Be tasteful and wait for the right moments to use it.

The key for a good slap technique is in a good thumb sound. Experiment with the length of your popped
notes. Try anything from long notes to very short and percussive ones. Make sure they are not louder than
the slapped notes.

As always, pay close attention to your string muting.

3.2 ‘The big one’ – how to develop a bass line from the bottom up

‘The one’ is a groove nicknamed by James Brown and his amazing musicians.  ‘The one’ is also the unifying
factor in building a solid slap funk bass line.

No matter how many flashy slap licks a player has at their disposal, they are all worthless unless they are ‘in
the pocket’ (deep groove, great timing, etc) and honouring the ‘big one’. Even if the ‘big one’ is not actually
played, it is still felt.

Bars 1 and 2 of the musical examples don’t look like much but they are the fundamental element for funk
and slap bass lines. Make sure you are able to ‘nail the one’ with a great slap sound before moving any
further. Try different keys, as E is definitely not the only key available for slap bass lines. All open string keys
are popular, but other keys, e.g. F# minor, can also yield pretty good results.

Bars 3 and 4 feature an important element in slap bass – the left hand choke. It is a percussive effect
achieved by slapping the fretting hand onto the fingerboard. Remember that slapping is a very percussive
technique. Larry Graham, the legendary bassist who gave us the slap bass technique, claims that he started
to slap in order to emulate a drummer who had not shown up to one of the church gigs that he played with
his mother. (That’s what you call a ‘funky mother’!)

Bars 5 and 6 introduce a ghosted eighth-note on beat ‘4+’, which gives the line more momentum. The
ghost note is achieved by resting your fretting hand on the fingerboard while slapping the E string with
your picking hand.

Bars 7 and 8 feature a hammer-on from the fretting hand. In this groove you will have to slap the A string.
Do not pop the high D and E on the D string (yet). A good slap sound is all in the thumb and not in the
popping. Popping is the cherry on the cake! (No rude pun intended!)

Bars 9 and 10 introduce a ghosted eighth-note on beat ‘3’. This ghost note is played on the D string.

Performance Clinic Lecture 3
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Bars 11 and 12 feature a grace note on beat ‘2’ just before the high E played on the A string. The grace note
gives this note more life and introduces a little bit of ‘greasy funk’ to the line. Prince calls this phenomenon
chicken grease.

Bars 13 and 14 introduce the first sixteenth-note to the one-bar funk slap groove. This creates even more
momentum. Notice that the sixteenth-note is pulled or popped with your picking hand. Also notice that the
popped note is on the A string and not, as is normally the custom, on the D or G string. It will give you a
nice, fat sounding percussive effect.

Bars 15 and 16 are essentially the same one-bar riff with the exception that you will now have to pop the G
on the D string. Experiment popping the open G string and make a judgement for yourself which one you
like better.

Bars 17 and 18 are a good example of creating a bass line which doesn’t feature ‘the big one’, but it is still
felt and deliberately shifted to ‘1+’. Playing around ‘the one’ is hugely effective, especially with a drummer
who emphasises a beat with a big one.

Bars 18 and 19 introduce more ghost notes and popped notes. This line starts to become pretty busy and
syncopated. Do not lose your sense of ‘the one’ even though you are not playing the open E on the first bar
of the beat.

Bars 21 and 22 introduce a different popped pitch in addition to the previous popped G. In classical music
this note would be called a ‘side note’ as it is one whole or half-step up in the scale (it also could be one
whole or half-step down).

Bars 23 and 24 leave very few open spaces as they feature almost continuous sixteenth-notes.

It has a classic, if not clichéd, pitch sequence taken from the E minor pentatonic, A to B and D to E.
Nevertheless, it is a fun line to play but remember it is worthless unless you can play bars 1 and 2 ‘in the
pocket’ with a great sound and feel.

Have fun and make Marcus Miller, Larry Graham, Louis Johnson and your personal favourite slap bass hero
proud!

3.3 Key

slap w/picking hand

s

choke (ghost) & slap 

w/picking hand

c

'hammer on' w/fretting hand

h.o.

pop (pull) w/picking hand

p

'pull off' w/fretting hand

p.o.
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Exercise 1  'The big one' - how to develop a slap bass line from the bottom up
For instructions and key see text of this lecture.

S S

S C S C

S C S S C S

S C S H S S C S H S

S C S S H S S C S S H S

S S S S H S S S S S H S

S S S S H S P S S S S H S P
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S S S S H S P S S S S H S P

S P S S S S H S P S P S S S S H S P

S P S S S S H S P S P S P S S S S H S P S P

S P S P S S S H S P S P S P S P S S S H S P S P

S P S P S S S S H S H S P S P S P S P S S S S H S H S P S P
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Exercise 2  Louis Johnson bass lines – pop and slap technique
Play through the next three examples very slowly and pay attention to the ghost note placing.

Increase the speed gradually. Try to transpose these patterns to other keys.

p p
p

p

p

p

p

Exercise 3  Stuart Zender bass lines – Alright (Jamiroquai – Travelling Without Moving)
Play through this example very slowly and pay attention to the ghost note placing.

Increase the speed gradually. Make sure you play all slides and glissandos*.

p

 = 106 0:38 p p p p

ho

p p p p

p p p p

ho

p p p p
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2:45 p p p
p

*

p p
p

p

p
p p

p
*

p p p
*

p p

 = 116 slap style

Exercise 4  Pop and slap bass lines
Play through all the following bass lines. Play them slowly at first and gradually increase the tempo.

Try transposing them to different keys to avoid being stuck with the 'open string keys' only.

00:17

Stuart Zender (Jamiroquai) - 'Mr. Moon'

gliss.

00:34

Stuart Zender (Jamiroquai) -'Scam'

 = 120 slap style

ho

p

ho

p

ho

p p

ho

p

ho

p

ho

p p
bend up
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A = 109 

Exercise 5  Flea bass lines – Tell Me Baby (Stadium Arcadium)
This tune features Flea's trademark slap style. There is plenty of attack in his thumb playing, which is further 

exaggerated by a good amount of  compression. Although the bass lines are not too fast it is advisable to 

practise them slowly first.

0:19

mf

p p p
3x's

p p p p

B

1:03
p p p p p p
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Exercise 6  Creation of your own pop and slap bass lines
Use the following four-bar chord progressions to improvise and develop your own bass lines with the 

material covered in this lecture. Pick any tempo and feel (shuffle, straight, swunk, etc.). Transpose all 

examples to different keys.

ex1

ex 2

ex 3

ex 4

sus chord type 2nd inversion maj7th chord type

Summary

This lecture provided:

■ An in-depth slap study.

■ Classic and popular slap bass lines.

■ An opportunity to create your own lines with provided chord progressions.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Check out Anthony Vitti’s Slap Bass Bible, www.anthonyvitti.com.

■ Log on to www.bassplayer.com and read Glenn Letch’s columns on slap bass techniques.
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4Building bass lines with arpeggios – part 4

Lecture content

Inversions of the diatonic seventh chords of the major scale.

4.1 Inversions of the seventh chords of the major scale

Seventh chords (four-part chords) can be inverted just like triads (see Performance Clinic, Term 1). The
difference is that there is one more inversion as we have a total of four notes rather than three.

Here is a recap of triad inversions: 

■ Root position: 1-3-5 (the bass note and root note are the same).

■ First inversion: 3-5-1 (this is a triad with the third in the bass; the root note is on top).

■ Second inversion 5-1-3 (this is a triad with the fifth in the bass, the root sits in the middle).

Inversions of seventh chords

■ Root position: 1-3-5-7 (the bass note and the root note are the same).

■ First inversion: 3-5-7-1 (this is a seventh chord with the third in the bass).

■ Second inversion: 5-7-1-3 (this is a seventh chord with the fifth in the bass).

■ Third inversion: 7-1-3-5 (this is a seventh chord with the seventh in the bass).

Please note: the term bass note refers to the lowest note (and not necessarily to a note that’s played on
bass).

Performance Clinic Lecture 4
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Exercise 1 The diatonic seventh chords of the G major scale and all their inversions
Moving the bottom note of each arpeggio one octave up results in inverting the arpeggios.

Make a distinction between the root note * and bass note ^. Pick a comfortable tempo.

R    3    5     7 3    5     7     R  5    7     R     3    7    R     3   5 R    3     5    7      R
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Exercise 2 Diatonic seventh chords of the E major scale and all their inversions, sequential exercises
This sequential exercise is in the key of E. Make sure you pay attention to the articulation markings and

experiment with different volumes. Practise this in other keys, ideally all flat and sharp keys.

mf
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Summary

This lecture presented the inversion of the seventh chord arpeggios. This was combined with
articulation/phrasing exercises and the opportunity for students to create their own bass lines with
the material presented.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Bassist Ed Friedland has written many good bass books over the years. Check him out at
www.Ed Friedland.com One of the books I recommend is the The Working Bassist’s Toolkit
(Backbeat Books), especially the Practical Techniques For A Competitive Edge sections.

Exercise 3  Improvise bass lines with seventh chord inversions
Use these chord progressions in different keys to develop some ideas with the presented inversions.

Experiment with tempos and time-feels as well as playing styles. Remember: the bass note is always 

on the left of a chord symbol.

Ex 1

(this sounds like a typical Beatles chord progression)
Ex 2

(the first two bars feature a common bass ostinato underneath the I and IV chord)
Ex 3

Ex 4

(an ascending bass line with a combination of root postion and inverted seventh chords)
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5Bass techniques – ghost notes and 
sixteenth-notes

Lecture content

This lecture presents you with bass transcriptions featuring ghost notes and sixteenth-notes.

5.1 Ghost notes

A ghost note is a note of undefined pitch.  Most commonly ghost notes are created by resting the fretting
hand on a string without pressing down which results in a rhythmic effect, but no pitch. There are two ways
you will find ghost notes notated on a bass chart. Example 1 shows the ghost note on the same pitched
note as the pitched note that follows it. Example 2 shows the ghost note on the open string on which the
pitched note will be played. By definition a ghost note has no pitch so it doesn’t really matter how they are
notated. Example 1 is probably easier to read as there is less activity on the paper.

Generally, ghost notes can do a great deal to enhance your bass lines and to give them additional interest.

5.2 Sixteenth-notes

Long sequences or chains of sixteenth-notes are challenging, both finger style and plectrum style. When
playing finger style it is important to alternate the fingers on your picking hand. Most commonly the picking
pattern would be 1-2-1-2 etc (1 being the index finger and 2 the middle finger). If you are playing with
three or even four fingers it is equally important to have a constant and alternating picking pattern to be
able to smoothly pull off sixteenth-notes lines. 

Try both Examples 1 and 2 and see which on you prefer. Examples 3 and 4 are challenging your picking
hand technique. Make sure that you stick to your picking pattern with regularly alternating between two
fingers.

Performance Clinic Lecture 5

Ex1

Ex2
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5.3. Real life examples

The following charts will give you the opportunity to practise ghost notes and bass lines with sixteenth-
notes challenges.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Picking Hand:

Ex 1

1  2  1  2, etc.

Ex 2

2  1  2  1, etc.

Ex 3 Ex 4
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Exercise 1  Flea bass lines – Pea (Red Hot Chili Peppers)
This track is taken from their One Hot Minute album and is a great showcase for ghost notes. It 

sounds as if it were played on an acoustic bass (not an acoustic upright bass) with plenty of

top end to make the ghost notes really stick out. The ghost-notes on beats 2 and 4 indicate the

backbeat normally played by the snare. 

= 90

3x's
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 = 76

Exercise 2  Flea bass lines – Readymade (Red Hot Chili Peppers)
This track is taken from their Stadium Arcadium album. The relatively slow tempo will give you a

chance to warm up your picking hand for the tracks to come. Use open strings to play this tune.

1:03

mf

2:30

2:59

stop before guitar solo

4:26 ending
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 = 96Rock

Exercise 3 Tom Hamilton bass lines – Sweet Emotion (Aerosmith)
This track is taken from their A little South of Sanity album (1998). This tune feature great bass hooks that

will give your picking hand a great work-out. Watch out for the multiple repeat signs (7x's, 3x's).

7x's

drums enter
2

3x's

D.S. al Coda

2

(repeat & fade)
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Summary

This lecture explained ghost-notes and sixteenth-note bass lines. The student had the opportunity to
experiment with the presented material by applying it to real life examples.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Check out Sittin’ In With Rocco Prestia, Cherry Lane Music Company, 2003. This is an
excellent opportunity to play along to the Tower of Power rhythm section and to get your
sixteenth-note funk chops together.
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lecture

6Building bass lines with arpeggios – part 5

Lecture content

The diatonic seventh chords of the A natural minor scale.

6.1 Building seventh chords of the natural minor scale

There are three types of triads in the natural minor scale and there are four different types of seventh
chords (or four-part) chords in the natural minor scale. The seventh chords are built by stacking another
diatonic third on top of the triads.

■ Min 7 on the first, fourth and fifth degrees of the scale

■ Dominant 7 on the flat seventh degrees of the scale

■ Maj 7 on the flat third and flat sixth degrees of the scale

■ Half-diminished 7 on the second degree of the scale

In the key of A natural minor this results in the following sequence:

Ami7 – Bmin7♭5 – Cma7 – Dmi7 – Emi7 – Fma7 – G7
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Exercise 1  The diatonic seventh chords of the A minor scale, closed position
This exercise presents all diatonic seventh chords of the A natural minor scale going up and down 

the neck. Make sure you understand the interval relationships of each chord rather than playing 

shapes only.

R      3       5       7 7      b5     b3      R
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6.2 A special case – the V chord in natural minor

The natural minor scale does not have a strong dominant (V) – tonic (I) resolution as the chord on the fifth
degree is missing a strong ‘motion note’. Consequently by raising the minor third of the V chord to a major
third (to create a strong motion note which wants to resolve to the tonic) we are creating the harmonic
minor scale with its own sequence of diatonic seventh chords.

147Performance Clinic Lecture 6

Exercise 2 The diatonic seventh chords of the A natural minor scale, closed position
Here is a faster paced exercise with the same chords. The first seventh chord in each bar ascends from

the root up to the seventh. The second seventh chord in each bar descends from the seventh down to the root.

R      3        5        7       7       5        3        R

Exercise 3 A special case – the V chord in A natural minor 
In the natural minor scale the strong dominant (V) to tonic (I) relationship is weak because 

the diatonic V chord does not have a strong leading note back to the tonic chord (Example 1). This is the 

reason for the creation of the harmonic minor scale.  In this scale the dominant has a strong 

leading note back to the tonic chord (Example 2).

Example 1

whole step resolution from G to A is weak

Example 2

half step resolution from G# to A is strong
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Exercise 4  The I-IV-V chord progression in A minor
Play this etude and listen out for the difference between the Emi7 chord (from the A natural

minor scale) and the E7 chord (from the A harmonic minor scale).

Ex 1

Ex 2
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Exercise 5  Creation of your own bass lines based on four-part arpeggios of the minor scale(s)
Use the following four-bar chord progression to improvise and develop your own bass lines with the 

material covered in this lecture. Pick any tempo and feel and also experiment with various playing techniques,

for example: finger-style or playing with a pick. Transpose all examples to different keys.

ex 1

ex 2

ex 3

ex 4

Summary

This lecture presented the students with the seventh chord arpeggios of the natural minor scale. The
V chord in minor was discussed in-depth. Students had the opportunity to create their own bass
lines with the material presented.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ World-renowned bassist and educator Bruce Gertz has written two great books for Mel Bay
publishing: Mastering The Bass, Book 1 and Mastering The Bass, Book 2.
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lecture

7Bass techniques – triplet finger-style and
shuffle feel

Lecture content

This lecture explores picking patterns for triplets and bass lines with a shuffle feel.

7.1 Triplets

Playing continuous triplets adds additional challenges to your picking hand. Here are some general tips:

■ Pay close attention to your alternate fingerings on the picking hand. When playing triplets it takes
two pulses for the finger pattern to start over on a strong beat.

■ The pulse, or strong beat is underlined in this explanation:

■ first grouping of triplets: index finger, middle finger, index finger; 

■ second grouping of triplets: middle finger, index finger, middle finger.

■ You can see that your first finger will play the downbeat in the first grouping and the second
finger of the picking hand will play the downbeat in the second grouping. This will help to
develop equally strong fingers on the picking hand.

■ If you are a three or four finger player, adjust accordingly.

■ It is tricky to play octaves smoothly as you have to ‘jump’ across one string rather than having the
benefit of playing notes on adjacent strings.

7.2 Bass lines with shuffle feel

Bass lines with a shuffle feel are generally harder to play as they are more challenging for the picking and
fretting hand. As the upbeat and the down beat are falling closer together your picking hand simply needs
to be faster to make this sound right.

7.3 Real life examples

The following tunes will give you the opportunity to put your newly found knowledge to the test.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Picking hand:   1   2   1    2  1  2, etc. 2   1   2    1  2  1, etc. 

= =
played w/shuffle feel
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Shuffle Rock

Exercise 1  Phil Lynott bass lines – The Boys Are Back In Town (Thin Lizzy)
This all-time rock classic presents you with a great opportunity to practise bass lines with a 

shuffle feel. You could also practise playing this track with a plectrum. Watch out for the continuous triplet

figure in bar 25 and 26.

mf

4x's

V1+2

guitar hook 1

C1+2

3x's

link
D.S. 
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V3

guitar hook 2

C3

4x's
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Rock Shuffle

Exercise 2  Walter Becker bass lines – Reeling In The Years (Steely Dan – Can't Buy A Thrill, 1972) 
Play this song with a pick. The purpose of this exercise is to practise octave patterns with a shuffle 

feel. The difficulty is to jump across one string rather than playing notes on adjacent strings. Watch out

for bars 47 to 51.

3x's

V

C
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Mid-8

Guitar solo

D.S al Coda

tag

(repeat & fade)
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Summary

This lecture explored the picking patterns for triplet-based bass lines as well as featuring an in-depth
study of bass lines with shuffle feels. Finally students had the opportunity to experience the
presented material with real life examples.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Check out Anthony Vitti’s Finger Funk bass books at www.anthonyvitti.com for more finger-
style related exercises.
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lecture

8Bass techniques – plectrum challenges

Lecture content

A basic guide to playing with a pick.

‘It’s all about precision and consistency’ (Jason Newsted) 

8.1 Playing with the plectrum

Here are two frequently asked questions about this playing style: 

a Is there a right or wrong way to hold the pick?  

b Are there hard and fast rules whether to use up or down strokes or a combination of both?

The short answers to both questions would be; use the plectrum to produce the sound that you have in
mind and that you think serves the music best.

Generally let the music dictate which playing style is most suited to get the most successful and desired
result. Keep an open and flexible mind. Not all bassists want to develop into expert pick players like session
king Neil Stubenhaus, punk legend Mike Dirnt, bass titan Anthony Jackson (actually master of both finger
and plectrum-style), metal hero Jason Newsted or 1960s session players Carol Kaye or Jo Osborne.
However, it is advisable for all players to have the basic technique at their disposal. You never know when it
will be called for.

8.2 How to hold the plectrum?

Go to the ACM library and grab Jim Roberts’ excellent book How The Fender Bass Changed The World and
study the following pictures:

■ page 60 Carol Kaye (B); 

■ page 80 Paul McCartney (B); 

■ page 85 John Paul Jones (Led Zeppelin) (A); 

■ page 88 Chris Squire (Yes) (A); 

■ page 92 Jack Cassidy (Jefferson Airplane) (A); 

■ page 96 Phil Lesh  (Grateful Dead) (B); 

■ page 126 Rick Danko (The Band) (B); 

■ page 141 Sid Vicious (Sex Pistols) (A); and 

■ page 146 Berry Oakley (Allman Brothers) (A).

As you will have found, there seem to be two predominant ways to hold the pick.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Both ways require you to hold the pick between the thumb and index finger of your picking hand.
However there are two variations:

a the plectrum is held  between the tip of the index finger and the tip of the thumb; or

b the plectrum is held between the thumb joint and ‘squeezed’ onto the index finger joint with the
thumb being straight and the index finger (and the other fingers) rolled in. This results in a
somewhat protruding thumb.

Some players like to give the plectrum a slight angle when hitting the string, as the sound becomes slightly
more cutting and aggressive. Experiment with various angles from the more traditional parallel stroke to a
more angled one, almost cutting in the string.

8.3 Open versus muted plectrum style

Another variation on playing with a pick is that some players use the plectrum without resting the palm of
their picking hand on the bridge. This results in an open sound and a wide choice of places where the string
could be hit.

In the 1960s, players like Carol Kaye used the neck pick-up cover of her Jazz bass to rest the palm of her
picking hand on. The dampening or muting came from a piece of felt that Carol attached to the bridge.

Other players prefer to rest the palm of the picking hand on the bridge and control the amount of muting
by moving its position and/or pressure of the palm on to the strings. This is similar to playing with your
thumb in combination with palm muting, a technique explained in the next term.

Other words to describe this technique are; muffled, ghosted or dampened.

Try both approaches and also experiment with using both as this can create very interesting results.

8.4 Which plectrum to use?

Generally the advice would be to choose a plectrum that is not too thin.

A very common pick is the green Dunlop .88 mm Tortex plectrum.

8.5 Dave Ellefson thoughts on playing with a plectrum

Tip 1:

Metal bass lines are all about precision, especially on the picking hand.

Use a combination of muted and open strings (similar to metal guitar playing) – this can be achieved by
lifting your palm off and on the bridge.

Whether the picking is down-strokes only or up and down strokes (‘butterflying’) – it needs to be even. 

Tip 2:

Follow the guitar riffs in the intro, re-intro and ‘simplify’ in the verse (for example: listen to Ian Hill from
Judas Priest).

Tip 3:

Feel the music ‘half-time’ to create a better ‘pocket’ with the drums, rather than feeling the music in eighth
or sixteenth-notes.

Performance Clinic Lecture 8
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8.6 Key

The square = down stroke.

The arrow pointing down = up stroke.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Exercise 1A Up and down strokes
Arguably the most used technique (possibly outside the crunching rock and metal world), derived

from standard guitar technique. Players like Adam Clayton or Paul McCartney can been heard

employing this technique.

Exercise 1B Mainly down strokes
The 'hard man' approach is to play all eighth-notes with down strokes. Jason Newsted, former

Metallica man, says: 'I play down strokes wherever humanly possible'. As always, let your ears

be your guide. Another man of rock, Mike Dirnt from Green Day, is known for using this style.

Exercise 2 The Noisettes   –  Never Forget You
This is a good example of a contemporary plectrum type bass sound. The retro feel of this track

leads itself well to 1960s plectrum sounds by Tommy Cogbill and Carol Kayes.

Exercise 1C Mainly up strokes
Although less common, some players prefer to lead with their plectrum playing with up strokes.

It does produce a slighly different sound and is similar to 'plucking' the string rather than 'hitting' it.

 = 140 w/pickV1+2

mf

B1+2
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Exercise 3 Reptilia – The Strokes (bass: Nikolai Fraiture )
Here is a bass line by The Strokes, a band frequently mentioned as influential on the Arctic 

Monkeys. They certainly have a strong plectrum bass sound in common. This is an example of a

completely and utterly 'no frills' bass approach which is highly effective. Learn the rest of the track 

by ear and try down strokes only.

mf

into verse
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 = 136Rock

Exercise 4: Jared Followhill plectrum bass line Use Somebody (Kings of Leon - Only By Night)
Play this song with a plectrum and study the interplay between drums and bass.

C1

f

CC

2

V1

mp

guitar and vocals only

V2 bass enters, kick drum on quarter note

mf

kick drum on eighth notes, build throughout
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C2

drum beat like chorus 1

f

V3

mf

Mid-8

2

D.S. al Coda

f
2

C3

guitar hook

f

drums with plenty of fills

only guitar and vox
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straight rock  = 90

Exercise 5: Shine (Take That)
This pop tune provides you with the opportunity to practise steady eighth note bass lines based

on chord changes. Remember: always play the bass note on the right of a chord symbol.

mf

V1+2

(stop only in V2)

B1-3

C1-3

Mid-8

D.S. al Coda
Outro

3x's

©2009 www.stefanredtenbacher.com
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Summary

This lecture introduced the students to the plectrum playing technique as well as real life charts with
prominent pick bass lines. 

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Check out recordings by Yes with Chris Squire on bass (listening recommendation:
Roundabout), Cliff Burton and Jason Newsted with Metallica, Matt Freeman with Rancid
(listening recommendation: Rejected, Fat Mike with NOFX and Geddy Lee with Rush. Also
learn how to play Peaches by The Stranglers – a fantastic bass performance by Jean Jacques
Brunel.
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lecture

9Building bass lines with arpeggios – part 6

Lecture content

Inversions of the diatonic seventh chords of the minor scale and the classic minor line cliché.

9.1 Inversions of the seventh chords of the minor scale(s)

Here is a recap from Lecture 4 of this term. This unit gives you another opportunity to familiarise yourself
with your fingerboard and apply music theory to your bass. Make sure you practise in all keys.

Seventh chords (four-part chords) can be inverted just like triads (see Performance Clinic, Term 1). The
difference is that there is one more inversion as we have a total of four notes rather than three.

Inversions of seventh chords:

■ Root position: 1-3-5-7 (the bass note and the root note are the same).

■ First inversion: 3-5-7-1 (this is a seventh chord with the third in the bass).

■ Second inversion: 5-7-1-3 (this is a seventh chord with the fifth in the bass).

■ Third inversion: 7-1-3-5 (this is a seventh chord with the seventh in the bass).

9.2 Classic ‘minor line cliché’

This is classic harmonic device to ‘space’ up a chord progression. In rock genre a well-known example
might be Stairway To Heaven by Led Zeppelin. Listen to the track and try to work out where this might take
place.

In the jazz genre good examples are In Walked But and My Funny Valentine.

In the soul genre you could listen to Stevie Wonder’s You Are The Sunshine Of My Life (bar 3 and 4 of the
Bridge or ‘B’ section).

Study Exercise 6 to see how this harmonic concept works and how it affects your choices from the bass
player’s perspective.

Basically you have three choices when confronted with a minor line cliché:

1 Provide the bass notes only and leave it to the harmony/melody instruments.

2 Instead of playing the bass notes play the minor line cliché. Generally this sounds better in the
mid to high register of the bass.

3 Play a combination of the two previous approaches. This approach is very much liked by Paul
McCartney.

Find this particular minor line cliché in your own music collection and experiment with the different bass
concepts presented in this unit.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Exercise 1  The diatonic seventh chords of the A natural minor scale and all their inversions
Make sure you transpose this exercise to different keys.

R      3      5     7         3      5      7     R        5      7      R     3       7     R     3    5

(or up an octave)

(or up an octave)

(or up an octave)
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Exercise 2  The diatonic seventh chords of the A harmonic minor scale and all their inversions
Play all notes as long as possible and transpose this exercise to other minor keys.

mf

(or up an octave)

(or up an octave)

(or up an octave)
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Exercise 3  The diatonic seventh chords of the A melodic minor scale and all their inversions
Play all notes as short as possible and transpose this exercise to other minor keys.

mf

(or up an octave)

(or up an octave)

(or up an octave)
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Exercise 4  Minor line cliché
This exercise shows you a classic 'minor line cliché' and how you could approach this harmonic

movement from the bass player's perspective. 

Here is a chord progression that a guitarist or pianist might be confronted with in a writing or playing session.

Often guitarists or pianists will superimpose a 'line cliché' on top of the basic harmony. The chromatic

descending line provides the harmony with greater melodic interest.

Example 1: the bass provides the bass notes and leaves the line cliché to the harmony/melody instruments.

Example 2: This is very similar to Example 1 with the fourth bar clearly moving to the IV7 chord. Note that

this approach would also work 'on top' of a standard II-V chord progression.

Example 4: in this version the bass provides the roots as well as including the line cliche. This approach was 

often used by Paul McCartney.

Example 3: here the bass spells out the line cliche and consequently plays the third inversions of the chords. T

creates are more 'melodic' bass line.
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Summary

This lecture presented the students with the inversions of the seventh chord arpeggios of the
natural, harmonic and melodic minor scale. Students also had the opportunity to explore the minor
line cliché with a step-by-step guide.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Study and practise Franz Simandl’s A New Method For Double Bass (Chapter II – minor scale
and exercises).
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lecture

10Building bass lines with octaves in all
keys

Lecture content

Building octave bass lines in major and minor keys with the help of the cycle of fifths and a disco funk
backing track to improvise with this technique.

10.1 Octaves in all keys

Playing octaves on bass is extremely successful and popular. It works equally well for finger-style, slap-
style, thumb/palm muting technique and also plectrum-style, even though it is slightly more challenging.

When playing octaves make sure you gain control over the note length of the bottom note and its octave,
i.e. don’t let the bottom octave ring on while playing the top octave and vice versa, except when you are
striving for this sound.

The standard picking hand playing technique for eighth-note octaves is to use the index finger for the
bottom note and the middle finger for the top note (=octave). 

An additional layer of complexity is introduced to the examples with dynamic markings. They are often
overlooked, but crucial to develop a range of ‘velocity’ levels for the picking hand.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Exercise 1A  Octaves in eighth-notes, key of E minor
This is the E minor scale in octaves going up and down  the neck. To play the octave on 

any note falling on the upbeat is very common in a lot of bass lines, especially when also

applying the slap bass technique.

mf

Exercise 1B  Octaves in eighth-notes, key of E minor
This is the E minor scale in octaves going down. Note that the octave is played first and 

falls on the downbeat, whereas the the octave below falls on an upbeat which is more 

unusual.

mf

Exercise 2  Octaves combined with sixteenth-notes, key of F minor
This exercise was inspired by Bernard Edwards' bass line on Dance, Dance, Dance. Make sure you

pay attention to the articulation markings and practise slowly first.

mf
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Exercise 3  Octaves with triplets, key of E major
Here we are combining triplets and octaves. Make sure you follow the articulation markings. Improvise 

with long and short notes and find interesting and good-sounding combinations.

mf

Exercise 4  Octaves with triplets, E7/13 arpeggio
This exercise was inspired by Jaco Pastorius. Combining octaves and arpeggios makes for great

sounding bass lines. Improvise with other keys and arpeggios. Note the slight change at the end

of bar 2, which breaks the predictability of the line. It also makes it sound less mechanical and more

interesting. Find your own variations.

Exercise 5  Classic bass line featuring octaves, key of Ab_
The basic idea for the following bass line can be found in many recordings. Transpose this idea to 

other keys and develop your own similar bass lines through improvising along to drum grooves. You 

can also play this line with a plectrum, slap technique or the thumb/palm mute technique.

f

f

A♭
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Exercise 6  Octave exercise combined with an interval exercise in thirds, key of A major
The phrasing in this exercise is derived from the Stax eighth-note, which is short and long.

This puts an emphasis onto the upbeat, which gives eighth-note bass lines more bounce.

mf

Exercise 7 Octave exercise with sevenths, key of A major
The 'DNA' of this exercise is root/octave/(diatonic) sevenths/octave and reverse on the 

way down. Watch out for the hammer-on and the staccato dot.

mf
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Exercise 8 Octave exercise with ninths, key of A major
The 'DNA' of this exercise is root/octave/(diatonic) sevenths/octave and reverse on the 

way down. Watch out for the hammer-on and the staccato dot.
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 = 120 

Exercise 9 Contemporary octave bass line – Tits On The Radio (Scissor Sisters)
This fun pop track features a very 1970s disco-inspired bass line. It has a very mechanical feel and is a good

work-out for your octave technique.

mf

verse 1

chorus 1

4x's

drums only
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verse 2

chorus 2

6x's
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Summary

This lecture presented students with the opportunity to focus on octave bass lines with the help of
several studies and real life charts.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ A useful book is Basic Theory for Electric Bass, Vol. 1 by Frank Cook Cuoco, published by
Advance Music.
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lecture

11Revision

Lecture content

11.1 Revision

We will review the information that has been presented and discussed throughout the term.

Revision topics will include:

■ bass techniques – slap-style;

■ building bass lines with arpeggios – major scales;

■ bass techniques – ghost notes and sixteenth-notes;

■ building bass lines with arpeggios – A minor scale;

■ bass techniques – triplet finger-style and shuffle feel;

■ bass techniques – playing with a plectrum; and

■ building bass lines with octaves in all keys.

11.2 Improvising your own bass lines to a backing track

After you have gone through all exercises, come up with your own bass line to the supplied backing track. 

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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 = 77 rock

Exercise 1 Alternative Rock Chart
Use this chart to create and improvise your own bass lines. Experiment with the different ideas presented

in this unit and try integrating them into your performance. * Always play the bass note on the right of the

chord symbol.

sim

verse

bridge

* * *

chorus

* * * *
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* * *

verse

without bar 8

bridge

Mid-8

+ ac. guitar

ff

5x's

*

chorus 2x

tag/outro

arpeggiate chords

4x's
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Summary

This session presents you with the opportunity to revise all Performance Clinic lectures in this book.

Recommended practice and further study

■ See Lecture 1.

■ Take any chord sheets that you can find and apply as many different styles, feels and tempos
as possible to it. Review all the lectures in this unit.
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lecture

12Term 2 formal assessment

Lecture content

Exams are scheduled to take place during this week. Please check the notice board for precise details.

lecture

13Term 2 formal assessment

Lecture content

Exams are scheduled to take place during this week. Please check the notice board for precise details.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Unit title

Music Culture
Duration of unit: Terms 1 and 2 (26 weeks)

Term 2 lecture titles (weeks 14-26)

Unit designed and written by Adam Pain

Lecture content Page

1 The MTV generation

The history of the pop video is discussed, and key examples are examined to emphasise the
development of the format. 187

2 The importance of image – Part 1

From Elvis Prestley through to Eminem, image has always played an important role in defining an
artist’s career. In this lecture we will look at, and discuss, five key image makers. 190

3 The importance of image – Part 2

Today we will focus on the technological advances made in video and will ask how the cutting 
edge of video has helped define the careers of some major artists. 192

4 Androgyny in music

Girls dressed as boys, boys dressed as girls, and everything in between – this lecture asks why pop
music has so consistently crossed the boundaries of sex and sexuality. 193

5 Making a pop video 

Today’s lecture will be dedicated to showing the class some of the techniques and tricks used in
modern music video production. We will also view some contemporary examples of pop videos 
and talk about their impact on the consumer. 195

6 Understanding your audience 

Today we will discuss how it is possible to target a specific audience through music and try to
uncover the major factors that contribute to successful marketing. 197

7 A beginner’s guide to networking

Many people in the industry talk about the importance of networking, but what is it, why is it
important, and how do you begin? This lesson will be used to explore the nature of networking
through a series of group exercises. 199

8 The iPod generation

Ever since the invention of the Walkman by Sony in the early 1980s, music has become 
increasingly more portable and accessible. Now the internet has revolutionised the way music 
can be stored and distributed, but what does that mean for the people making music in the 
21st century? 201
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9 Guest lecture

This lecture will be dedicated to a visit from an external guest who will give the class an insight 
into the industry. A question and answer session will follow their presentation. 203

10 Speaking the language of music and musicians

It can be very hard to communicate with musicians properly in a studio environment – especially 
as they have a unique language to express musical terms that can seem daunting to the 
uninitiated. This lecture aims to help give students the basic terminology used by 
contemporary musicians. 204

11 What makes a hit record?

A discussion session where five stylistically different examples of commercially successful songs 
will be analysed. The purpose of the lesson is to see what common ground, if any, the material 
shares in order to better understand the nature of commercial music. 208

12 Presentations 210

13 Presentations 210

Description of unit

This unit places music into context. It encourages learners to broaden their understanding and awareness
of music, and to explore different styles. It looks at the relationship between music and audiences across
different times and cultures, and requires learners to be able to recognise the ways in which social, cultural,
historical, political and economic factors influence the production of music.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Recommended resources

Books
Barbour, S
British Performing Arts Yearbook
Rhinegold Publishing, London (updated every year)

Buzan, T
Use Your Head
BBC Publications, 1986

Chambers, I
Urban Rhythms Pop Music and Popular Culture
Palgrave Macmillan, 1986

Frith, S
Performing Rites: Evaluating Popular Music
Oxford Paperbacks, 1998
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Foreword

The main aim of this unit is for you as a learner to have a broad understanding of the ways in which the
contemporary music industry has developed over the last century.

The unit will cover the development of the industry from a cultural perspective, exploring topics with a view
to understanding the sociological, economic, political, and technical factors involved.

We will also place these events within a musical framework – using examples as a guide – to help you grasp
when and where it happened.

You will be required to provide examples of research material on occasion. This unit has as much to do with
what you think and feel about subjects as it does with the subject matter in hand, so you will need to
develop debating skills and get used to having facts and figures at hand to justify your views.

This unit is about piecing together the historical facts with your opinions to help you discover what role you
play within the industry. Music technology is about much more than knobs and faders. It is about knowing
where you are going and where you have come from. Hopefully this unit will provide you with an
opportunity to debate your thoughts about the industry, while learning about the history of its
development. I hope you enjoy it!

Foreword by Adam Pain

Learner requirements

For each lecture, students will be required to attend on time, and be prepared to discuss their opinions in a
constructive forum session. Students should also bring pen and paper for making notes, this course book
for reference and anything in addition that the tutor suggests.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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lecture

1The MTV generation

Lecture content

The music video has had a huge impact on the way in which we perceive music, and has become a valid art
form in its own right – even earning its own industry award ceremony. However, not everyone is a fan of
the video, and its impact on popular culture has been one of the most discussed topics over the past 25
years.

During this lecture the history of the pop video and three key questions are discussed to emphasise the
development of the format.

1.1 What difference does the pop video make to the success of a song?

First we need to decide what a pop video can do that a song can’t, so we can establish just how much the
video is bringing to the equation.

The most obvious thing videos can do which records don’t, is allow us to see the artist or band in
movement. This has many benefits. One is to present the artist(s) at their most attractive. Another is to
enable the viewer to see them in live performance – especially useful for bands to get their message across
in territories where touring is difficult or impossible. It also allows the artist(s) to make a statement of visual
intent – to impose their vision on their music, creating an experience that is both visual and aural. Some of
the most successful artists have explored this last area thoroughly. For instance, Marilyn Manson has
created music and images so intertwined it is virtually impossible to imagine one without the other, and his
promotional videos have been a very large part of that.

The question of what a pop video can do for the success of a song is a complicated one. There are
examples of great songs with weak videos (or no video at all) that have been tremendously successful, as
well as very average songs with memorable videos becoming huge hits. But there are some common
devices used by most of the bigger examples you can think of.

The video provides a narrative that enhances the lyric or mood of the song
substantially

Good examples of this are Michael Jackson’s Thriller, The Beastie Boys’ Sabotage, and George Michael’s
Outside. Often, very successful songs with a relatively poor or unsophisticated video contain a strong
narrative in the song already.

The video uses images that push the boundaries of technology to create
something striking and memorable

Videos like this include Peter Gabriel’s Sledgehammer and Dire Straits’ Money For Nothing.

The video uses overtly sexual images

This has become much more popular over the past 10 years, and is now extremely common. Videos that
have employed this approach most obviously include Britney Spears’ Hit Me Baby One More Time,
Madonna’s Justify My Love, and Take That’s Pray. These videos typically serve to make the artist(s) an

Music Culture Lecture 1
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object of sexual desire and appeal to potential buyers through their arousal. The proliferation of this type of
promotion has led to some criticism that this has diminished the importance of the quality of music, making
it serve as nothing more that a soundtrack for titillation.

The video shows images that shock

Or, at least grab our attention with their graphic nature. Videos that have employed the shock tactic include
Robbie Williams’ Rock DJ and The Prodigy’s Smack My Bitch Up.

Comedy

Although relatively rare, comedy is sometimes used by video directors to enhance a song’s commercial
potential. Examples of this include Blink 182’s All The Small Things, Queen’s I Want To Break Free, and Fat
Boy Slim’s Praise You.

Successful videos (and subsequently singles) have tended to use at least two of the techniques listed. The
most successful videos have tended to use most, if not all. For instance, Madonna’s Like A Prayer video is
an example that is based around a strong narrative, uses overtly sexual images, and also images of a
controversial nature. It is also a big budget video, and represented the cutting edge of video technology in
its time. George Michael’s Outside video was based around an autobiographical (and very well
documented) narrative, but also used images of overt sexuality within a comic context. Again, it was a big
budget affair that employed technology to enhance its impact.

It is fairly clear that a video can add a great deal to the appeal of a song, sometimes acting as the most
dominant part (Thriller, Justify My Love). This is both the reason why videos are so popular, and why critics
accuse the video of demeaning the value of the song. To a certain extent, a video always takes away some
attention from the music, but it could be argued that the video is then enhancing the listening experience.
A video’s success is ultimately decided by the single sales it generates, so it all comes down purely and
simply to economics in the end.

1.2 Has the pop video standardised images to the point where they are no
longer effective?

Certainly. We are now so used to overtly sexual images in videos that the threshold for our collective shock
value is considerably higher than ever before. For instance, images of Elvis Presley shaking his hips in 1956
caused outrage. Imagine a 1956 audience being screened a Britney Spears video? And, Britney Spears
hardly represents the most graphic end of the video spectrum either.

But what about specific images or icons?

Many people have argued that pop videos (as well as Hollywood movies) have massively diminished our
reaction to graphic images. Many videos include portrayals of drug taking, gun crime or other criminal
activity, sexual acts and violence. The argument is that, as we become less sensitive to these images, we still
desire to be shocked or titillated by art, leading to more and more graphic depictions in videos. Therefore,
you could argue that pop videos have rendered some of these images ineffective.

You could also argue that videos have used some images so regularly that they negatively affect the music
they are supposed to sell. For instance, the electric guitar solo became something of a cliché in the late
1980s, and this was largely due to the associations made in videos. The sight of a long haired rock star
wailing away on his (unplugged) guitar, either on stage in front of star struck girls, or moodily on the side of
a mountain, led to the guitar solo’s demise, more than any other reason.

However, other images were cliché long ago, but have endured regardless. The sight of a pop star
surrounded by dozens of attractive members of the opposite sex has been a constant since the birth of rock
‘n’ roll. It is hard to imagine a day when we will consider a video with a young pop star surrounded by a
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dozen girls in bikinis truly offensive or old fashioned, no matter what the post-feminist intellectuals may tell
us.

1.3 What is the future of the pop video?

The last question I want to address is what is the future of the pop video?

It is certainly true that the video has come along way since Bohemian Rhapsody by Queen, and there are
now many examples of videos which have more in common with Hollywood films. This could give us a clue
to the future. It may be that the future will see an increase in videos that combine movies with music. This is
a trend that has been going on for over 50 years, but has increased substantially over the past 10 years.

Often referred to as synergy, a good modern example of this is Whitney Houston’s I Will Always Love You,
where the song was taken from her film The Bodyguard and its soundtrack album. The video was mainly
comprised of film clips, making it both a music video and a movie trailer. To make things even more
confusing, the film was the story of an international pop star’s love affair with her bodyguard, played by one
of the biggest film stars of the time, Kevin Costner. Widely regarded by critics to be a poor movie, the film
(and soundtrack) went on to receive massive commercial success, and gave Whitney Houston a number 1
single that stayed at the top of the US and UK charts for more than two months.

It could be that videos will continue to explore the boundaries of our social, sexual, and moral codes until
we either bore of them or reject them entirely. Videos have changed our perception of pop music over the
years, but it is not unimaginable that there could be a swing back towards live entertainment and it
becomes unfashionable to make videos.

Summary

Recommended practice and further study

You only need to turn on a television to see our seemingly insatiable desire for the pop video, and
cable television is made up of literally dozens of channels, all trying to control a niche of this lucrative
market.

But it is more than that. Pop videos have become a part of our cultural identity – defining the styles,
fashions, and tastes of the young people who consume them. Put simply, MTV (and all the music
video channels built in their image) is about much more than music. It is no coincidence that some of
the most radical youth television has come through MTV into mass popular culture. Beavis and
Butthead, Jackass, and The Osbournes are all creations from the MTV stable. The music is just one
part of the MTV philosophy. The videos act as a showcase for the politics of youth, the fashion,
attitudes and desires of its viewers.

■ Pick your favourite video and see if any of the techniques listed in the lecture notes apply to it.

■ What do you think makes it successful?

■ What is it that appeals directly to you?

■ Write down your findings and bring them in to compare with other members of the class next
week.

■ There have been many fantastic essays and books written about music videos that will help
you know more about this subject. Try an internet search for the music writer Simon Frith and
see if you can find any articles that are relevant.
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lecture

2The importance of image – Part 1

Lecture content

From Elvis Prestley through to Eminem, image has always played an
Important role in defining an artist’s career. In this lecture we will look at and discuss five key image makers. 

2.1 Elvis Presley

It is often stated that image has become the most important factor in the sale of popular music and it is
usually assumed that it is a relatively modern phenomenon. The truth is that image has been a very
important factor in the sale of music for centuries, but became a crucial part of the sales strategy in the
1950s. 

The biggest single reason for this is television. Before WWII, most people didn’t have access to television. It
was too expensive and wasn’t very well developed. After the war, television was revolutionised. TV sets
became cheaper to buy or rent, the signal coverage and strength was improved and subsequently a lot
more TV was being produced. 

In America, the networks were already beginning to refine formats that are still in evidence today – soap
operas, game shows, chat shows and family friendly comedies can all be found in the TV archives of 1950s
America.

It is no wonder that the music industry found a natural home in TV. It allowed the audience to both hear and
see the music. Obviously, this was tremendous for good live acts, as the visual element allowed the viewer
to fill in the gaps that radio couldn’t fill. However, it also allowed a different strategy to be used to sell
music. Now you could sell an artist on the strength of their charisma, their looks and their sex appeal. Just
as some of the most famous movie stars weren’t necessarily the best actors, some of the best loved music
stars weren’t necessarily the best musicians. There is arguably no better example of this than Elvis Presley.

We will watch two Elvis Presley performances. Afterwards we will discuss what makes these performances
successful and try and identify the elements that contribute to his image. 

2.2 The 1960s

The use of television and film to help promote music became more sophisticated and by the 1960s was a
major factor in what music sold the most. 

We will discuss three examples of video from this decade: 

The Beatles – A Hard Day’s Night
The Monkees – I’m A Believer
The Supremes – Baby Love

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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2.3 The 1970s

By the 1970s the vast majority of the western world’s TV was being produced in colour. This allowed even
more extravagant images to be used to sell records. Here are two examples that typify the marketing of
music in the 1970s: 

■ David Bowie has been making experimental music videos since the mid 1960s and already had a
reputation as a image maker. However, his most infamous creation took him to a new level of
success. Look at the concert footage of Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars and consider
the use of colour. 

■ The Jackson 5 had a string of hits in the 1970s in both the US and UK, appearing on lunchboxes,
t-shirts, and magazines in the sort of publicity we now associate with bands like The Saturday’s
and The Pussycat Dolls. They even appeared in their own popular cartoon series. The Jackson 5
remain one of Motown Records’ biggest sellers. 

2.3 The 1980s

By January 1980, Michael Jackson has propelled himself from the Jackson 5 into one of pop music’s most
profitable acts but his videos and image are still very close to the Jackson 5 style. Michael’s record
company, CBS (later bought by Sony), were keen to differentiate Michael from the other Jacksons, and
stylists were brought in to try and help Michael define his style. The results are remarkable. Led by Michael
Jackson himself, the decision was made to make Jackson more ethnically and sexually ambiguous, to try
and appeal to a broader fan base. The afro haircut of Off The Wall was already gone, straightened and
glossed into feminine curls for the Rock With You video but is further defined, giving Jackson an almost
feminine look. Although stringently denied, Jackson also changed his facial features with surgery, most
obviously his nose. His broad African-American nose was replaced with a narrower and more European
shape.

Michael then goes on to release Thriller, which contains a record breaking seven US Top 10 hits, including
the number one hits Billie Jean, Beat It, and Thriller. The album spends 37 weeks at No. 1 and remains on
the Billboard album chart for 122 weeks. It is eventually certified 26 x Platinum in the United States.

We will watch clips from some of those videos and discuss their cultural importance.

2.4 The 1990s and beyond

Since MTV started to air, the world of music television became a rapidly competitive market place. By the
1990s, cable and satellite technology could be found in a large number of homes throughout the world,
which allowed for a diverse set of channels to be set up. As the thirst for video images grew, so did the
desire to see images that had never been seen before. This led to an increase in pop music using images
that many people would describe as either extreme or graphic. We will look at clips from three videos from
the 1990s and discuss the tactics being used by the video directors (and ultimately band and record
company).

1 American Idiot – Greenday  

2 Hit Me Baby One More Time – Britney Spears

3 My Name Is – Eminem

Recommended practice and further study

■ If you can find a copy, Moonwalker is worth watching purely for its production values. Can
you see any modern artists that have drawn an influence from Michael Jackson?
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lecture

3The importance of image – Part 2

Lecture content

Today we will focus on the technological advances made in video and will ask how the cutting edge of
video has helped define the careers of some major artists.

3.1 Introduction

There have been many fantastically talented video directors who have helped forge the image and
direction of almost every style of popular music. However, some of the most important landmarks in music
video history have been achieved by harnessing the most innovative technology of the time. Here are the
four videos we will watch in full and discuss in today’s lesson.

1 Thriller – Michael Jackson 

2 Sledge Hammer – Peter Gabriel 

3 Freak on a Leash – Korn 

4 All Is Full of Love – Bjork

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Summary

Recommended practice and further study

I hope that this lesson will help you further discover something about the industry you didn’t already
know. More than that, I hope it opens your eyes to visual artists and music you have never even
considered. But most importantly, I hope it acts as a way of celebrating the incredible visual palette
that music videos have brought to the music world.

■ Choose any one of these video directors and research their background using an internet search
engine and/or reference books:

■ John Landis

■ Michel Gondry

■ Chris Cunningham

■ David Fincher
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lecture

4Androgyny in music

Lecture content

Girls dressed as boys, boys dressed as girls, and everything in between. This lecture asks why pop music
has so consistently crossed the boundaries of sex and sexuality.

4.1 Androgyny – definition

Androgyny: (androgynous) adj. means having both male and female characteristics.

4.2 Background

One of the most frequent image choices made by musicians and artists over the last 50 years has been to
assume a style or fashion associated with the opposite sex. In fact, there have been hundreds of examples
of this in mainstream popular culture, spanning back not only years but centuries. The fascination with
androgynous images spans almost every culture on earth, but it has taken on a particularly strong
attachment with the rock and pop musicians of the 20th century and beyond.

Some aspects of androgyny in our culture are down to nature. Human beings seem drawn instinctively to
other human beings who possess a certain androgynous quality because they find it attractive. Many of the
world’s most celebrated beautiful people have androgynous features. David Beckham, Orlando Bloom,
Johnny Depp, and Brad Pitt are among the many stars that have a degree of femininity in their features, and
don’t possess the signs of traditional masculinity, such as excessive body hair, strong jaw lines, and huge
upper body mass. It is also interesting that all of these stars have, at least at times, sported long hair – again,
a traditional symbol of femininity. This is not to say that these people are perceived as being purely
feminine. Androgyny is about displaying both male and female characteristics.

4.3 Androgyny and music

The music industry has arguably played the greatest role in blurring the lines of sexual distinction. From the
beginning of the rock and roll era, performers were using traditionally feminine symbols to define
themselves. Elvis Presley had a naturally androgynous look but moved in a traditionally masculine and
assertive manner. Little Richard, in contrast, emphasised his delicate features, and chose to mimic feminine
behaviour and sounds (check out his delicate use of falsetto) to make himself stand out.

The 1960s was the true beginning of our cultural obsession with androgyny. Musicians began growing their
hair long so the distinction between men and women was less pronounced. In contrast, the female
musicians of the time began to experiment with masculine rock ‘n’ roll images – playing overdriven electric
guitar, and displaying their alcohol and narcotic habits in their work. A great example of this is Janis Joplin,
who successfully straddled the line between displaying feminine sensuality and masculine
aggression/posturing in her work.

In fact, the standard image of the rock band is a fairly androgynous one. Bands like Led Zeppelin and Black
Sabbath helped define this image and it is still in evidence today. It is hard to imagine today, but in its time it
caused shock and anger among many people. Parts of conservative society condemned this new trend,
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blaming it for everything – from a perceived increase in recreational drug use to rising crime figures. These
attitudes still exist in parts of society today.

Androgyny is now such a part of music that we don’t tend to notice its subtler forms as easily any more.
Many mainstream artists continually play with images of androgyny, which almost go completely unnoticed.
This trend is also evident in mainstream culture in general, with everyone from film and television actors
and sportsman through to models and visual artists defining themselves with androgynous imagery.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Summary

Recommended practice and further study

Generally speaking, we now live in a relatively liberal western society, and artists have pushed the
boundaries of the androgynous image for the last 50 years as a result. From David Bowie, Marc Bolan
and the glam rock movement, through to the punk movement’s uniform of outlandish hairstyles,
denim and piercings, through to Boy George and Marilyn’s adopting of traditional femininity, to
Michael Jackson’s increasingly feminine voice and image, to Madonna’s power suit and fixation with
her groin in the Express Yourself video, to k.d. lang appearing on the cover of Rolling Stone
Magazine, sat in a barber’s chair awaiting a shave, to metal bands like Motley Crue and Poison
wearing over the top make-up and stiletto heeled shoes, to Marilyn Manson appearing in videos and
publicity with a digitally altered physique, literally making himself half-man half-woman. Pop and
rock musicians have been at the forefront of the androgynous trend, and continue to help define the
way men and women look and behave.

Lecture questions

■ Which artists who haven’t been mentioned would you consider to have used androgynous
images?

■ Do you think that androgyny and sexuality are always linked?

■ What works better – androgynous men or androgynous women?

■ Find out what these terms mean and where they come from, using a dictionary and an internet
search engine:

■ transvestite;

■ fetishism; and

■ role play.

■ Boy George published a self-titled autobiography recently that discusses the scene from
which he emerged in the late 1970s. If you are interested in the history of androgyny in music,
Boy George is one of the most qualified people to read! Also good for an insight into the
phenomenon is David Bowie’s biography Loving The Alien.
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lecture

5Making a pop video

Lecture content

Today’s lecture will be dedicated to showing the class some of the techniques and tricks used in modern
music video production. We will also view some contemporary examples of pop videos and talk about their
impact on the consumer.

5.1 Common editing techniques 

Fast edits are used to give videos a sense of pace. The theory goes that if you give five people less than
three seconds to take in an image, the next image creates a sense of mild confusion in the viewer as they
take in and process it. This disorientation is a desirable effect for many people – akin to being on a roller
coaster or dancing in a strobe light – and is often used as a way of maintaining a sense of drama and
surprise.  

Another common and related technique is to synchronise the movement of the edits to specific beats or
hits in a song. This gives the video a pleasing sense of belonging to the music and vice versa and is
probably the most common technique used in video production. This can be very time consuming,
especially when the edits are designed to be in time with fast tempo’s or specific sub divisions. 

The last and most common editing technique in music video production is the use of composite pictures.
The composite picture takes multiple filmed elements and edits them together to create a visual effect. The
techniques used to achieve a composite image are diverse and a huge palette of results is possible. We will
look at and identify some of them today.

5.2 Common filming techniques

As well as the many filming techniques associated with making television, many of the techniques used in
music videos are rooted in feature film production. The use of specially designed cranes, arms and dollies in
music video production has allowed some very creative effects to be achieved. 

However, one technique which was pioneered in film has allowed some of the most impressive effects to
be achieved. 

The use of blue screen technology in film allows images to be edited together in post production. Basically,
how it works is that the foreground element is filmed in front of a blue screen. This blue screen is then used
as a surface on which to graft on a second visual element. This technology allowed Superman to fly in the
movies and for Luke Skywalker to fly through the tunnels on the Death Star. As time has progressed, it is
now much more common to see film makers using green screens, as they allow a more satisfying and
realistic result, but the principle remains the same.

5.3 Post production 

A huge amount of work in pop videos is achieved in what is termed post production. This is the period of
editing, but often refers to the process of adding effects to video footage. In the modern world, this is
almost exclusively done in the digital domain. Anything from lighting and textures, through to digital
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‘objects’ and ‘environments’ can be added, allowing for some incredible effects to be achieved. This
process is called rendering and is likely to be the most time consuming process when making many pop
videos.   

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Summary

Recommended practice and further study

Due mainly to digital video technology, what can be achieved is simply staggering. However, an
expensive and effect filled video is always the best choice. Indeed, many very successful videos owe
their success to keeping things simple. The real value of a music video is usually to be found in the
quality of the ideas.

■ Using a single video camera (even a mobile phone camera will do) try and film a piece of
footage of at least 30 seconds that holds your attention. What is your footage trying to say?
Filming yourself and your bands is a useful tool to help you see how successfully your image is
being conveyed.
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lecture

6Understanding your audience

Lecture content

Today we will discuss how it is possible to target a specific audience through music and try to uncover the
major factors that contribute to successful marketing.

6.1 How do people consume music personally?

Before we start to talk about music in communities and entire cultures, it may be a good idea to think first
about how an individual uses music personally. 

Why do people listen to music at all? In a sense, at its most basic, music is a simple pleasure. The organised
collection of consonant sounds to a set rhythm that we call popular music can be viewed as nothing more
than a pleasing stimulus for our brains via our ears. Nothing more sophisticated than a simple painting is for
our eyes or the feeling of mild heat on our skin. Some people never use music more deeply than this – as a
mildly comforting sound that provides a pleasant sound track to their everyday lives. 

But that isn’t it. For many people, music is the way in which they articulate their most intimate thoughts and
feelings. It is the means by which they can openly grieve. It can provide them with a very real sense of
hope. It can stimulate them to point where they are compelled to move. It can also stimulate them to join in,
either through singing or playing a musical part. 

Our personal relationship with music is exactly that – personal. We all use music to varying degrees and for
different reasons. One thing is for sure however – that music forms a huge part of most people’s lives, even
if they don’t acknowledge it. Most environments and activities we consider recreational involve music.
Imagine aerobics or a gym without music. Imagine television programming with no music at all. Imagine
shopping without a single musical note being played. 

6.2 Communal use of music  

As well as our personal use of music, it also forms a huge part of our social education. From getting into
bands or singers when you’re at school, to forging a personal yet socially recognisable identity through the
fashion and language of music, the chances are that you have used music to help define you within the
community and society at large. This is a fascinating thing. Whereas most people are at pains to remind you
of their individuality in many areas, most of the time music is an area where people are most comfortable
following trends. This trend leads to some very odd behaviour – from groups of young girls’ uncontrollable
screaming at the mere sight of a particular pop star, to the strange experience of being surrounded by tens
of thousands of people singing in unison. When you really think about it, the everyday act of going to a
club and dancing is quite unusual, with many examples of social behaviour on show. Just think about it for a
moment. What does the music you produce make people do? What is it for? This simple question is
actually quite crucial when making any music that you propose to sell, even in small, niche quantities. Most
bands and artists who fail to achieve any success simply ignore the question all together. 

Music Culture Lecture 6
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Summary

It is entirely possible to design music to create a specific reaction. It happens in movies all the time.
This process could be described as calculated, cold – even cynical. The composer is deliberately
attempting to force you to feel a specific way. Just like those nasty pop songwriters who deliberately
tap into the basic emotions and desires of kids in an effort to get their pocket money, right? But does
the music that you listen to really work that differently? Is it honestly more credible and deep and
heartfelt, or have you been sold the idea that it is? For instance, was Rage Against the Machine
furiously standing up against global corporations and hypocrisy while signed to Sony? It’s just a
thought…

Examples 

Here are the musical examples we will listen to today. As you listen to each one, make notes as to how the
music fits in with people’s lives. Who was the music intended for? What themes or ideas are
communicated? What emotional effect is it supposed to achieve? Does it intend to have a physical effect?
Does it achieve its goals or do you think it falls short of the mark? Are the lyrics important to the success of
the song? 

1 Through the Grapevine – Marvin Gaye 

2 Agadoo – Black Lace

3 All The Small Things – Blink 182

4 Bomb Track – Rage Against the Machine

5 Everybody – Backstreet Boys 

6 How Am I Supposed to Live Without You – Michael Bolton

7 Ride On Time – Black Box
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lecture

7A beginner’s guide to networking

Lecture content

Many people in the industry talk about the importance of networking, but what is it, why is it important, and
how do you begin? This lesson will be used to explore the nature of networking through a series of group
exercises.

7.1 What is networking?

You will often hear people talking about the importance of networking within the music industry, but it is
not often explained what this actually means. Certainly most people understand that it involves a degree of
getting out and about, but there is a great deal more to it than that.

Networking is a term used to describe the process of forming relationships within the music industry, and
really involves nothing more than employing some basic social and organisational skills. It has been said
many times that music is about who you know, which makes the industry sound very closed. This is not the
case. Although the music industry does definitely involve a great deal of nepotism (favouring of friends and
family), it is constantly searching for fresh people to become part of the inner circle.

7.2 Networking techniques

Before we continue, we should establish the basic rules and code of conduct to successfully undertake
networking. First, I think that the name is misleading, as it infers that you do it to somebody. Try and think of
it as becoming part of a network. This is much more accurate.

Imagine you are interested in joining a sports team. You may know a member of the team already, and they
think that you would be a good person to introduce to the club. If you were to meet the coach or organiser,
what would you say?

Here is a list of things to remember when networking:

■ Don’t talk about yourself too much – show an interest in the other party first. This is the first
cardinal sin of networking. Never treat meeting somebody in a position that may be
advantageous to you as an opportunity to sell yourself. If they ask, tell them as briefly and
modestly as you can.

■ Turn the questions back on them. For instance, if asked what instrument you play, you could
answer with something like, ‘I play guitar and a bit of keyboards. Do you play any musical
instruments?’ This is obviously inappropriate if the person you are speaking to has a reputation as
a player. However, in this instance you could answer, ‘I play guitar and keyboards. How long have
you been playing?’ The theory is that the more interested you are in others, the more interested
others become in you.

■ Be positive. Encourage them to talk, entrust them with your thoughts, and be an active listener.
There is nothing worse than meeting someone that clearly wants something from you but doesn’t
seem interested in what you do or think. This is the second cardinal sin of networking. Never let
people think that you only want them for what they can offer to you.

Music Culture Lecture 7
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Summary

Recommended practice and further study

Networking is really nothing more than employing good social skills in a professional capacity. If you
have the skills and the talent to succeed in the music industry, the biggest thing that will stop you is
the way you approach others. In an industry full of ego and insecurity, you need to show that you are
willing to become a member of the team. You need to truly make friends.

■ Look on the internet for articles discussing nepotism in the music industry. This is a common
topic for university dissertations in performing arts institutions so you may need to check the
colleges’ websites.

■ Research using books, videos and the internet, if your favourite artists have siblings or other
relatives working in the music industry. You may be surprised at how many of them do!

■ Try and vary the topic of conversation. Not many professional people like to spend all their time
thinking and talking about their work. This is especially true in music – the last thing most
musicians want to hear about is other people’s music, certainly when in a non-musical
environment!

■ Never outstay your welcome. If you get the impression that your presence is awkward, politely
and quickly thank the person for their time, and leave. I have experienced many times how
awkward it is for people in the music industry when they become entrapped by somebody
networking. Most people are very happy to meet others, so making a good impression and
leaving the person wanting to know more is far better than boring them with your life’s ambition!
You very rarely meet people in the music industry once – there is plenty of time to forge
relationships.

■ People want friends and allies. Support others in their work – go and see other people’s bands
and tell them when you enjoyed it. Help to organise events, offer your free time to make things
happen. The key to success in the music industry is to make yourself indispensable. The hard
cold fact is that there are literally thousands of people doing exactly what you do – your task is to
convince people that you cannot only do the job, but that you will be more fun, more reliable, and
more enthusiastic than the rest.
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lecture

8The iPod generation

Lecture content

Ever since the invention of the Walkman by Sony in the early 1980s, music has become increasingly more
portable and accessible. Now the internet has revolutionised the way music can be stored and distributed,
but what does that mean for the people making music in the 21st century?

8.1 Historical development

When Sony launched the eponymous Walkman, the way people consumed music changed forever. The
fact that music could be consumed on the move and in private (theoretically) meant that peoples’
relationship with music became more intimate.

In fact, it wasn’t until the invention of the Walkman that car manufacturers started fitting vehicles with radio
cassette players as standard. Until the Walkman, it was assumed that people were generally happy
participating in the community of radio.

Ever since then, the technology has been refined – first the cassette was superseded by the compact disc,
and then joined by the more jogger-friendly minidisc. The format has changed, but the basic concept of
music on the move didn’t until the introduction of the personal MP3 jukebox.

This expands upon the Walkman concept, but adds one unique dimension. MP3 is the most commonly
used format for distribution on the internet. This compressed format allows for nearly CD quality
recordings to be distributed in files numerous times smaller than their uncompressed masters.

8.2 The internet and developments to date

There are dozens of sites dealing with the distribution of MP3 files, from the enthusiastic amateur who
gives his work away online, to major record companies selling MP3 downloads, to P2P (peer to peer)
programs like Kazaa which allow users to share their music collection with others via a software interface on
a home computer.

This brings us by and large to the present day. Our obsession with personal entertainment has seen
everything from portable DVD players (movies on the move), the Nintendo Game Boy Advance, and newly
released Sony PSP (gaming on the move), through to phones that can do everything from sending e-mails
to playing video files and games. The Apple iPod is the current must-have gadget, capable of storing
upwards of 40GB of music data in a variety of formats, meaning it is quite possible for a person to have their
entire album collection with them, at all times, on the move.

8.3 Discussion topics

■ What effect has the personal consumption of music had on the music produced?

■ Does the downloading of music pose any legal or ethical questions that could affect the way you
work in the future?
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Summary

Despite criticism and legal action, the widespread distribution of music on the internet has allowed
the public access to a previously unimaginable catalogue of work, often without payment. This will
pose many new challenges to the way people make music, and only time will tell us if the internet has
been the saviour or the curse of the music industry as we know it.

Recommended practice and further study

■ Search the internet for any articles discussing the distribution of music on the web. Many
magazines such as Sound on Sound, Wired, and Music Week have run articles discussing the
issue, so you could try checking their back issue departments online.

■ Find out how much a top of the range iPod costs, what it is capable of, and where you can buy
one. Does the technology give you any ideas about ways in which you can get your music to
more people?

■ Does a culture which can create its own compilation albums with ease still need artists to dictate
what an album should be?

■ How does the way in which people consume music affect the way you make it?
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lecture

9Guest lecture

Lecture content

This lecture will be dedicated to a visit from an external guest, if available, who will give the class an insight
into the industry.

Learner requirements

A question and answer session will follow the presentation, so students are advised to have a pen and
paper handy for taking notes throughout.

Music Culture Lecture 9
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lecture

10Speaking the language of music and
musicians

Lecture content

It can be very hard to communicate with musicians properly in a studio environment – especially as they
have a unique language to express musical terms that can seem daunting to the uninitiated. This lecture
aims to help give students the basic terminology used by contemporary musicians.

10.1 The language

Today, we are going to discuss some of the terminology and language used by musicians when trying to
communicate musical ideas. It is really important that you get to know these terms, as they can mean the
difference between getting a good result and failing.

I have tried to break down the lists into instrumental categories, as different instrumentalists have different
terms for similar things. I have also made some reference to different genres, as some things are unique to
them.

I do not propose that this is either a definitive list, or one that will be relevant forever. Like all language,
words are added and excluded all the time. These are simply guidelines that may help you understand
musicians a little better.

10.2 Vocalists

Echo

You will sometimes hear vocalists asking for more echo in their headphones when recording, but most of
the time a vocalist doesn’t mean echo at all. An echo effect actually refers to a delay effect, adding repeats
of a signal to create a textured effect. Most vocalists are actually asking for a small amount of reverb to be
added to their monitoring signal, as it helps them feel more a part of the sound, and can improve their
sense of pitching as a result.

Head voice/chest voice

Most people would understand this as full voice and falsetto. This is much more pronounced in men than in
women – men often have a distinct break between tones.

Make my voice warmer

This would appear to be an EQ reference on first glance, but you may find another approach gets a more
favourable result and subsequent reaction. Most singers understand warmth in a vocal sound as what is
really the microphone’s proximity effect. Instead of adding EQ, try moving the vocalist closer to the
microphone to get the characteristic sound. Also adding compression to even out performance dynamics
can give the impression of a more upfront sound, which many vocalists characterise as warmth. So don’t
just immediately add 5db at 150 Hz!

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Vibe track

If a singer asks for a vibe track, they are asking for a recording channel to be dedicated for improvisation
and ideas. These are often a great source for a singer’s most charismatic performance, as the singer feels
more psychologically free to try different approaches.

Onset

A term used by some singers to describe the way they start sounds. This usually means the way they
pronounce consonants when singing.

Phrasing

Term used to describe the way a singer feels timing to give their performance individuality.

10.3 Guitarists

Modes

The re-harmonising of the major scale (making a new pattern by shifting the order in which the notes
appear) results in a series of new scales called modes. Most engineers and producers don’t know the
names of the modes but often want to refer to their flavour. The list below may help you get a performance
out of a guitarist a little faster.

Ionian

Straight major scale. Most people don’t refer to it as Ionian.

Dorian

Bluesy/jazzy minor mode. Players like Carlos Santana and Lenny Kravitz often use this mode.

Phrygian

Flattened second gives this minor mode a vaguely Egyptian sound. Some people hear it as sounding
Spanish.

Lydian

Major scale with a sharpened fourth which makes it sound melancholy and ethereal. Guitar players like Joe
Satriani and Steve Vai use Lydian for its sophisticated sound. Producers; think of the first few bars of the
Simpson’s theme tune!

Mixolydian

Dominant mode (major with a flattened seventh) that sounds happy but jazzy. Think Robben Ford/Jeff
Beck/Steely Dan when they are at their happiest and jazziest!

Aeolian

Another name for the natural minor scale. This is the saddest sounding mode.

Locrian

For use over half diminished chords, Locrian is mainly used in hard rock and metal for its dark flavour.
However, many jazz musicians will use a spot of Locrian over minor seventh flat five chords to emphasis the
strange nature of the chord. Comparatively rare mode.

Music Culture Lecture 10
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10.4 Bass players

Slap/pull/ tap

All techniques used to produce different tones from the bass.

Slapping

Slapping the strings with the thumb produces a characteristic funk sound associated with players like Mark
King (Level 42), Larry Graham (Sly and the Family Stone), and Flea (RHCP).

Pulling

Pulling refers to the sound achieved when a bass player hooks a finger under the string, pulling the string
away from the body, and allowing it to snap back against the fretboard.

Tapping

Tapping is when a finger on the fretting hand is used to apply pressure to a note on the neck.

Woolly tone

Most bass players know what they like tonally, but don’t know the frequencies that make those sounds up.
If you talk in Hz to most bass players, they will either ignore you or walk away! If a bass player is
complaining about a woolly tone, they are often referring to the frequencies between about 50hz and
200hz. They could also be referring to a lack of mid range presence (which, confusingly, they often refer to
as top end), so try gently lifting frequencies between 800 Hz and 4 Kz to see if this helps. Incidentally, you
may find that a different bass will yield much better results than changing EQ/compression or amp settings.

Punchy tone

Again slightly confusing, as some players will refer to this as bass end or thump. Most of the time, what
they are actually referring to, are the lower mid range frequencies that our ears are more sensitive to.
Roughly speaking, frequencies between 200 Hz and 800 Hz will give you access to a bass players’ punch.

10.5 Drummers

Grace notes

The lightly played notes a drummer adds to a rhythm, usually on a snare drum, that can help give the
performance a looseness or groove.

Rimshot

Hitting the snare drum rim at the same time as striking the skin.

Hotrods

A type of drum stick, half way between a conventional stick and brushes. A harder attack than brushes, but
a softer more diffused tone than a stick.

Boxy

When most drummers refer to a drum sound being boxy, they are trying to articulate their perception of
too much mid range (300 Hz-800 Hz is a rough guide), and either not enough natural bottom end or top
end attack or air. Many studio arguments start here, mainly due to the fact that a drummer’s sense of their
kit sound is wildly different to everyone else’s, because they hear it from a different perspective, i.e. they sit
behind it!
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10.6 General terms

Legato

Meaning to play as smoothly as possible, it also refers to a guitar technique where the notes aren’t picked
but are sounded by a series of pull offs and hammer ons (pulling and pushing the fingers on the fretboard).

Shuffle

A sort of swing groove that gives the rhythm bounce.

Head

A term used mainly by jazz musicians which refers to the part of the song which is planned or dictated.
Most engineers or producers would probably think of it as the tune. However, jazz musicians may take
some offence to this terminology, as their art form is based around the use of improvisation, and you could
be inadvertently implying their playing is tuneless!

Turn around

A catch-all term used by musicians that describes the way a chord sequence is constructed to lead you from
one section to another (or in a loop).

Bridge

Another name for the pre chorus, unless you are James Brown (on Sex Machine) – he refers to the bridge
as what most people would consider to be the middle section or middle eight!

Summary

Recommended practice and further study

As you can see, musicians use a language all of their own, and the list above only scratches the
surface. However, engineers and producers are just as bad! Musicians can find it intimidating and
confusing when engineers use technical terms like compression ratio, attack, hold, release, and
decay. The bottom line is that the more the producer can understand about the language of the
musicians and the more he can articulate his work to them in their language, the better the chance of
a successful result.

■ Buy or borrow a copy of any music tutorial magazine (Guitarist, Bass Player Magazine,
Rhythm, etc), and read it with a view to learning some more terminology.

■ It is worth buying or borrowing a music theory book from a good music shop like Andertons in
Guildford. Even though you will be studying some aspects of music theory on this course, it
may be useful as a quick guide for problems that occur when recording. Think of it as your
musical A-Z!
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lecture

11What makes a hit record?

Lecture content

A discussion session where five stylistically different examples of commercially successful songs will be
analysed. The purpose of the lesson is to see what common ground, if any, the material shares in order to
better understand the nature of commercial music.

11.1 Introduction

Today’s lesson is discussion based – there are no right or wrong answers, only questions. Some of the
questions I will provide as a means of stimulating the debate, and I shall include some information to help
jog your collective memory. But for the most part it is down to you!

11.2 Case studies

■ September by Earth, Wind and Fire

■ Another Brick in the Wall by Pink Floyd

■ We Close Our Eyes by Go West

■ Smells Like Teen Spirit by Nirvana

■ Back For Good by Take That

11.3 Discussion topics

■ What do these songs have in common?

■ What is it that makes each of these songs unique?

■ What is it that you think makes the recordings successful?

■ Do you think that the songs listed will be remembered in 50 years time?
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Summary

I hope that this lesson will help you further discover something about the industry you didn’t already
know. I also hope it opens your eyes to artists and music you have never even considered. But most
importantly, I hope it acts as a way of celebrating the incredible diversity that exists in the commercial
market place.

Recommended practice and further study

■ Either buy or borrow a book on songwriting, and try and apply some of the lessons to the way
you approach making music.

■ Choose any one of these artists and research their background using an internet search engine
and/or reference books. The Guinness Book of Hit Singles is widely available in libraries and
bookshops and is a very good place to start, but there are literally thousands of books and
websites with something to offer.
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lecture

12Presentations

Lecture content

Students will be required to present their group seminar presentations. Please refer to the Assignment Brief
for details as to what is required.

lecture

13Presentations

Lecture content

Students will be required to present their group seminar presentations. Please refer to the Assignment Brief
for details as to what is required.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Unit title

Music Theory
Duration of unit: Terms 1 and 2 (26 weeks)

Term 2 lecture titles (weeks 14-26)

Unit designed and written by Eric Roche with additional material by
Rebecca Jenner

Lecture content Page

1 Major and minor pentatonic scales

This lecture explains the theory behind pentatonic scales and various approaches to their use. 215

2 Improvising over chord progressions 

This lecture explores the area of improvisation over chord progressions. It looks at the major 
scale and associated progressions. 219

3 Transposing chord progressions

In this lecture you will practise writing down simple chord progressions and transposing them 
into different keys. 223

4 Seventh chords

This lecture explains the construction and context of seventh chords. 225

5 Minor scales

This lecture covers the construction, harmony and use of minor scales. 231

6 Modes of the major scale – Part 1

In this lecture the tutor will cover the first four modes of the major scale. 237

7 Modes of the major scale – Part 2

In this lecture the tutor will cover the remaining three modes of the major scale. 242

8 Music theory in practice – Part 1

In this lecture the tutor will present various popular songs and discuss how the composers used
various modes to base their songs around them. You will then begin a composition of your own
based around a mode. 246

9 Music theory in practice– Part 2

In this lecture you will continue working on your composition from the previous week. 248

10 Listening to music

In this lecture the tutor will teach the students how to listen critically and intelligently to music. 
There will be particular emphasis placed on scales and modes. 249
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11 Applying music theory 

The tutor will provide numerous audio examples of material. The students and tutor together 
will analyse these examples using the music theory studied in Term 2. 250

12 Revision 252

13 Exam week 253

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Recommended resources

Books
Students who are interested in the origins of musical notation should try these very captivating books:

Goodall, H
Big Bangs 
Published by Chatto and Windus

Sheldon, Camilla and Skinner, Tony
Popular Music Theory: Grades 2 and 3
Registry Publications Ltd

Taylor, E
The AB Guide To Music Theory  Book 1
The Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music, 1989

Wyatt, Keith
Harmony and Theory – A Comprehensive Source For All Musicians
Hal Leonard

These titles are available at www.amazon.co.uk

Website
www.musictheory.net
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Foreword

The study of music theory is the study of the organisation of musical sounds. These sounds can be simple
or complicated. They can occur simultaneously (harmony, chords, etc) or successively (melody, tunes, etc).
Before we study how these sounds are organised in music we must first learn how to read and write music.

At ACM we will teach you the rudiments of music theory and how they relate to your voice. The material
on this course has its roots in the music theory that was developed over the last 700 years by musicians and
composers, initially in western Europe and ultimately all over the globe. In fact, these roots can be traced
back almost 3,000 years to the ancient Greeks and their discovery of the mathematical order of musical
sound. 

While much of that theory may not seem relevant, it is important to realise that the same relationships
between notes that interested the medieval composers are also used by contemporary songwriters. How
each of these musicians uses them is different, but the tools are effectively the same.

Theory must follow practice, and in that sense there is nothing right or wrong about your musical choices. If
a certain chord or note appeals to you then let your ear be the judge. However, if you understand how
other musicians and writers have used the musical toolbox, and even what they may have added to it, you
will find it far easier to discover where you are trying to go with your own music. To draw a simple analogy;
if you want to deeply understand China you should learn the Chinese language. A deep understanding of
music requires that you understand the language of music. In music, our language has symbols such as
crotchets, time signatures, chord names, scales, modes and so on. 

There is a common phrase among musicians – ‘once you learn the music theory you should forget it’.  This
again is similar to spoken language – we don’t need to think about the alphabet every time we speak or
write. So too with music – once we’ve learned the musical alphabet and the common phrases and
constructions, we can then just speak with our instrument.

Just be sure you’ve got something to say…!

Foreword by Eric Roche

Learner requirements

To gain the most from these lectures you will need to use your voice or instrument to apply some of the
concepts discussed. You will also need to take notes and undertake written exercises, so bring music
manuscript paper, a pencil and eraser.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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lecture

1Major and minor pentatonic scales

Lecture content

This lecture covers the construction of the major and minor pentatonic scales. Although the technical
aspect of these scales was covered in the early lectures of Term 1, the theoretical explanation will make
more sense in the context of the major scale harmony that has been presented. These pentatonic scales are
members of a family of scales known as gapped scales. 

1.1 Major and minor pentatonic scales

Major and minor pentatonic scales, despite their prevalence in blues and rock music, have been in use for
many centuries and have been used as far apart as Ireland and China in the folk music of both countries. 

Pentatonic scales are one set of non-diatonic scales often referred to as gapped scales. Their name comes
from the fact that there are five (penta is Greek for five) notes in each octave, and as a result don’t use all
the seven letters of the musical alphabet.

Example 1 The major pentatonic

The major pentatonic scale is simply a major scale with the fourth and seventh notes removed.
Harmonically the scale has none of the semitone tensions of the major scale. The notes are all safe
consonant intervals. The interval pattern is:

R      2      3      5      6

If you sing or play the major pentatonic scale from its major sixth interval (in the above C major pentatonic
that would be the A note), the scale (effectively it is a mode of the major pentatonic) is called the minor
pentatonic.

Example 2 The minor pentatonic

The intervals formed are a minor third, perfect fourth, perfect fifth and minor seventh. 

R      ♭3 4 5 ♭7

Music Theory Lecture 1
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1.2 Relationship between major and minor pentatonic scales

The tonic notes of the above two scales, C major pentatonic and A minor pentatonic are a minor third (one
and a half tones) apart. This relationship is true for all pentatonic scales. 

Any minor pentatonic scale will share the same notes as a major pentatonic scale whose tonic is a minor
third above its tonic. Put more simply, the minor third (i.e. the second note) of any minor pentatonic is the
tonic note of a major pentatonic scale.

Example 3 The D minor pentatonic, showing the tonic note for its relative major scale

The D minor pentatonic scale has a minor third note – F. The F note can be seen as the tonic note of an F
major pentatonic scale:

Example 4 The F major pentatonic scale derived from D minor pentatonic

Try this with all the major and minor pentatonic scales that you know. In effect, any pentatonic scale that
you know can be seen as a major or minor pentatonic scale and used in major or minor chord progressions.

1.3 Notating and identifying

Your tutor will now set you several tasks of identifying and notating various major and minor pentatonic
scales.

1.4 Playing/singing pentatonic scales over chords 

The pentatonic can be used in an enormous variety of situations. 

Take the C major scale. The major pentatonic scales C, F and G (the I, IV and V), between them make up all
seven notes of the C major scale:

C major pentatonic C D E G A 
F major pentatonic F G A C D
G major pentatonic  G A B D E

These scales have direct relationships with the following minor pentatonic scales (the II, III, and VI):

A minor pentatonic A C D E G
D minor pentatonic D F G A C
E minor pentatonic E G A B D

In theory each of these scales will work over any chord progression based in the key of C. However, in
practice you must take care to treat each scale in relation to the chord over which it is being played or sung.
If you use the C major pentatonic over a G chord without acknowledging that the C note itself will clash

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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with the B note of the G chord, the tension and release in your improvising will be thrown off balance. Use
your ears to analyse the effect of each note against each chord.

There are some interesting relationships that can be used to good effect. 

Play/sing an E minor pentatonic over an A minor chord – this produces some interesting extensions:

Play/sing a B minor pentatonic over an A minor chord:

You can also apply some of these ideas to the major chords.

Play/sing a G major pentatonic over a C major chord:

1.5 Band skills track

This week’s band skills song is Drive My Car by The Beatles. This is a band who are well known for their
harmony singing.

Exercise 1

As a class we will analyse the vocal harmonies. What intervals are they singing? Try to transcribe the rhythm
of the ‘beep, beep, beep, beep, yeah’ section. How would you describe the rhythm?

Music Theory Lecture 1

E G A B D

Perfect 5th Flat 7th Root Major 2nd Perfect 4th

B D E F# A

Major 2nd Perfect 4th Perfect 5th Major 6th Root

G A B D E

Perfect 5th Major 6th Major 7th Major 2nd Major 3rd
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Summary

Recommended practice and further study

■ There are two pentatonic scales in common use – the minor pentatonic and the major
pentatonic scales.

■ Each is unique with its own distinctive intervals and harmony. 

■ The pentatonic scales are highly flexible and can be used to create numerous harmonic
flavours.

■ Select random tonic notes and practise writing out various pentatonic scales. Become
thoroughly familiar with the distinguishing features of the pentatonic scales and the blues
scale. 

■ Practise vocalising/playing the pentatonic and blues scales in order for you to easily identify
and use them.

■ You should review the material given in this lecture a minimum of four times this week in order
to be able to progress successfully throughout the unit; include the exercises worked and
examples given during the lecture.
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lecture

2Improvising over chord progressions

Lecture content

This lecture offers an opportunity to apply the theoretical knowledge covered so far to your improvisation
skills. It will present various chord progressions and scales.  

The lecture will begin by recapping the pentatonic scales from the last lecture.

2.1 Improvising

There can be a big difference between improvising as a singer and as an instrumentalist. When singers
improvise they tend to use their ears to work out which notes works, and feel it rather than thinking
theoretically about what they are doing. When improvising on an instrument you would be more likely to
analyse the music in greater depth, looking at the chord progressions, assessing which scale would work
best over the progression, etc. Although singers do not have to approach improvising in this way, it is
important that all musicians have an understanding of this more analytical method.

2.2 Primary chord progressions

The tutor will create various chord progressions based on the major triads (I, IV and V) of the major scale.
They will discuss improvising over these chords using the major scale and pentatonic scales. 

It is very productive to practise moving from one key to another. One way to do this is to create a chord
progression and sing through four times. Then move the progression up a minor third.

Example 1 Primary chord progression transposed up a minor third

The process could continue up a minor third and up another minor third, after which another minor third
transposition would bring you back to the original key. At each key change you would need to change key
centre and your scale choice. In the above example (Example 1), the key changes from A major to C major.
You could then continue on to the key of E♭and the key of F# and finally back to the key of A major again.

Repeat this process with slightly more elaborate chord progressions, remembering to restrict yourself to
the major chords of I, IV and V.

Music Theory Lecture 2
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2.3 Secondary chord progressions

The tutor will create various chord progressions based on the minor triads (II, III and VI) of the major scale.
They will discuss improvising over these chords using the major scale and pentatonic scales.

Just like the previous example, we can create a simple chord progression based on II, III and VI and
transpose it in minor third intervals. 

Example 2 Secondary chord progression transposed up a minor third

2.4 Major scale chord progressions

The tutor will create various chord progressions based on: the three major triads (I, IV and V); the three
minor triads (II, III and VI); and the diminished chord (VII) of the major scale. Any of the diatonic major or
minor pentatonic scales can be used to improvise over the chord progression, although each will have a
different effect.

Example 3 Major scale chord progression transposed up a minor third

Just like the previous example, we can create a simple chord progression based on the seven diatonic
chords of the major scale and transpose it in minor third intervals. 

In Example 3, one approach could be to use the A major pentatonic scale over the first four bars and the A
minor pentatonic over the second four bars.

Your tutor will compose other examples for you to work with. 

2.5 More chord and pentatonic scale relationships

In the previous section we looked at the relationship between the major scale chords and pentatonic scales.
Let’s explore it from some other angles.

Play/sing a B minor pentatonic over a C major chord.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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This produces the following extensions:

Although we have not yet covered modes, it is useful to notice that this type of pentatonic application will
produce a Lydian sound. The effect can also be achieved by using a D major pentatonic over a C major
chord. Here, the E note is the strongest chord tone in the scale. 

Play/sing a D minor pentatonic over an E minor chord: 

These notes produce typical Phrygian mode extensions. Again the same modal effect can be achieved by
using an F major pentatonic over E major. The G note is the chord tone that should be emphasised in both
cases.

Play/sing a D minor pentatonic over a G major chord.

These notes produce typical Mixolydian mode extensions. Again the same modal effect can be achieved by
using an F major pentatonic over a G major. The G note is the chord tone that should be emphasised in this
case.

Play/sing a B minor pentatonic over an A minor chord:

This produces some, but not all of the Dorian modal flavours. Equally, you could use a D major pentatonic
scale to create the same effect.

2.6 Band skills track

This week’s band skills track is Hit Me With Your Best Shot by Pat Benetar. From listening to this track you
will have noticed that it is very guitar based. The guitar is playing power chords. You will have studied
power chords in Lecture 8, Term one. 

Exercise 1

As a class we will listen to a section of the track and you will individually notate the power chords used in
the guitar part.

Music Theory Lecture 2

B D E F# A

Major 7th Major 2nd/9th Major 3rd Augmented 4th Major 6th

B D E F# A

Major 2nd Perfect 4th Perfect 5th Major 6th Root

D F G A C

Major 7th Minor 2nd Minor 3rd Perfect 4th Minor 6th

D F G A C

Perfect 5th Minor 7th Root Major 2nd/9th Perfect 4th
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Summary

Recommended practice and further study

By using pentatonic scales in different ways you can create many of the modal sounds associated
with the modes.

■ Record yourself playing various chord types and sing various pentatonic scales to create
different harmonies. Be aware of the root of each chord as you improvise over it. 

■ It is important that you spend some time recapping the lecture. If you leave it until next lecture
you will have forgotten most of it!

■ You should review the material given in this lecture a minimum of four times this week in order
to be able to progress successfully throughout the unit, include the exercises worked and
examples given during the lecture.
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lecture

3Transposing chord progressions

Lecture content

In this lecture we will look at major scale chord progressions and analyse them using the Roman numeral
system. From this point we can then transpose them easily into any key.

It is common practice in music to change the key of a piece of music. The reasons for this can be many.  The
key may not be suitable for the instruments or musicians involved. The singer or vocalist may have difficulty
with the upper or lower extremes of certain keys. On an album or in a live set there may be a predominance
of one or two keys. Being able to transpose a song into a new key can help to add variety.

The process is relatively simple. Analyse the original chord progression using Roman numerals. Take this
generic chord progression and apply it to the new key or keys. 

3.1 The Roman numeral system 

The chords of the major scale are numbered 1 through to 8 using the Roman numeral system.

I      ii      iii      IV      V      vi      vii      VIII (I)

The I, IV and V chords are always major and that the ii, iii and vi chords are always minor. The vii chord is
always a diminished chord. 

It is common practice to write the minor and diminished chords as lower case Roman numerals:

I      ii      iii      IV      V      vi      vii      VIII (I)

Exercise 1

Write out the three major chords for every sharp key. Then write out the three minor chords of each flat
key. 

3.2 The Nashville numbering system 

The system is based on the Roman numeral system. It takes its name from the practice in Nashville
recording studios (some of the busiest in the world) of notating chord progressions in a generic form so
that they can be easily transposed (moved to other keys). In the event that a singer or soloist requests a key
change, the charts can remain unchanged; only the new key needs to be remembered.

The system is very flexible and can be adapted to notate any chord type. For example:

I      ♭III      IVm7      V7      V7♭9

IIm7♭5      Im7      V7♭ VIIm7♭5

Music Theory Lecture 3
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3.3 Transposition of chord progressions

Your tutor will create numerous diatonic chord progressions and ask you to transpose them into various
keys, using the Roman numeral system and indicating each key change with appropriate key signatures. 

3.4   Band skills track

This week’s band skills song is ‘Fill My Little World’ by The Feeling. 

Exercise 1

Using the skills you have learnt in this lecture transpose the chord chart of the track up a major third.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Summary

We can use the Roman numeral system to analyse any chord progression. By reducing each chord
progression to a generic code we can easily transpose it into any key.

Recommended practice and further study

■ Using the Roman numeral system, practise analysing every chord progression you come
across.  

■ You should review the material given in this lecture a minimum of four times this week in order
to be able to progress successfully throughout the unit, include the exercises worked and
examples given during the lecture.
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lecture

4Seventh chords

Lecture content

This lecture covers the construction and use of seventh chords. These chords are generally regarded as the
standard in western harmony. Almost every chord can be explained as a type of seventh chord. They also
form the basis for all the extended chords.

We will begin the lecture by recapping triads and harmonising the major scale using triads.

4.1 Seventh chords

We have already examined the harmonisation of the major scale. By harmonising in thirds we discovered a
pattern of triads that is true for every major scale.

Example 1 The major scale harmonised in triads

This pattern of harmonising in thirds can be continued by adding a fourth note to each triad.

Example 2 Harmonising the tonic note in diatonic thirds to the seventh degree

Exercise 1

Harmonise A, F# and E♭major scales using seventh chords.

4.2 Major seventh chords

If we take the first, third, fifth and seventh notes of the scale, we get the following chord:

Example 3 The tonic note harmonised as a seventh chord

Music Theory Lecture 4
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This chord – C major seventh (Cmaj7) – is made up of the major third and perfect fifth intervals of the
original I triad, with an extra note – the major seventh, which gives the chord its name. This C major
seventh chord is typical of all major seventh chords and has this formula:

R      3      5      7

The 3 is a major third, 5 the perfect fifth and 7 a major seventh.

4.3 Dominant seventh (also referred to as 7)

So called because of its position in the scale, the fifth degree of the scale produces the following chord:

Example 4 The dominant note harmonised as a seventh chord

The intervals from the root G to each of the other notes are major third, perfect fifth and minor seventh.
The formula for this chord type is:

R      3      5      ♭7

This chord type, a dominant seventh, is unique to the fifth degree of the scale. Its function is central to the
harmony of the particular key you may be dealing with. After the tonic chord, this chord is the most
important one in the key. When a dominant seventh chord is encountered, it is useful to know from which
major scale it originates. The movement of a dominant seventh chord to its tonic chord (known as a perfect
cadence in classical music) is the core of western tonal (key-based) harmony. We will discuss this in more
detail later.

4.4 Minor seventh chords 

If we follow this system of harmonisation at the second triad (Dm) we get the following series of notes:

Example 5 Harmonising the supertonic note in diatonic thirds to the seventh degree

They form this chord when stacked in thirds:

Example 6 The supertonic note harmonised as a seventh chord

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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This chord – D minor seventh (Dm7) – takes its name from the largest interval in the chord. The chord has
a minor third (♭3), a perfect fifth (5) and minor seventh (♭7). It is important to understand this method of
describing intervals. Although the interval is described as a ♭3 (pronounced flat third), it does not
necessarily need a flat sign. It just describes a minor third interval that is a tone and a half in size.

The formula for a minor seventh chord is:

R      ♭3 5 ♭7

4.5 The major scale harmonised in sevenths

When we apply this pattern of harmonisation to every note in the major scale, the result is:

Example 7 The major scale harmonised in seventh chords

Most of the chords fit our two formulae for major seventh chords and minor seventh chords (I, II, III, IV and
VI). Chord V is the dominant chord previously discussed. The remaining chord (VII) is an example of
another type of seventh chord.

4.6 The half-diminished (or minor seventh, flat five) chord

The seventh note of a major scale produces a fourth variety of seventh chord.

Example 8 The leading note harmonised as a seventh chord

The interval pattern of this chord is minor third, diminished fifth and minor seventh. This formula is:

R      ♭3 ♭5 ♭7

When you compare this formula with the minor seventh chord above, you may notice that the only
difference between these two types of seventh chord is the diminished fifth. This is the origin of the term
minor seventh flat five. The other name for this chord comes from its similarity to another type of seventh
chord – the diminished seventh, which we will explore later.

Exercise 2

As a class we will sing the degrees of each seventh chord.

Music Theory Lecture 4
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4.7 Summary of the four diatonic seventh chords

The pattern of seventh chords in any major scale always follows a set pattern:

maj7      min7      min7      maj7      7      min7      m7 ♭5

Following on from our chart of diatonic triads, we can now construct a chord chart showing all the seventh
chords in every key:

Example 9  The seventh chords of every key in the cycle of fifths

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Chord type Formula Short name Symbol

Major seventh R 3 5 7 maj 7 △

Dominant seventh R 3 5 ♭7 dom 7 7

Minor seventh R ♭3 5 ♭7 min 7/m7 -7

Half-diminished R ♭3 5 ♭7 min7 ♭5 o7

KEY I II III IV V VI VII

C C maj7 D m7 E m7 F maj7 G7 A m7 B m7 ♭5

G G maj7 A m7 B m7 C maj7 D7 E m7 F# m7♭5

D D maj7 E m7 F# m7 G maj7 A7 B m7 C# m7♭5

A A maj7 B m7 C# m7 D maj7 E7 F# m7 G# m7♭5

E E maj7 F# m7 G# m7 A maj7 B7 C# m7 D# m7♭5

B B maj7 C# m7 D# m7 E maj7 F#7 G# m7 A# m7♭5

F# F#maj7 G# m7 A# m7 B maj7 C#7 D# m7 E# m7♭5

C# C#maj7 D# m7 E# m7 F#maj7 G#7 A# m7 B# m7♭5

F F maj7 G m7 A m7 B♭maj7 C7 D m7 E m7 ♭5

B♭ B♭maj7 C m7 D m7 E♭maj7 F7 G m7 A m7 ♭5

E♭ E♭maj7 F m7 G m7 A♭maj7 B♭7 C m7 D m7♭5

A♭ A♭maj7 B♭m7 C m7 D♭maj7 E♭7 F m7 G m7♭5

D♭ D♭maj7 E♭ m7 F m7 G♭maj7 A♭7 B♭ m7 C m7♭5

G♭ G♭maj7 A♭m7 B♭m7 C♭ maj7 D♭7 E♭ m7 F m7♭5

C♭ C♭ maj7 D♭m7 E♭m7 F♭maj7 G♭7 A♭ m7 B♭m7 ♭5
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These chords are all diatonic to the relevant key. As you can see, apart from chords V and VII, all the chords
can belong to more than one key. This is especially true for minor seventh chords.

Exercise 3

Your tutor will set you various tasks to identify and notate seventh chords.

4.8 Chords inside chords

One interesting approach to analysing seventh chords is to treat them as slash chords. For example C maj7
can be seen as an Em triad over C.

Example 10  C major seventh shown as E minor over C

C maj 7= Em/C

The top three notes are E minor. This allows us to approach the chord of C major seven in a different way.
By singing E minor arpeggios over a C bass note, the overall effect is C major seven. This is useful if you are
trying to find new ways to sing C major seven, and also gives you more ways to improvise over C major. All
major seventh chords can be analysed this way.

The minor seventh chords can be seen as slash chords too:

Example 11 D minor seventh shown as F major over D

D min7= F/D

The Dm7 chord has a major triad inside. Just as we did with the major seven chord, we can sing F major
arpeggios over D to get minor seventh harmony.

The dominant seventh chord has a diminished triad built on its major third:

Example 12 G dominant seventh shown as B diminished over G

G7=Bo/G 

This link between dominant and diminished harmony will be explored in more detail in a later lecture.

Music Theory Lecture 4
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The minor seventh flat five chord has a minor triad as its top three notes:

Example 13 B minor seventh flat five shown as D minor over B

Bm7 ♭5=Dm/B

Exercise 4

Your tutor will notate several chords on the board for you to identify then convert into slash chords.

4.8   Band skills track

This week’s band skills song is Run Baby Run by Sheryl Crow.

Exercise 5

Listen to the track and analyse and discuss the effect of the seventh chords used.

Summary

Recommended practice and further study

Once again, remember that these approaches will give you more chord voicing, improvising and re-
harmonisation possibilities.

■ Practise forming, singing and playing these chords in every key, varying the voicings and
inversions.

■ You should review the material given in this lecture a minimum of four times this week in order
to be able to progress successfully throughout the unit; include the exercises worked and
examples given during the lecture.
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lecture

5Minor scales

Lecture content

This lecture covers minor scales. There are three minor scales in common use today – the natural minor,
harmonic minor and melodic minor scales. Each has a distinctive pattern of intervals and harmony. In this
lecture you will discover how each of these scales is constructed and the unique harmony derived from
each of them. 

The lecture will begin by recapping the major scale formula.

5.1 Minor scales

So far we have concerned ourselves with the major scale and its harmony (chords, intervals etc). There are
numerous other scales in western music. The most common are the three minor scales. All minor scales
share one important feature; the third note of the scale is a minor third interval above the tonic. The
term minor scale is coined from this feature. Minor scales in fact also share the same notes for the first five
scale steps.

5.2 The natural minor scale

Example 1 The A natural minor scale

The natural minor scale is so named because of its relationship with the major scale. You should notice that
the above A natural minor scale shares the same pitches as the C major scale. This relationship forms the
basis of modes, which we will examine later. The natural minor scale is actually a mode of the major scale.
By starting on the sixth note of a major scale and following the notes for an octave, a natural minor scale is
produced. 

However it is more useful to examine the scale intervals. The intervals from the tonic (R) note to each scale
step follow this pattern:

R      2      ♭3 4 5 ♭6 ♭7      R

Music Theory Lecture 5
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If we compare the above scale with an A major scale:

Example 2 The A natural minor scale compared with the A major scale

* * *

The asterisks (*) mark where the two scales deviate. While they have a number of notes in common, the
major and natural minor scales have these three important differences. The most useful way to remember
the natural minor scale formula is to imagine it as a major scale with a flattened third, sixth and seventh:

* * *
R      2      ♭3 4 5 ♭6 ♭7 R

Typical natural minor chord progressions

The chord progressions of the natural minor scale are as wide and varied as those of the major scale. The
characteristic flavours of the natural minor scale are expressed in chord progressions such as:

Am7      Dm7      Am7      Em7

Or:

Am7      G      F

Any chord pattern that uses the notes of the natural minor scale and highlights the three flavours (♭3  ♭6
and ♭7) will qualify as a natural minor progression.

One aspect of the natural minor scale is that the three primary chords are all minor triads. Many composers
and arrangers felt that a minor dominant chord (e.g. Em7) was weaker than a dominant chord with a major
third. This led to the development of what is considered the harmonically stronger harmonic minor scale.

5.3 Harmonic minor scale

Example 3 The A harmonic minor scale
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By raising the seventh note of the A natural minor scale a chromatic semitone to G#, the harmonic minor
scale is created. As with the natural minor, it is more useful to know the intervals formed from the tonic
notes:

R      2      ♭3 4 5 ♭6      7      R

If we compare it with the major scale built from the same tonic:

Example 4 The A harmonic minor scale compared with the A major scale

* *

We can see that they deviate in two places. The most useful way to remember the formula of a harmonic
minor scale is to think of it as a major scale with a flattened third and sixth:

* *
R      2      ♭3 4 5 ♭6 7      R

One of the unique aspects of the harmonic scale is the augmented second interval (one and half tones, like
a minor third) between the minor sixth and major seventh notes. The scale has a Spanish, Arabian, or
Middle Eastern feel to it. 

Typical harmonic minor chord progressions

The sound of the harmonic minor is characterised by:

Am      Dm7      Am      E7

Or:

Am      Bm7 ♭5      E7

Any chord pattern that uses the notes of the harmonic minor scale and highlights the three flavours (♭3 ♭6
and 7) will qualify as a harmonic minor progression.

Typical harmonic minor progressions bring out the strong V7 – I sound of E7 – Am, while adding the minor
sixth note (F) in chords such as Dm, Fmaj7, or Bm7 ♭5.
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5.4 Melodic minor scale

Example 5 The A melodic minor scale

The melodic minor scale is the third and last of these minor scales. With a major sixth and seventh it has
more notes in common with the major scale than with the previous scales.

As usual it is useful to know the scale intervals. The intervals from the tonic note to each scale step follow
this pattern:

R      2      ♭3 4 5 6 7      R

If we compare the above scale with an A major scale:

Example 6 The A melodic minor scale compared with the A major scale

*

The asterisk (*) marks where the two scales deviate. 

In classical music, particularly vocal music, there are differences between the ascending and descending
forms of the melodic minor scale.

Example 7 The A melodic minor scale – ascending and descending forms

The descending form of the scale is actually the natural minor scale. Composers and arrangers have felt that
descending melodies and phrases work better with the flattened sixth and seventh degrees. However, in
the context of modern improvisation the scale is the same ascending and descending. It is often referred to
as the jazz minor scale.
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Typical melodic minor chord progressions

The sound of the melodic minor can be captured in many different ways. Here are two simple examples:

Am      D7      Am      E7

Or:

Am      Bm7      E7

Any chord pattern that uses the notes of the melodic minor scale and highlights the three flavours (♭3  6
and 7) will qualify as a melodic minor progression.

5.5 Comparing the three minor scales

Natural

Harmonic

Melodic

You will notice that these three minor scales all have the same first five notes. They differ in the various
degrees of sixth and seventh notes. Learn the difference between these scales.

Exercise 1

Your tutor will play each of the minor scales in various keys for you to aurally recognise them. As a class you
will then sing each minor scale.

Exercise 2

You will now be asked to notate and identify all three minor scales in various keys.

5.6 Key signatures of the minor scales

The minor scales share their key signatures with their relative major counterparts. For example, the key of A
minor (natural, harmonic or melodic) is the same as the key of C major (i.e. no sharps, no flats). The key of E
minor (natural, harmonic or melodic) is the same as the key of G major.  
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Simply think up a minor third (three steps) to find the relative major key. This major key will give you the
correct key signature.

Any additional accidentals would be written in to the music as and when they are required:

Example 8 A melody that uses various forms of the E minor scale

This short excerpt in E minor uses notes from both the E melodic minor scale (major sixth and major
seventh) and the E natural minor scale (minor sixth and minor seventh).   Both scales have F# and use the G
major key signature. The sharp and natural signs are used as necessary.

5.7   Band skills track

This week’s band skills song is Weather With You by Crowded House. 

Exercise 3

Working on your own, notate both the rhythm and melody of the solo guitar line of the introduction. Your
tutor will give you the first note.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Summary

Recommended practice and further study

There are three minor scales in common use – the natural minor, harmonic minor and melodic minor.

Each is unique with its own distinctive intervals and harmony.

■ Select random tonic notes and practise writing out various minor scales. Become thoroughly
familiar with the distinguishing features of the various minor scales. 

■ You should review the material given in this lecture a minimum of four times this week in order
to be able to progress successfully throughout the unit, include the exercises worked and
examples given during the lecture.
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lecture

6Modes of the major scale – Part 1

Lecture content

This lecture discusses the construction and use of the first four modes of the major scale. Each mode is
discussed in terms of its parent major scale and parallel major scale.  The remaining three modes are
discussed in next week’s lecture.

This lecture will begin with a recap of the previous lecture.

6.1 Modes of the major scale

Modes have been in use for thousands of years, and despite popular belief, were not devised by Miles
Davis! Ancient Greeks were writing and performing with the modes of their scales over 2,000 years ago.
Many of the names for our modes come from this period. 

Modes are often held up as the golden chalice of improvisation. They are seen as a way to infinitely expand
one’s improvising capabilities. Modes, like scales, are only palettes from which you can choose certain
pitches. Modes are not a substitute for phrasing, tone, taste etc. However, the theory behind modes is
relatively simple. Just as chords and triads can have inversions, modes can be thought of as inversions of
scales.

A good analogy for modes is Rubik’s Cube – that multi-coloured block that is made up of
many other smaller blocks. Like a scale, the cube is made up of a fixed number of smaller
units. You can look at Rubik’s Cube from many different angles and faces. So too with a mode
– you can hear it from the point of view of any one of the notes.  Depending on which note
(face) you focus on, you will hear (see) a different tonal centre (colour). 

The major scale is based around a central key note – the tonal centre or tonic. This note determines the
overall harmonic and melodic tensions of that scale and its notes. There are various harmonic relationships
that are built into the system.

6.2 Modes of the C major scale

As in all the previous lectures we will use the C major scale as the reference point for our exploration of
modes.  

Example 1 Mode I – Ionian

The C major scale is known as the first mode, and its modal name is Ionian. 
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6.3 Dorian mode

If we rewrite the above scale but now start it from the D note, we will get all the same notes and note
names:

Example 2 Mode II – Dorian

This is the Dorian mode. More specifically, it is D Dorian. It has the same notes as the C major scale. The
semitone steps still remain between E/F and B/C. However, in D Dorian the D is now the tonic note. It is
important that you understand that the function of tonic has shifted to the D note. This shift means that all
the relationships that were familiar in the major scale (major third, major seventh etc) have now changed.
From a technical point of view it is useful to remember that the C major scale and D Dorian mode share the
same notes, but this is also where their relationship ends.

By comparing the D Dorian mode with the D major scale you will see that the Dorian mode differs in two
places; at the third and seventh degrees:

Example 3  D Dorian compared with D major scale

* *

* *
R      2      ♭3 4 5 6 ♭7      R

The Dorian mode has three particular modal flavours that distinguish it from other scales and modes. They
are the minor third, the minor seventh and the major sixth (sometimes called the Dorian sixth). The major
sixth sets this mode apart from the natural minor scale, which has a minor sixth.

The tonic chord of the Dorian mode (created by harmonising the first note in ascending thirds) is a minor
seventh chord. Therefore, Dorian is a minor mode and is used in certain minor chord progressions. 

Dorian chord progressions

It would be impossible to describe every Dorian progression. In order to create a Dorian progression or
sound you need the modal flavours described in the previous section.  

Dm7      Em7

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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This two-chord progression contains all the elements of a Dorian sound – the minor third (the F in Dm7),
the minor seventh (C in Dm7) and the major sixth (the B in Em7). In fact, as Dm7 contains two of the three
flavours, any chord from the D Dorian mode with a B in it (Em7, G7, Bm7♭5) will bring out the third
flavour. When we study more complex extended chords we will have even more choice.

The chords of D Dorian are the same as the chords of the C major scale, with the important shift of the tonic
from C major to D minor.

Dm7      Em7      Fmaj7      G7      Am7      Bm7♭5      Cmaj7

6.4 Phrygian mode

If we start the C major scale from its third note E we get the Phrygian (pronounced Fridge Ian) mode. 

Example 4  Mode III – Phrygian

The notes as before, are the same as those of C major, but in this case the tonic note is E. If we compare this
mode with the E major scale we will see that they differ at four points:

Example 5  E Phrygian compared with E major scale

* * * *

From this we can derive a generic formula for the Phrygian mode:

*          *                           *           *   
R      ♭2      ♭3 4 5 ♭6 ♭7      R

The four Phrygian modal flavours are the minor second (flat nine), the minor third, the minor sixth (flat
thirteen) and the minor seventh. The flat nine gives this mode a particularly Arabian/Spanish sound. In
Phrygian mode the tonic chord is a minor seventh. We can therefore describe Phrygian as a minor mode.

Music Theory Lecture 6
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Phrygian chord progressions

As with Dorian, it would be impossible to list all the possible Phrygian situations that you might encounter.
However, as before, any chord or chord progression that uses the notes and harmonies of the Phrygian
mode and exposes the four Phrygian modal flavours can be classed as a Phrygian progression; for example:

Em7      F maj7

The tonic E min7 chord has two of the Phrygian flavours – G (minor third) and D (minor seventh), while the
F major seventh chord has the flat nine (i.e. minor second) sound (F), and the minor sixth (C). 

The chords of the E Phrygian mode are the same as those of the C major scale with Em7 as the tonic chord:

Em7      Fmaj7      G7      Am7      Bm7♭5      Cmaj7      Dm7

6.5 Lydian mode

If we rewrite the C major scale but now start it from the fourth (F) note, we will get all the same notes and
note names.

This is the Lydian mode:

Example 6  Mode IV – Lydian

Compare this mode with the F major scale.

Example 7  F Lydian compared with F major scale

F Lydian

F Major

*

They differ at only one point (*). The F tonic note has the following interval relationships with the other
notes:

R      2      3      #4 5      6      7      R
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The augmented fourth (tritone) is the characteristic modal flavour of the Lydian mode. The major seventh
and third are also regarded as essential Lydian tones. The Lydian mode is major with a major seventh chord
as its tonic.

Lydian chord progressions

Characteristic Lydian mode chord progressions are those that bring out the augmented fourth (#4) sound:

Fmaj7      G

The tonic chord Fmaj7 has the major third and seventh tones, while the G chord has the raised fourth (B) of
the mode.

Chords of F Lydian:

Fmaj7      G7      Am7      Bm7♭5      Cmaj7      Dm7      Em7

Exercise 1

Your tutor will give you a variety of modes to notate and identify.

6.5   Band skills track

This week’s band skills song is Misery Business by Paramour. 

Exercise 2

How would you describe the drum pattern during the verse? Transcribe the rhythm of the drums using the
correct drum notation as learnt in Term one.

Summary

Recommended practice and further study

By moving the tonal centre of the major scale from the first note to each of the other scale tones you
can create various modes. Depending on which note you choose, there will be a unique interval and
harmony pattern. Starting on the second note gives you the Dorian mode, the third note gives
Phrygian and the fourth note gives Lydian.

■ Select random tonic notes and practise writing out various modes. Become thoroughly familiar
with the distinguishing features of each mode. 

■ For homework find a song that is based around one of the four modes discussed and bring it in
to next week’s lecture.

■ You should review the material given in this lecture a minimum of four times this week in order
to be able to progress successfully throughout the unit, include the exercises worked and
examples given during the lecture.
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lecture

7Modes of the major scale – Part 2

Lecture content

This lecture discusses the construction and use of the last three modes of the major scale. Each mode is
discussed in terms of its parent major scale and parallel major scale. 

7.1 Mixolydian mode

If we start the C major scale from its fifth note, G, we get the Mixolydian mode:

Example 1  Mode V – Mixolydian

If we compare this mode with the G major scale:

Example 2  G Mixolydian compared with G major scale

G Major

*
*

R      2      3      4      5      6      ♭7      R

G Mixolydian                                                                                         

We can see that they only differ at one point – the seventh note. 

The minor seventh (flat seven) is the characteristic modal flavour of the Mixolydian mode. The major third
is also regarded as an essential Mixolydian tone and distinguishes this mode from Dorian. The Mixolydian
mode is major, with a dominant seventh chord as its tonic.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Mixolydian chord progressions

Characteristic Mixolydian mode chord progressions are those that bring out the flat seventh and major third
sound:

G maj      F maj

G maj      Dm7

G      F/G

Typically, the Mixolydian mode is used over dominant seventh type chords.

Chords of G Mixolydian:

G7      Am7      Bm7♭5      Cmaj7      Dm7      Em7      Fmaj7

7.2 Aeolian mode

If we start the C major scale from its sixth note, A, we get the Aeolian mode.

Example 3 Mode VI – Aeolian

When we compare the mode with A major we can derive a generic formula:

Example 4  A Aeolian compared with A major scale

A Major

A Aeolian

*                                         * *

*                            *            *  
R      2      ♭3 4 5 ♭6 ♭7      R

The A major scale and A Aeolian mode differ in three places – the third, sixth and seventh notes. We have
already met this mode as the natural minor scale.

Music Theory Lecture 7
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Aeolian chord progressions

Typical Aeolian/natural minor chord progressions are centred around the minor seventh tonic chord and
contain the standard Aeolian flavours:

Am7      F      G      Am7

Am7      Dm7      Em7      Am7

7.3 Locrian mode

If we start the C major scale from its seventh note, B, we get the Locrian mode.

Example 5  Mode VII – Locrian

We can see that B Locrian differs from B major at five points. We can create a generic formula for all Locrian
modes:

Example 6  B Locrian compared with B major scale

B Major

B Locrian

*               *                              *              *              *

*           *                  *           *          *
R      ♭2 ♭3 4 ♭5 ♭6 ♭7      R

This is the only mode of the major scale that has the fifth degree altered. The tonic chord here is A m7 ♭5
chord (aka half-diminished), and the Locrian mode is commonly associated with this chord.

Exercise 1

Your tutor will now give you a variety of modes to identify and notate.
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7.4   Band skills track

This week’s band skills song is Before He Cheats by Carrie Underworld. 

Exercise 2

You will be given a chart of Before He Cheats which will have several, deliberate errors on it. You will have
to aurally identify and correct these mistakes.

Music Theory Lecture 7

Summary

Recommended practice and further study

By moving the tonal centre of the major scale from the first note to each of the other scale tones you
can create various modes. Depending on which note you choose, there will be a unique interval and
harmony pattern. Starting on the fifth note gives you the Mixolydian mode, the sixth note gives
Aeolian and the seventh note gives Locrian. 

■ Select random tonic notes and practise writing out various modes. Become thoroughly familiar
with the distinguishing features of each mode. 

■ For homework find a song that is based around one of the three modes discussed and bring it
in to next week’s lecture.

■ You should review the material given in this lecture a minimum of four times this week in order
to be able to progress successfully throughout the unit, include the exercises worked and
examples given during the lecture.
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lecture

8Music theory in practice – Part 1

Lecture content

This lecture offers an opportunity to apply the theoretical knowledge covered so far to your song writing
skills. You will discuss and analyse various songs that are based around certain modes. You will then begin a
composition of your own using a particular mode.

The lecture will begin by recapping the previous lecture.

8.1 Major modes – chord progressions

■ The three major modes are Ionian, Lydian and Mixolydian.  

■ While very similar (Ionian differs from each of the other two modes in only one note, while Lydian
and Mixolydian only differ in two places), the modes are crucially distinct. 

■ They all share the major third and a major triad as a tonic chord. 

■ While the Ionian and Lydian both have a major seventh chord as their tonic, the Mixolydian has a
dominant seventh.

Your tutor will play examples of popular songs based around these modes.

8.2 Minor modes – chord progressions

■ The three minor modes are Dorian, Phrygian and Aeolian. 

■ While very similar (Aeolian differs from Dorian in only one note, while Phrygian differs from them
in one and two notes respectively), these minor modes are crucially distinct. 

■ They all share the minor third and a minor triad as a tonic chord. 

■ They all have a minor seventh chord as tonic chord.

■ However, they have various dominant chords – the Aeolian and Dorian each have a minor chord
on their fifth degree, while the Phrygian has a diminished chord on its fifth note. 

■ These weak dominants are a particular feature of minor modes and the harmonic and melodic
minor scales are often employed to provide a stronger dominant seventh chord as the five chord.

Your tutor will play examples of popular songs based around some of these modes.

Exercise 1

In groups of two you will be required to start work on a short composition based around a mode of your
choice. Use a chord progression suitable to your chosen mode as previously discussed. 

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Summary

Recommended practice and further study

Using your theory, knowledge when composing music is invaluable as it gives you a much wider
choice of chords and melody lines, resulting in your music being more interesting and giving you
more options in which to take your compositions.

■ When you see any chord progression, or when you compose a chord progression, try to
decide on which key/mode centre/tonic note is relevant. Perhaps the tonic centre moves from
one line to the next.  

■ Record these chord progressions and practise singing/playing your various scale and mode
choices over them to hear the effect.

■ You should review the material given in this lecture a minimum of four times this week in order
to be able to progress successfully throughout the unit, include the exercises worked and
examples given during the lecture.
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lecture

9Music theory in practice – Part 2

Lecture content

This is a continuation of the previous lecture and offers an opportunity to apply the theoretical knowledge
covered so far to your compositional skills. You will discuss and analyse various songs that are based
around certain modes. You will then continue the short composition of your own using a particular mode.

9.1 Parallel modes 

Modes that share the same starting note are said to be parallel. So, for example A Dorian and A Lydian are
parallel as they share the same starting note – A.

Your tutor will create various modal chord progressions using parallel modes. 

Exercise 1

You will continue work on the composition from last week and will perform your works at the end of the
lecture. Both group members are to have notated both the chord progression and the melody line. You may
include any harmonies, etc as you wish.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Summary

Recommended practice and further study

Modes with the same starting note are parallel modes.

■ When you see any chord progression or when you compose a chord progression, try to
decide on which key/mode centre/tonic note is relevant. Perhaps the tonic centre moves from
one line to the next.  

■ Record these chord progressions and practise singing/playing your various scale and mode
choices over them to hear the effect.

■ You should review the material given in this lecture a minimum of four times this week in order
to be able to progress successfully throughout the unit; include the exercises worked and
examples given during the lecture.
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lecture

10Listening to music

Lecture content

The aim of this lecture is to show you how to listen to music more acutely and critically. We will take three
pieces of music and talk about their form, melodies, instrumentation, rhythms, texture and production etc. 

We will begin by recapping any problem areas you may have.

10.1 Listening to music 

In today’s lecture the tutor will present three very different pieces of music. The music will be discussed by
both tutor and students under the following headings:

■ form;

■ rhythms and metre;

■ chords; and

■ scales/modes.

10.2   Band skills track

This week’s band skills song is Plug In Baby by Muse.

Exercise 1

As a class we will listen to the track and individually transcribe the melody of the main guitar line. Guitarists
transcribe the bass and drum part of either the verse or chorus section, or both. 

Summary

Recommended practice and further study

The ability to listen to a piece of music or song and to understand its harmony is an important step to
greater musicianship and musicality. Learn to analyse music intelligently and to listen with a more
critical ear.

■ Listen more intently to all music including the music you perform yourself.

■ You should review the material given in this lecture a minimum of four times this week in order
to be able to progress successfully throughout the unit; include the exercises worked and
examples given during the lecture.
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lecture

11Applying music theory

Lecture content

This lecture shows the student how to apply music theory to analyse songs, chord progressions and how to
use music theory in song writing. Your tutor will provide numerous audio examples in today’s lecture. 

We will begin by recapping any problem areas you may have.

11.1 Applying music theory

The audio examples in today’s lecture provide you with an opportunity to apply your understanding of the
material covered so far in the course of music theory lectures. The audio examples can be analysed under
the following headings:

Form

What form does the music take? Does it have distinct sections? Does it involve any repetition? What shape
does that form have? How would you represent that on paper? 

Melody

Does the example have a distinct melody? Is it clearly presented, or is it more subtle? Are there are any
other counter-melodies/harmonies? Which instrument(s) carry those melodies? Is there a hook in the
melody? Is there any melodic improvisation?

Harmony 

Look at the chord progressions in each example. Which key is it in? Does it change key? Do those keys
have a close relationship? How does the harmony affect the mood of the piece? What does the harmonic
rhythm (rate of chord change) do to the mood of the piece? What would you do to develop/simplify the
piece? What would you do if you wanted to change the key of this piece? How would you do that?

Rhythm

What rhythms are important in this piece? What is the time signature? Where is the pulse? Does the tempo
stay the same? Does the time signature stay the same? 

Texture/instrumentation

Can you identify the instruments being used in the piece of music? Are there any special effects? How does
the texture change throughout the piece? How does that affect the mood?

The four Ts – tuning/timing/tone/taste

Are the musicians/instruments on the record in tune? Are they in time? Does it matter? Why? What about
the tone of each instrument? What about the tone of the recording? Is the example one of good taste/bad
taste/cheese/originality/effectiveness/blandness? What influences, in your opinion, underlie the
writer’s/performer’s choices in each of the above categories?
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Overall

Do you understand the piece? What is it about? Do you need to hear it again? 

Music Theory Lecture 11

Summary

One of the best ways to practise music theory is to apply it when deconstructing pieces of music.
Use the above headings during your analysis to help break down and understand what you are
hearing.

Recommended practice and further study

■ Practise listening to music more critically. Don’t choose your favourite artist – you will be too
biased. Choose something that is outside your usual experience – it’s all valid. Analysing
music in this way will help you to understand music more deeply, and also to appreciate
aspects of music-making that you haven’t explored yourself yet.

■ You should review the material given in this lecture a minimum of four times this week in order
to be able to progress successfully throughout the unit; include the exercises worked and
examples given during the lecture.
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lecture

12Revision

Lecture content

We will review the information that has been presented and discussed throughout the term with reference
to the unit’s learning outcomes.

Make note of any specific problem areas you wish to revise.

Revision topics will include:

■ Major and minor pentatonic scales.

■ Improvising over chord progressions.

■ Transposing chord progressions.

■ Seventh chords.

■ Minor scales.

■ Modes of the major scale.

■ Improvising over modal chord progressions.

■ Listening to music.

■ Applying music theory.

Exercise 1

You will be given a mock exam covering all relevant subjects and set in examination style. We will then
mark the exam as a class and recap any problem areas.
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lecture

13Exam week

Lecture content

Exams are scheduled to take place during this week. Please check notice board for precise times.

Music Theory Lecture 13
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Unit title

Songwriting
Duration of unit: Terms 1 and 2 (26 weeks)

Term 2 lecture titles (weeks 14-26)

Unit designed and written by Tim Bricheno

Lecture content Page

1 Harmonic rhythm 258

2 Cyclical songs 259

3 Writing songs in 3/4 and 6/8 time signatures 261

4 Writing to a brief 263

5 Writing to beats 264

6 Writing a love song/hate song lyric 266

7 Writing love song/hate song music 267

8 Reinterpretation 268

9 Breaking your musical habits 270

10 Free choice song 271

11 Portfolio workshop and term review 272

12 Exam week 273

13 Exam week 274
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Foreword

The aim of this unit is to give students who want to get into songwriting the tools they need. A blend of
theoretical songwriting techniques along with a practical songwriting task every lesson will provide the
format for the whole unit. 

Songwriting and particularly lyric writing is often dismissed by musicians as something that they either can
or can’t do. These lessons will break down that belief and help to show students that songwriting can be
learnt and practised like any other subject. Anyone has the potential to become a songwriter providing they
want to do it and are prepared to put in the time and practise.  

Songwriting is the lifeblood of the music industry; without songs the music industry does not exist. It will
always need new songs. Those songs have to be written by somebody so it may as well be you. Musicians
are like athletes and tend to perform better creatively when they are young and fresh. Your youth and these
lessons should give you the best possible start to potentially writing some great songs. 

Foreword by Tim Bricheno

Learner requirements

You will need to take notes and undertake written exercises so bring a notebook and pen/pencil. 

You will always need your musical instrument and drum sticks with you in lessons. 

If possible guitarists and bassists should also invest in a Marshall mini Amp (model number MS-2; £20 from
Andertons in Guildford) this will help you hear each other when writing songs in the practical lessons.
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258

lecture

1Harmonic rhythm

Lecture content

Lecture on the topic of harmonic rhythm and its application in traditional and contemporary music.

1.1 What is harmonic rhythm and how to consciously use it?

1.2 Audio examples of songs which make use of different speeds of harmonic
rhythm 

■ Basket case – Green Day– fast.

■ Chasing cars – Snow Patrol– medium.

■ Dancing in the street – Martha and the Vandellas – slow.

1.3 Explanation/demonstration of combining differing harmonic rhythms
when writing music

1.4 Task

Write a short verse, chorus song which uses slow or static harmonic rhythm in the verse and a medium to
fast harmonic rhythm in the chorus .Use your own lyrics or the ones provided in class.

Summary

Writing from the perspective of harmonic rhythm is one of the most subtle and under used
songwriting tools available. Conscious use of harmonic rhythm is a useful way of making simple
chord sequences develop and maintaining momentum without sounding contrived.

Recommended practice and further study

■ Take a song you have written and explore the harmonic rhythm with it. Play with the existing
harmonic rhythms with a view to making the song more interesting. Experiment and record
the results.
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lecture

2Cyclical songs

Lecture content

The cyclical song uses one set of repeating chords throughout and the challenge is to keep the song
satisfying and interesting despite its repetitive nature. This lecture will involve a mixture of audio analysis
and tutor-led guidelines and techniques to help students create interesting cyclical music and top lines.

2.1 Cyclical songs examination

Examination and audio analysis of hit songs by several artists which use the cyclical chord system. Below
are five songs used to demonstrate the cyclical system at work.

■ Chasing cars – Snow Patrol

■ Back to Black – Amy Winehouse 

■ Crazy – Gnarls Barkley 

■ Creep – Radiohead 

■ Freefalling – Tom Petty

2.2 Musical techniques

Explanation and reintroduction of two techniques suitable for the creation of the cyclical chord sequences
including ‘reverse the verse’ and ‘the method’.

2.3 Melodic strategy

Explanation and demonstration of the typical melodic strategy typically employed when working on a
cyclical chord song.

2.4 Lyrical approach

Class discussion about the lyrical approach when creating a cyclical song. Words and melody in cyclical
songs typically have a greater focus as the repetitive nature of the music pushes the focus towards the
singer and song message.

2.5 Cyclical song tasks

In allocated groups write a cyclical song using either the lyrics provided or write your own lyrics. Given the
allotted time of 45 minutes create a basic one verse and one chorus song. All song ideas will be performed
and recorded in lesson time.
.

Songwriting Lecture 2
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Summary

Cyclical songwriting is an old technique which has filtered through to rock and pop music, again
mainly through the cyclical song influence of rap and electronic dance music. The art of the cyclical
song relies very much on a simple satisfying chord sequence where rhythm and melody are
combined with a strong lyric.

Recommended practice and further study

■ Most musicians have a whole raft of simple chords sequences which they like but often these
remain undeveloped. Use one of these simple sequences as your cyclical starting point to
write a cyclical song.
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lecture

3Writing songs in 3/4 and 6/8 time signatures

Lecture content

Many great songs have been written in 3/4 and 6/8 but songwriters invariably stick firmly to 4/4. This
lecture requires students to compose a song in 3/4 or 6/8.

3.1 Class discussion about time signatures and songs outside the 4/4 time
signature

3.2 Explanation/demonstration showing the difference between 3/4 and 6/8
time

The main difference between 3/4 and 6/8 is that 3/4 has three beats in a bar whereas 6/8 has two beats
in a bar, each of which is then subdivided into three 8th notes in 6/8.

If you see someone conducting it’s much easier to grasp and this will be demonstrated visually in the
lesson.

3:3 Examples of songs in 3/4 and 6/8

■ Norwegian Wood –The Beatles

■ Natural Woman – Aretha Franklyn

■ Perfect Day – Lou Reed

■ Manic Depression – Jimi Hendrix

■ Kiss From A Rose – Seal

■ You’ve Got To Hide Your Love Away – The Beatles 

3.4 Task

Using the chords and lyrics provided in class write a short verse chorus song in 3/4 or 6/8 time. The results
will be performed and recorded in lesson time

Songwriting Lecture 3
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Summary

Writing in different time signatures is a valuable lesson in dramatically changing the feel or mood of
any song. Most songs in 3/4 or 6/8 retain a swaying feel and many folk songs are written in these
two time signatures.

Recommended practice and further study

■ Explore other time signatures and experiment combining 4/4 and 3/4 together such as 
Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds by the Beatles where the verse is in 3/4 and the chorus
moves to 4/4.
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lecture

4Writing to a brief

Lecture content

This lecture is a guest lecture featuring an industry insider who earns their living by writing music to briefs.
Writing to a brief is the most popular avenue of work for songwriters and composers. Writing to a brief can
range from working with young or established artists who need fresh material in keeping with their style to
working on music for TV and film. Composing music to visuals is a very busy industry and this lecture aims
to inform students about the techniques and opportunities available to them in this demanding field of
work.

4.1 Overview and explanation of how to compose music for film/TV by media
music composer

4.2 Task

A real life written brief and film clip will be shown in class. Students will be required to work in groups and
compose a one minute piece of music according to the brief requirements. The results will be performed to
the film clip in lesson time.

Helpful links 

■ www.tobybrichenomusic.com

■ www.revostock.com

■ www.shootingpeople.com

.

Summary

As the demand for television music and music for games is getting larger and larger the area of
composing music to specific briefs by the companies who produce the visuals is huge. The art of
composing music to a brief requires the writer to step outside of their own personal taste and stick to
brief requirements.

Recommended practice and further study

■ Download advert and film clips from YouTube and strip the music off and write new material to
complement the visuals. If you have Microsoft Windows, learn to use the Moviemaker
program to dub your new music on to the existing advert. If you have a Macintosh learn to use
Imovie to dub your new music onto the existing advert.
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lecture

5Writing to beats

Lecture content

Creating music to beats and rhythm is crucial when working on songs designed to make people dance. This
lecture will explore writing music to groove/hip hop and house beats

5.1 Writing around a beat can give the songwriter much more room to work
with musical space and density 

It is important to understand that getting the groove going as early as possible is crucial to the success of
songs designed to make people move.

5.2 Working with 4 on the floor beat

Audio examples of songs which make use of 4 on the floor and showing how the harmony and melody
integrate with the beat.

■ Born Slippy – Underworld

■ I Feel Love – Donna Summer

Explanation and demonstration on how to build a 4 on the floor beat.

5.3 Writing around a groove/hip hop beat

Audio examples of songs which make use of groove/hip hop beats and how the harmony and melody
integrate with the beat.

■ Safe From Harm – Massive Attack

■ Crazy In Love – Beyonce

Explanation and demonstration on how to build a groove/hip hop beat.

5.4 Task

Using additional percussion or a programmed bass drum, choose either style of beat and write a short song
groove and vocal line using the lyrics supplied.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Summary

Writing to a beat is a failsafe songwriting basic when dealing with the creation of dance music.
Rhythm has overtaken melody in contemporary music and students should recognise this and learn
to work from a rhythmic perspective more often.

Recommended practice and further study

■ Go to the ACM portal to download the permanent ‘songwritng beat only audio files’ to work
with when songwritng around a beat.
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Summary

Writing around the subjects of love and hate can be very difficult because they have been used so
much as lyric material. The trick is to exploit some chink in the subject of love and hate and express it
in your own way. The object is to express a universal truth about love or hate in a way which all
humans can relate to which has never been expressed that way in song before. This is the art of the
love song hate song. Never ever think that a love songs = Cheesy clichéd lyrics. That particular
misunderstanding is the biggest cliché going.

Recommended practice and further study

■ If you have written a love song in this lesson then try privately working on a hate song and vice
versa.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

lecture

6Writing a love song/hate song lyric

Lecture content

Lyrics continue to be most new songwriters’ Achilles heel and this lecture will deal with the creation of lyrics
around the universal theme of the love song/hate song.

6.1 Class discussion

Why are love songs like Crazy In Love by Beyonce and hate songs like Killing In The Name Of by Rage
Against the Machine so popular?

6.2 Lyrical analysis of Crazy In Love by Beyonce

6.3 Lyrical analysis of Killing In The Name Of by Rage against the Machine

6.4 Task

Write a love song or hate song lyric using information gleaned from the lyrical analysis to act as a template
when working on the lyric. Aim to write two verses and one chorus within lesson time. Finish and keep the
lyric. We will be setting the lyrics to music next week.

Songwriting Lecture 6266
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lecture

7Writing love song/hate song music

Lecture content

Setting the love song or hate song lyrics from last week’s task to music.

7.1 Class discussion: composing music based on the lyric

7.2 Questions to ask when composing music to a lyric

■ What is the lyric about?

■ Does the overall lyric feel upbeat or downbeat?

■ Would the lyric suit a fast or slow temp?

■ Are there any key words which would aid the feel of the music? 

■ Does the lyric feel angry or aggressive in places?

■ Does the lyric feel sad or happy in places?

■ Is there any particular song or musical genre that the lyric reminds you of?

The music you create should be tailored to emotionally work with the lyric. Use the answers from the
questions above to help guide you into the right area musically.

7.3 Various techniques covered in previous lessons will come in useful to work
the lyrics into a melody

Some of the techniques you may want to revisit are ‘the method’ used create chord sequences (Term 1-
Lecture 3: The method) or starting from a melody based on the lyric (Term 1- Lecture 7: Melody) and
finding chords to complement a vocal melody (Term 1- Lecture 8: Harmony).

7.4 Task

Write a love song or hate song lyric using information gleaned from the lyrical analysis to act as a template
when working on the lyric. Aim to write two verses and one chorus with in lesson time. Finish and keep the
lyric as we will be setting the lyrics to music next week.

267

Summary

Writing music around lyrics can make composition of music much easier as the lyrics give the
musician so much emotional information to base the sound and feel of the music on.

Recommended practice and further study

■ Try writing more songs lyric first and building up the melody and harmony based on the feel
suggested by the lyric.
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lecture

8Reinterpretation

Lecture content

This lecture will help students to display their own musical taste and style by reinterpretation of an existing
classic song. This is not a new idea and is often used by groups or artists to display their own slant on music
by reinterpretation of a song everybody knows. It sets out your musical stall and allows the general public
to get a handle on you via a song they are very familiar with.

8.1 Discussion with audio examples of artists who have used reinterpretation
as a device to demonstrate their own style

■ The Futureheads – Hounds Of Love

■ Blondie – Hanging On The Telephone

■ Travis – Hit Me Baby One More Time

■ Nirvana – Where Did You Sleep Last Night

■ The Stranglers – Walk On By

8.2 Chord sequence and lyrics for The Beatles classic Twist And Shout

Chords

C  F G F: for main lyrics

Song structure

G for Ahh sections 

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Lyrics

Well shake it up baby now, twist and shout
Come on come on come on come on baby, c’mon and work it on out
Well work it on out, you know you look so good
You know you got me goin’ now, just like I knew you would

Well shake it up baby now, twist and shout
Come on come on come on come on baby, now work it on out
You know you twist it little girl, you know you twist so fine
Come on and twist a little closer now, and let me know that you’re mine

Ahh  Ahh   Ahh  Ahh  Ahh

Well shake it up baby now, twist and shout
Come on come on come on come on baby, c’mon and work it on out
You know you twist it little girl, you know you twist so fine
Come on and twist a little closer now, and let me know that you’re mine 

Well shake it shake it shake it baby now
Well shake it shake it shake it baby now
Well shake it shake it shake it baby now
Ahh  Ahh   Ahh  Ahh 

8.3 Task

Using The Beatles’ Twist And Shout as your song material, reinterpret the song in your band displaying a
different take on the song which you think would sound good or demonstrate your own personal taste in
music. This could be a style or genre e.g. metal/reggae/folk etc. Arrangement, space and dynamics could
also play a part.

Summary

Reinterpretation of music is a valid and useful exercise to discover how other people put their songs
together and to demonstrate your own way of performing them.

Recommended practice and further study

■ Choose a song you think would suit reinterpretation and tackle it. Try to move as far away from
the original as you can with your version. The more different yours is from the original the
clearer your point becomes.
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lecture

9Breaking your musical habits

Lecture content

This lecture has a psychological surprise up its sleeve which cannot be divulged beforehand. The primary
function of the lesson is to move students out of for their musical comfort zone in order to aid fresh
creativity.

9.1 Why move out of your comfort zone?

The music  business constantly requires artists and songwriters to re-invent themselves musically.TV
adverts and programmes are constantly commissioning song briefs in the style of artists whose musical
style you may not like. It is important to understand that working in areas of music you do not understand
or even like is part of the real world of work as a musician. It can be fun and challenging and you will
certainly learn new things about songwritng which you may find give you a fresh perspective when you
write in general.

9.2 Task

In your bands write down one style of music you wish to try writing in e.g.
rock/funk/rap/folk/reggae/disco/RnB/metal/pop/jazz.

In your bands write down three potential song titles which suits the style of music you wish to try writing.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Summary

Writing in other styles and genres outside your comfort zone is crucial to your success as a
songwriter.

Recommended practice and further study

■ Pick the opposite genre to the type of music you normally gravitate towards and download
three tracks by artists in the opposite genre. 

■ Analyse the music paying close attention to the following song aspects:

■ Types of chords and chord sequences.

■ Recurrent melodic cells present in the melody lines.

■ Rhyme types and schemes present in the lyric.

■ Type of rhythm present in the song, syncopated? Straight?

■ The song structure and arrangement traits.

■ Instrumentation present in the song.

■ Once you have built up a general understanding through analysis of three tracks using the
checklist above you should be able to piece together a framework of typical sonic, lyrical,
harmonic, melodic and rhythmic traits present in the genre you want to write in.
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lecture

10Free choice song

Lecture content

This lesson will be an extended practical and recording lesson.

10.1 Using the knowledge gained over the whole unit work up a song of your
own with your band 

The choice of material and genre is entirely in your hands and it would be in the student’s interest to bring a
song idea to the lesson to work on. You should aim to use the extra time allotted to achieve a reasonable
song structure rather than the normal one verse and one chorus format we have been working with. The
finished songs will be recorded to an acceptable quality in lesson time and may be taken away at the end of
the lesson provided you bring a USB memory stick with you. 

Summary

This lesson is a demonstration of the student’s knowledge gained over the last two terms working on
a variety of songwriting techniques.

Recommended practice and further study

■ Songwriting is like speaking a language; the more often you speak it the more fluent you will
become. Although the songwriting unit is nearly over you should keep up with the
songwriting process if you wish to retain the information from the lessons and continue to
write better songs.
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lecture

11Portfolio workshop and term review

Lecture content

Final chance for students to ask questions and work on their portfolios in the classroom with the tutor
present.

Students should ensure that they have met all the brief requirements before handing their work in at the
end of term. Read the brief thoroughly before commencing work and read it again before handing work in.  

11.1 Checklist

■ Scrapbooks should show the inspiration for songs (pictures/concepts/ideas etc).

■ Scrapbooks should contain at least two sets of lyrics preferably with chords in your scrapbook
(the same lyrics as used in the songs on your audio CD).

■ Only include two songs on your CD (one film brief song and one other song written by you).

■ Both songs must contain vocals and at least two instruments 

■ Clearly label and name your songs on the CD.

11.2 End of term songwritng quiz

End of term songwritng quiz with prize.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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lecture

12Exam week

Lecture content

Check the hand in date for songwriting coursework submission with student relations your songwriting
tutor.
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lecture

13Exam week

Lecture content

Check the hand in date for songwriting coursework submission with student relations your songwriting
tutor.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Songwriting Lecture 13274
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Unit title

Stylistic
Awareness
Duration of unit: Terms 1 and 2 (26 weeks)

Term 2 lecture titles (weeks 14-26)

Unit designed and written by Mike Nichols

Lecture content Page

1 Gospel

Students will explore the origins of gospel music and how this genre has developed over the 
years with reference to Aretha Franklin, Kirk Franlin and Andre Crouch. 279

2 Classic rock

Students will examine three examples of the diversity and sophistication of rock in the 1970s. 
The powerful sound of Led Zeppelin, Queen’s use of complex form, and Frank Zappa’s eclectic 
mix of influences are all important features of the development of the genre. 281

3 Funk

Students will study the development of funk in the 1970s. Artists such as James Brown, Sly and 
the Family Stone and George Clinton used the groove as the focus of their songs. 283

4 Disco

Students will examine the stylistic features of Disco with reference to examples by The Bee Gees,
Kool and the Gang and Michael Jackson. 285

5 Metal

Inspired by the power of rock bands like Led Zeppelin, bands such as AC/DC, Metallica and 
Pantera are part of a process of evolution by rock musicians looking for increasingly heavy 
sounds. 286

6 Country

With its roots in the folk music of white Americans, country music is a diverse genre whose
popularity equals that of mainstream rock and pop music in America. Country musicians have
exploited the many instruments of the guitar family including the banjo, mandolin, baritone 
guitar and pedal steel guitar. 288

7 Punk

Students will explore the legacy of this important movement in contemporary music history. 
By the 1970s rock had become too sophisticated for its own good. Punk was a massive act of
rebellion that restored the focus of the artist on the audience, and reclaimed the raw emotion 
in music that had been eclipsed by the technical sophistication of musicians and producers. 290
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8 Contemporary pop

In the postmodern age pop artists such as Robbie Williams, Kylie Minogue and Eminem have a 
rich legacy of many styles of music from which to draw their influences. They also have an
unprecedented level of technology to help them in the process of transforming those influences 
into new sounds. This lecture examines the state of the art in mainstream pop. What are its
influences? And, what modern production and arranging techniques are adding new elements? 292

9 African music

American music can be seen as a fusion of African and European music, and the three continents 
are continually influencing each other. This lecture examines the music of Ladysmith Black
Mambazo, Fela Kuti, Ali Farka Toure and Youssou NDour. Students will discuss the similarities 
and differences with more familiar styles of music. 294

10 Electronica

Students will examine the techniques used in electronic music. The synthesiser music of Kraftwerk.
The use of samples in Pump Up The Volume, and the vast array of sequencing, sampling and
synthesiser techniques used by Squarepusher. 296

11 Film composers

Students will examine the work of three important film composers; John Williams, Ennio Morricone
and Quincy Jones. Freed from the restraints of song form, film composers have a vast vocabulary 
of sounds at their disposal. Orchestral arranging, ethnic instruments and electronic music are 
all part of the arsenal of the modern film composer. 297

12 Term review 299

13 Exam week       300

Description of unit

This unit is designed to enable learners to acquire and develop the skills necessary to develop their
listening ability. Music professionals from all popular music areas including engineering, DJing, producing,
arranging, songwriting, instrumental playing and singing need to develop a combined vocabulary that
encompasses aural perception and the theorisation of differing music styles.

Overall learning outcomes for unit

To achieve this unit, the learner must:

■ Acquire and develop a musical vocabulary.

■ Recognise and analyse the rhythmic aspects of music.

■ Recognise and describe basic structure, harmony and tonality.

■ Recognise different aspects of vocal and instrumental resources and textures.

Assessment scheme

Please refer to the Assignment Brief for more details.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Recommended resources

Books
Bennett R
Fortissimo 
Cambridge University Press, 1996

Cole B
The Composer’s Handbook 
Schott, 1998

Paynter J
Sound And Structure 
Cambridge University Press, 1992

Sadie S
The Cambridge Music Guide 
Cambridge University Press, 1990

Taylor E
The AB Guide To Music Theory 
Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music,
1991

Videos/DVDs
Burns, Ken
Jazz 
Twelve-part series featuring interviews with
Wynton Marsalis.

Rodgers and Hammerstein 
Carousel

Videos as required – see weekly topics.

Websites
See individual lectures for URLs.

Other recommended reading 
Collins J
West African Roots
Temple UP 1992

Curtis J
Interpretations Of Music And Society, 1954 –
1984
Bowling Green: Ohio 1997

Hayward, P (ed)
Culture, Technology And Creativity In The Late
Twentieth Century
London: John Libbey 1990

Malabe F and Weiner B
Afro-Cuban Rhythms For Drumset
New York: Manhattan Music Inc, 1990

Massey, H
Behind The Glass – Top Record Producers Tell
How They Craft The Hits  
San Francisco: Backbeat Books, 2000

Middleton R
Studying Popular Music
Milton Keynes – Philadelphia 1990

Olsen, E, Verna, P and Wolff, C
The Encyclopedia Of Record Producers 
New York: Watson-Guptill Publications,1999

Potter R A 
A Spectacular Vernaculars. Hip-Hop And The
Politics Of Postmodernism
SUNY UP PB 1995

Theberge, P
Any Sound You Can Imagine – Making Music /
Consuming Technology
Hanover, NH: Wesleyan University Press,1997

Ward, E, Stokes G and Tucker, K
Rock Of Ages: The Rolling Stones History of Rock
& Roll 
(New York: Rolling Stones/Summit, 1986)

Warner, T
Pop Music – Technology And Creativity, UK 
Aldershot 2003

White, P
Recording And Production Techniques
London: Sanctuary 1998

Zal III, AJ
The Poetics Of Rock – Cutting Records, Making
Tracks 
London: University of California Press 2001
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Foreword

The main aim of this unit is to provide you with the skills for listening to and analysing differing styles and
genres of music, appreciating their historical context, observing and writing down what you hear. The skills
learned in this unit combine with those of Music Theory and Ear Training, developing a musical and
notational vocabulary to take with you into your professional working life.

Various styles of music will be studied, including pop, rock, musical theatre, jazz, classical and film music.
Students will be encouraged to develop their research skills in relation to tutor-nominated works.

Foreword by Mike Nichols

Learner requirements

It is recommended that you bring an eraser, soft pencils, an A4 folder and manuscript book to each lecture.
You will need access to a computer for internet research.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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lecture

1Gospel

Lecture content

Oh Happy Day – Aretha Franklin
Take Me Back – Andre Crouch
Hosanna – Kirk Franklin

In this lecture students will explore the origins of gospel music and how this genre has developed over the
years. They will investigate how the use of easily identifiable instrumental sounds and chord structure has
become the basis for many other forms of music.

1.1 Rhythm

In relation to the three tracks, discuss rhythm, tempo and feel of each piece in terms of time signatures,
metronome marking (tempo/bpm), and rhythmic feel. Identify examples of gospel, four-bar phrasing and
call and response.

1.2 Form and structure

Discuss and identify the main harmonic and structural features of the forms, such as theme and variations,
soloing styles, bass patterns, chord progressions, introductions and riffs.

Consider the following question: Kirk Franklin’s Hosanna has multiple instruments, but what modern-day
device is used to keep time?

1.3 Vocal

Describe the vocal qualities, onsets/endsets and singing styles – range, lyrical content, and the heavy use
of call and response both sung and spoken.

1.4 Orchestration and instrumentation

Discuss what instruments are used in the first two tracks as compared with the third. Discuss how the
genre has progressed musically. Listen to and write an analysis of Kirk Franklin’s Hosanna with particular
reference to the style, orchestration, structure, and the way in which contrast is achieved through
orchestration and vocals.

What instruments are playing in each piece? When discussing the orchestration, identify groupings of
instruments, and how the instrumentals are arranged to achieve a variety of textures of sounds throughout
the pieces. In each piece, discuss the role of the bass and drums, and also the Hammond organ in the first
two tracks.

Stylistic Awareness Lecture 1
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Summary

Recommended practice and further study

This lecture has explored how gospel has changed and has identified aspects of rhythm, structure,
harmony and tonality, vocal and instrumental resources and textures.

■ Prepare for the next lecture by visiting the following sites and downloading and studying the
materials:

■ Led Zeppelin – www.led-zeppelin.com

■ Queen – www.queenonline.com

■ Van Halen – www.van-halen.com

■ Find other versions of Oh Happy Day and listen and compare them to the above.
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lecture

2Classic rock

Lecture content

Black Dog – Led Zeppelin
Bohemian Rhapsody – Queen
Tinseltown Rebellion – Frank Zappa

In the 1970s rock musicians extended their musical vocabulary, many becoming virtuosos. Advances in
recording and production technology created a new diversity and sophistication in the sound produced by
many bands. Led Zeppelin created a powerful new sound, combining heavy drums, loud overdriven guitars
and screaming vocals. The term ‘heavy metal’ was coined by a journalist to describe Zeppelin.

Queen’s epic, Bohemian Rhapsody, combined anthemic guitar lines with a quasi-operatic vocal
arrangement, and a variety of dynamics and tempo never before heard on a hit single.

Meanwhile eccentric genius Frank Zappa combined lengthy guitar solos with fiendishly intricate
arrangements. Many of Zappa’s songs had a satirical theme, frequently parodying other artists and musical
genres. His lyrics were often of a political nature, many of his songs were also pornographic. As a result
Zappa’s massive popularity and critical acclaim was never reflected in TV/radio airplay.

2.1 Orchestration and instrumentation

List the instruments used in these songs.

2.2 Form, melody and harmony

Compare and contrast the songs with reference to the following:

a tone and texture;

b form and structure;

c harmonic language; and

d lyrical content and vocal arrangement.

2.3 Rhythm

Discuss the role of time and tempo in these examples.

Discuss the role of the drum kit in laying down the time and tempo.

2.4 Stylistic awareness

What are the different musical styles reflected in these examples? What arranging techniques are used to
incorporate these stylistic influences into the songs?

Stylistic Awareness Lecture 2
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Recommended practice and further study

■ Prepare for the next lecture by visiting the following sites – downloading and studying the
materials:

■ http://www.soul-patrol.com/funk/civil.htm

■ http://www.funky-stuff.com/jamesbrown/

■ http://www.iconscious.co.uk/musichistory/funk.htm

2.5 Useful vocabulary

■ Rall;

■ accel;

■ half time;

■ double time;

■ half time feel;

■ double time feel;

■ pause (fermata);

■ stab;

■ pitch bend; and

■ double stop.

Vocal terminology

■ Vocal harmony;

■ close harmony;

■ Doo-Wop;

■ Soprano;

■ alto;

■ tenor;

■ bass (SATB); and

■ baritone.

Drum terminology

■ Kick, snare;

■ hi-hat;

■ open/half open/closed;

■ crash;

■ ride;

■ toms (hi/med/lo);

■ roll; and

■ flam.
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lecture

3Funk

Lecture content

Funky Drummer – James Brown
Flashlight – James Brown
Dance To The Music – Sly and the Family Stone

In the 1960s soul music reached the commercial mainstream through record labels such as Motown and
Atlantic. At the same time a new style was developing in black music.  Funk had a heavier sound, using riffs,
repetitive rhythms and a vocal style full of exclamations and chants. The balance of African and European
influences in funk was more African than in commercial soul. It is no coincidence that this was the time of
the civil rights movement. African Americans were reinventing their identity, inspired by leaders such as
Martin Luther-King and Malcom X.

The  political nature of songs by artists such as James Brown, Sly and the Family Stone, and Gil Scott Heron
was a big influence on the Hip Hop generation. Artists such as NWA, Arrested Development and Michael
Franti all had their roots in funk.

3.1 Rhythm

Vocalise and transcribe the drum patterns.

3.2 Melody and harmony

Learn some of the instrumental lines vocally.

Split the class into groups and sing the parts together.

3.3 Orchestration and instrumentation

List the instruments used in the songs.

Transcribe some of the basic lines.

3.4 Useful vocabulary

■ Vamp;

■ riff;

■ groove;

■ pocket;

■ mutron (synth bass effect);

■ slap/pop;

■ bridge; and

■ a capella.

Stylistic Awareness Lecture 3
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Recommended practice and further study

■ Prepare for the next lecture by visiting the following sites – downloading and studying the
materials:

■ http://www.disco-disco.com/disco/history.shtml

■ http://www.beegees-world.com/

■ http://www.allmichaeljackson.com/
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lecture

4Disco

Lecture content

Staying Alive – The Bee Gees
Ladies Night – Kool and the Gang
Don’t Stop Til You Get Enough – Michael Jackson

In the mid 1970s a new genre of dance music started in America and swept the world. Disco had its roots in
funk and soul. The lyrical content is largely concerned with dancing, partying, looking and feeling good.
Strong repetitive grooves and catchy melodies or ‘hooks’ are important features of the style. Use of ‘four on
the floor’ beats, handclaps, songs based around ‘hooks’ and octave bass lines are all common features in
contemporary pop that originated in the disco era. 

4.1 Rhythm

Discuss the role of the bass, drums and rhythm guitar.

Transcribe the basic rhythm section parts.

4.2 Orchestration and arrangement

Discuss the role of horns and strings in these arrangements. Transcribe some simple lines.

4.3 Melody and harmony

Examine the vocal arrangements. How are the backing vocals used to enhance the songs.

4.4 Useful vocabulary

■ 4 on the floor;

■ back beat;

■ handclap;

■ hook; and

■ vamp.

Stylistic Awareness Lecture 4

Recommended practice and further study

■ Prepare for the next lecture by visiting the following sites – downloading and studying the
materials:

■ http://www.nolifetilmetal.com/metalorigins.html

■ http://www.metallica.com/index.asp

■ http://www.pantera.com/main.html
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lecture

5Metal

Lecture content

All Night Long – AC/DC
Battery – Metallica
Walk – Pantera

From the late 1970s onwards there was a school of rock which constantly strove to make bigger, heavier,
louder and more distorted sounds. The term ‘heavy metal’ was originally coined by a journalist to describe
the sound of Led Zeppelin. Bands that adopted the metal sound included AC/DC, Iron Maiden, Black
Sabbath and Motorhead.

In the 1980s Metallica took the genre to new extremes. Using ‘wall of sound’ style production they created
the ‘thrash metal’ sound. In the 1990s Metallica’s search for a bigger sound led them to perform with an
orchestra.

The 1990s saw bands such as Pantera and Rage Against The Machine using detuning techniques and
extended range instruments (5 string basses and 7 string guitars) to give their sound a more powerful
bottom end.

5.1 Form and structure

Map out the structure of the songs. Write chord charts for the songs.

5.2 Arrangement and production

■ Discuss how these bands achieved their sound in these examples.

■ What voicings did the guitarists use?

■ What playing techniques did the bassists use?

■ Transcribe some of the drum patterns.

■ How might these songs have been recorded?

5.3 Melody and vocal delivery

■ Discuss the approach of the vocalists.

■ How is their sound achieved?

■ What is their approach to phrasing and delivery?
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5.4 Useful vocabulary

■ Power chord;

■ distortion;

■ overdrive;

■ fuzz;

■ feedback;

■ drop D tuning (on bass);

■ pick;

■ fingerstyle;

■ 7string guitar;

■ 5 string bass; and

■ double pedal (bass drum).

Stylistic Awareness Lecture 5

Recommended practice and further study

■ Prepare for the next lecture by visiting country music websites.
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lecture

6Country

Lecture content

Hey Porter – Johnny Cash
Love Gets Me Every Time – Shania Twain
White Trash Wedding – The Dixie Chicks

In these three tracks, students will explore the use of vocal styling, which is pivotal in the genre, as well as
the use of the guitar family. Students should note the differences in instrumentation as being key to the
definition of the style. White Trash Wedding is particularly retrospective for a modern group because of its
use of the violins and syntax in the lyrics.

6.1 Rhythm

In relation to the three tracks, discuss rhythm, tempo, and feel of each piece in terms of time signatures,
metronome marking (tempo/bpm) and rhythmic feel.

6.2 Form and structure

Discuss and identify the main harmonic and structural features of each track; forms, accompaniment styles,
riffs, answer phrases and the use of lead and backing vocals.

6.3 Vocal

Describe the vocal qualities and singing styles – range, lyrics, meaning, interpretation and so on.

6.4 Orchestration and instrumentation

What instruments are playing in each piece? Discuss the role of the guitar and bass.

6.5 Sonic quality

Hey Porter was recorded in 1955. The quality of recording sounds old fashioned compared with the other
examples. How do they sound different?
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6.6 Useful vocabulary

■ Root/fifth movement;

■ tonic;

■ dominant;

■ banjo;

■ mandolin;

■ cut time;

■ pedal steel/lap steel guitar;

■ close harmony;

■ parallel movement;

■ glissando; and

■ slide.

Stylistic Awareness Lecture 6

Summary

Recommended practice and further study

This lecture covers the use of vocal styling, which is pivotal in the genre, as well as the use of the
guitar family.

■ Prepare for the next lecture by looking into the birth of punk.
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lecture

7Punk

Lecture content

God Save The Queen – The Sex Pistols
London Calling – The Clash
Lust for Life – Iggy Pop

In the 1960s the baby boom generation transformed rock ‘n’ roll from a simple three chord format with
universal appeal to a sophisticated art form, dominated by powerful record companies, ‘supergroups’ and
‘guitar heroes’ whose music seemed increasingly elitist and out of touch with the new young generation. In
1976 the Sex Pistols, managed by Malcom Maclaren, burst onto the scene. They rebelled against hippie
ideals of peace and beauty, their image was deliberately ugly and aggressive. They also rebelled against the
prevailing musical elitism, and turned their lack of musicianship into an asset. Banging out power chords
with more enthusiasm than technical prowess they inspired a new generation to pick up guitars and
express themselves. Within a few years this extraordinary burst of energy and creativity had become a
massive influence on the music scene and was a key factor in the emergence of the indie scene which
spawned bands as diverse as Madness, Oasis and Nirvana.

7.1 Melody and lyrics

Discuss the vocal delivery and lyrical content of the songs.

7.2 Form and structure

Write chord charts for the songs.

7.3 Rhythm, harmony and arrangement

What devices are used to create tension and release in these examples?

7.4 Performance

When is ‘messy’ playing/singing good, and clean, precise playing bad?

7.5 Useful vocabulary

■ Power chord;

■ reverb;

■ delay;

■ feedback;

■ staccato;

■ legato;

■ Indie; and

■ Zeitgeist.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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Recommended practice and further study

■ Prepare for the next lecture by visiting the following sites – downloading and studying the
materials:

■ http://www.record-producers.com/roster/markpicchiotti/markpicchiotti.pdf

■ http://www.guychambers.com/mainindex.htm

■ http://www.williamorbit.com/

■ http://www.dr-dre.com/info/production.php
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lecture

8Contemporary pop

Lecture content

Spinning Around – Kylie Minogue
Rock DJ – Robbie Williams
Stan – Eminem

Contemporary pop is now a sophisticated postmodern genre that ‘borrows’ elements from any of the
musical styles of the past. Modern production techniques have blurred the boundaries between live and
programmed, real and synthesised. But in many ways little has changed in the last 70 years. The three
minute song with a strong melody, a ‘dance friendly’ beat, delivered by a charismatic performer shows no
sign of going out of fashion.

8.1 Arrangement/production/instrumentation

List the instruments/sounds used in the examples. List the samples, sound effects and production
techniques that are used to enhance the basic accompaniment parts.

8.2 Melody

Examine the vocal arrangements. How are backing vocals and melodic devices used to develop the songs.

8.3 Rhythm

Which beats are programmed? Which are played live? How might the sounds have been achieved?
Transcribe the basic drum patterns.

8.4 Useful vocabulary

■ Sample;

■ loop;

■ quantise;

■ synth;

■ analogue;

■ pad;

■ compression;

■ reverb;

■ delay;

■ filter;

■ fill; and

■ break.
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293Stylistic Awareness Lecture 8

Recommended practice and further study

■ Prepare for the next lecture by visiting the following sites – downloading and studying the
materials:

■ http://www.mambazo.com/pages/1/index.htm

■ http://www.worldbeatplanet.com/baaba-maal/

■ http://africanmusic.org/artists/alifarka.html

■ http://www.bbc.co.uk/music/profiles/kutifela.shtml
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lecture

9African music

Lecture content

Zombie – Fela Kuti
Under African Skies – Paul Simon/Ladysmith Black Mambazo
Ali’s Here – Ali Farka Toure
Sinebar – Youssou Ndour

To truly understand the evolution of most contemporary music it is crucial to recognise the fusion of African
and European musical culture that has taken place across the American continent. European folksong,
marching band and orchestral music with its rich harmonic language, blended with the complex rhythmic
language of West African tribes such as the Mandinka, Yoruba and Wolof.

The descendants of African slves were the originators of blues, jazz and funk in North America, and samba,
rumba, mento and calypso in South America and the Caribbean.

Contemporary African music still reflects its traditional roots, but has in turn been influenced by the music
of Europe and America.

9.1 Melody

Compare the singing/guitar playing of ALi Farka Toure with that of the blues artists examines in Lecture 2.
What are the similarities? What are the differences?

9.2 Rhythm and harmony

Compare the Fela Kuti’s Zombie with Parliament’s Flashlight from Lecture 16.

9.3 Arrangement and vocal delivery

Listen to Under African Skies. Which elements sound South African? Which sound American? Describe
the differences.

9.4 Orchestration and Instrumentation

List as many instruments as possible in Sinebar.

Class exercise

Transcribe, then sing/play some of the lines from these songs.
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9.5 Useful vocabulary

■ Kora;

■ Djembe;

■ Talking drum;

■ shaker;

■ cowbell;

■ compound time;

■ vibrato;

■ grace note;

■ pitch bend;

■ microtone; and

■ fretless bass.

Stylistic Awareness Lecture 9

Recommended practice and further study

■ Prepare for the next lecture by visiting the following sites – downloading and studying the
materials:

■ http://www.jam2dis.com/j2delectronicahist2.htm

■ http://www.intuitivemusic.com/techno-guide-time-line.html

■ http://www.bbc.co.uk/dna/collective/A987627
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lecture

10Electronica

Lecture content

The Robots – Kraftwerk
Pump up the Volume – Mars
Square Rave – Squarepusher

Students will examine the development of electronic music, created using synthesisers, sampling and
sequencing. German band Kraftwerk were pioneers of electronica, making music entirely with synthesisers
in the early 1980s , at a time when nearly all music was played on ‘real’ instruments.

Mars single Pump up the Volume (1987) has an important place in musical history as the first hit songle
made entirely of samples from other records. Pump up the Volume ushered in a new era of dance music.

Contemporary electronica artist Squarepusher has a virtuosic command of all the techniques used in
electronic music and has pushed the genre to new extremes.

10.1 Orchestration and Instrumentation

■ Describe as many as possible of the different sounds used in these examples.

■ Discuss how they might have been made.

■ To what extent do they copy the roles of traditional instruments?

10.2 Form and structure

■ Map out the structure of these examples.

■ Do they follow standard song form?

■ How does the way the music was created influence it’s compositional structure?

Class exercise

Generate some musical ideas using any sounds available in the classroom, (e.g. voices, ringtones,
percussive objects, CDs, MP3s, unusual sounds from your instruments etc).

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

Recommended practice and further study

■ Prepare for the next lecture by visiting the following sites – downloading and studying the
materials:

■ http://www.johnwilliamscomposer.com/

■ http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001553/

■ http://www.achievement.org/autodoc/page/jon0bio-1
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lecture

11Film composers

Lecture content

The Good the Bad and the Ugly – Ennio Morricone
Emerald City Sequence – Quincy Jones
ET theme – John Williams

Film composers are not limited by song form, dance tempo, live performance or conventional harmonic and
melodic language. From shocking sounds in horror movies to lush orchestral arrangements, these
composers have a virtually unlimited palette of sounds at their disposal to enhance the visual imagery of
film.

This lecture examines the standard orchestral instrumentation, and the variations and augmentations used
by film composers.

Students will discuss the use of melodic, harmonic, rhythmic, dynamic and textural devices to enhance
visual imagery.

11.1 Orchestration and instrumentation

List the instruments of the orchestras in these examples.

11.2 Form and melody

Go through each example mapping out the form and noting which instruments are used in each section
and what role they are playing.

11.3 Rhythm and tempo

Much orchestral music has  a non metronomic approach to tempo, which is dictated by a conductor who
can direct the orchestra to push, pull pause, or change to a completely different tempo. Discuss the ways
this is used to add expression to the music.

11.4 Useful vocabulary

■ Pad;

■ pedal note;

■ arco;

■ pizzicato;

■ legato;

■ staccato;

■ marcato;

■ tenuto;
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298 Stylistic Awareness Lecture 11

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)

■ accent;

■ fermata (pause);

■ piano;

■ pianissimo;

■ forte;

■ fortissimo;

■ crescendo;

■ decrescendo;

■ accel;

■ rit;

■ rall;

■ unison;

■ soli;

■ divisi;

■ mute;

■ harp;

■ glissando; and

■ celeste.
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lecture

12Term review

Lecture content

This lecture will review the information that has been presented and discussed throughout the term with
reference to the unit’s learning outcomes.

The lecture will also go over the format of the stylistic awareness exam.

12.1 General knowledge quiz

Students will answer questions on the history and stylistic features of contemporary music genres.

12.2 Vocabulary quiz

Students will answers questions on musical vocabulary covered in the course.

12.3 Listening quiz

Students will listen to musical examples and answer questions on areas of musical analysis covered in the
course.

Stylistic Awareness Lecture 12
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300 Stylistic Awareness Lecture 13

lecture

13Exam week

Lecture content

Exams are scheduled to take place during this week. Please check notice board for precise times.

BTEC National Certificate in Music (ACM Diploma)
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